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cP l a t e  1 . 1  T h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  a 3 . 0 0 m  h i g h  
L o n d o n  C l a y  b a c k f i l l  d u r i n g  a f u l l  s c a l e  j o i n t  
e x p e r i m e n t  b e t w e e n  t h e  G e o t e c h n i c a l  D i v i s i o n  
o f  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  C i v i l  E n g i n e e r i n g  o f  t h e  
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  S u r r e y  a n d  t h e  G r o u n d  E n g i n e e r i n g  
S e c t i o n  o f  t h e  T r a n s p o r t  a n d  R o a d  R e s e a r c h  
L a b o r a t o r y  ( D e p a r t m e n t  o f  T r a n s p o r t )
SUMMARY
The lateral pressures induced by the compaction of clay 
against rigid structures and the subsequent behaviour of the 
compacted clayey backfill with time (dissipation of the 
pressures), and when wetting takes place (swelling 
pressures), have been investigated. The use of compacted 
clays behind bridge abutments and other retaining structures 
could lead to significant savings in arease where granular 
fill is either unavailable or expensive.
Preliminary laboratory work was undertaken in order to 
assess the basic relationships between the main variables 
involved in the process of compaction (such as energy, soil 
parameters, and the stresses induced), A subsequent 
laboratory investigation was carried out to study the change 
(dissipation) of the compaction pressures with time, as well 
as the lateral pressures induced when swelling occurs. 
Compaction and swelling apparatusses were developed for 
these laboratory tests which incorporated a new small size 
total earth pressure gauge.
The final part of this investigation involved a pilot 
scale experiment jointly undertaken by the Geotechnical 
Engineering Division of the Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Surrey, with the Ground Engineering section of 
the Transport and Road Research Laboratory of the Department 
of Transport, The results from this experiment indicated 
that large compaction lateral pressures (more than double 
the earth pressure obtained from an "at rest" classical 
analysis) can be induced in well compacted stiff clayey 
backfills. Existing compaction theory developed for 
granular soils cannot be used to predict either the 
magnitude or the distribution of these pressures.
Following the latest draft for a revised edition of the 
"Specification for Road and Bridge Works" the air voids 
content of the fill was used to control the effectiveness of 
the compaction process instead of the method specification 
which is current practice. Therefore a rapid and reliable 
method for determining the dry density in-situ was needed. 
The performance of the TROXLER 3411-b in direct measurement 
mode was investigated in order to establish an experimental 
correspondance between the nuclear density tests and the 
other standard methods (i.e., . sand replacement and core 
cutter ) .
For the second stage of this experiment, water was 
supplied to the fill and after a period of swelling of 
approximately four months, the lateral swelling pressures 
have reached magnitudes of around four times the predicted 
"at rest" values, and are in excess of the theoretical 
passive pressures.
Considering that the mechanisms involved in the 
compaction and swelling behaviour of clayey backfills have 
not yet been clearly established and that there is still no 
theory able to predict with the accuracy and detail required 
the magnitude and distribution of the earth pressures 
investigated, it is suggested that very stiff clays of high 
plasticity should be carefully studied before being chosen 
as backfill material.
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CHAPTER 1 LATERAL PRESSURES ON RETAINING WALLS
The effects of modern construction techniques and 
compaction plant on the magnitude and distribution of the 
induced lateral pressures when cohesive soils are compacted 
against rigid retaining structures and the subsequent 
behaviour of the compacted backfill with time (dissipation) 
and when wetting takes place (swelling pressures), have been 
investigated and the main findings of this work are reported 
in this thesis.
1.1. Introduction
It is now generally accepted that compaction behind 
retaining walls can induce larger lateral pressures than 
those predicted by classical earth pressure theories. The 
design of retaining structures normally involves an 
assessment of the magnitude and distribution of the lateral 
earth pressures acting on the structure.
The engineering designer of today faces the new 
unknowns introduced by the use of modern heavy compaction 
plant along with the pressing need to improve the economics 
of the designs by using locally available clayey material. 
Whilst the engineer is aware that self-settlement of the 
fill may occur due to undercompaction he is, at present, 
unable to predict the lateral pressures induced by effective 
compaction or the lateral pressures which may develop during
confined swelling.
Preliminary laboratory work was undertaken in order to 
assess the basic relationships between the main variables 
involved in the process of compaction of clay such as energy 
input; soil parameters and pressures induced using small 
specimens of remoulded London C1a y . As an extension of the 
problem of the compaction induced pressures, a subsequent 
investigation was carried out to study the change of these 
pressures with time, as well as the pressures observed when 
swelling occurred. A compaction and a swelling apparatus 
were developed for the laboratory tests which incorporated a 
small size total earth pressure sensing device.
The final part of the work reported in this thesis 
describes a large scale experiment jointly undertaken by the 
Geotechnical Engineering Division of the Department of Civil 
Engineering, University of Surrey, with the Ground 
Engineering section of the Transport and^ Road Research 
Laboratory (plate 1.1). This provided a unique opportunity 
to use different types of standard soil instrumentation to 
monitor the effects of modern construction techniques and 
full scale commercial compaction plant on the lateral 
pressures.
The design pressures resulting from various existing 
methods are compared with the results obtained from the 
large scale experiment. There is an urgent need to develop
a method to take into account some of the effects induced 
by compaction of cohesive backfill using soil and energy 
parameters. It is proposed that there should be provisional 
limitations for the suitability of clayey soils as compacted 
backfilling material, based on the simple laboratory tests 
developed.
During this full size compaction experiment, it was 
essential to control the density of the compacted materai as 
construction of the fill progressed, and therefore a rapid 
and reliable method of determining the dry density in situ 
was required, A nuclear moisture/density gauge (TROXLER 
3411B) was used which produced results which compared 
favourably with the other standard density tests.
When it is required to build where potentially swelling 
soils exist, it is important to assess the effects of the 
expansion pressures on the long term performance of the 
structure. Year after year more expensive failure cases
(and repair jobs) add to the already long list of designs
which did not allow for swelling pressures or for the 
appropriate construction methods and adequate maintenance 
required when expansive soils are present. Until more 
research is carried out to clarify the limitations for the 
potentially expansive clayey backfill when compacted
against rigid structures, it is considered that this type of
fill material should be used with extreme caution since it
is not yet possible to predict the behaviour and the long
terra performance of the system.
In order to produce a balanced (functional, safe and
economical) design for a retaining structure, the 
geotechnical engineer requires an expert knowledge of soil 
mechanics and earth pressure theory as well as structural 
design, and at the same time has to accept the limitations 
of the methods available and understand the behaviour of the 
real structure under real construction and maintenance 
conditions. The present study arises from the need for
specific information required to arrive at a scientific
procedure to estimate the magnitude and distribution of the 
lateral earth pressure induced during compaction of cohesive 
backfills against an unyielding structure; as well as the 
lateral swelling pressure which may occur upon wetting.
The satisfactory engineering performance of a retaining 
structure depends on its overall design, based on a broad 
understanding of the interaction between the structure and 
the soil. In the following articles (1.2 and 1.3) a review 
is presented of the literature considered to be relevant to 
the present work. These sections contain a review of 
Classical Earth Pressure Theory and a brief discussion of 
the previous work done by other authors towards a better 
understanding of the effects of compaction behind retaining 
structures.
1.2 Classical Earth Pressure Theory
The evolution of modern earth pressure theory started 
to unfold rapidly around 250 years ago due to military 
engineering requirements for high fortifications and deep 
excavations. Dozens of researchers have contributed to the 
development of what is today known as Classical Earth 
Pressure Theory. Clayton and Milititsky (1986) present a 
summary of dates, works and findings.
It can be said that the paper published by Coulomb in
1776 is the best known collection of experience and theory
of soil behaviour to that date. The concepts he used to
express the strength of materials (particularly applied to
soil mechanics: friction, F = N tan 0 and cohesion) are
still the basis of soil strength theory, although taken a 
step further by Terzaghi’s concept of effective stresses 
(1936c). In the second part of his paper. Coulomb derives an 
expression for the force exerted by a sliding wedge of soil 
failing through a planar shear surface.
Perhaps because the fact that the analysis of an 
idealized cohesionless frictional soil is a basic simple 
case to start with, the majority of the literature relevant 
to the study of earth-retaining structures refers to 
theoretical analyses of cases where loose granular soil is 
used. These solutions have then been theoretically 
extrapolated to cover the case of a cohesive backfill.
For around two centuries, it has been realised that the 
magnitude and distribution of the lateral earth pressures 
developed against retaining structures are very much related 
to the fashion in which the structure moves or deforms 
relative to the soil mass, which is to say the amount and 
type of strains to which the backfill is subjected.
Two limiting states of pressure have usually been 
considered. When a retaining wall moves forwards, away from 
the soil, an active state.of failure is said to be produced. 
If on the other hand a rigid wall is forced towards the 
backfill, the soil mass is said to move into a passive state 
of failure. In the following articles a review of the 
Classical Earth Pressure analyses is briefly presented as a 
discussion background.
1.2.1 Coulomb's wedge theory
In his Study, Coulomb proposed that a retaining wall 
(figure 1.1) could tilt forwards rotating around its base 
until the failing wedge of soil reached what is called an 
active state of failure, and slided through a discrete 
failure planar surface. The expression for the force on the 
wall Q, is given in terms of the geometry of the wall and 
in terms of soil properties. For maximum values of the total 
force (active case) 0 is found to depend on 0 only.
HW
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Fig. 1.1 Coulombs earth pressure diagram
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Coul o m b ’s work has been translated into English (Heyman 
(1972)) and from his classical analyses the solutions for 
the maximum force acting on the wall can be expressed
today using trigonometric functions as:
1 ry 1 - sin 0
Q = ---  y   (1.1)
^ 2  1 + sin 0
where: ' t  is the bulk density of the soil mass,
H is the height of the wall,
0 is the angle of internal friction of the soil
particles.
since for the active case, for Q the critical angle formax ^
the rupture plane 9c is:
QCg = 45° + 0/2 (1.2)
Coulomb also obtained the expression for the force Q 
for a soil with both cohesion c, and friction for the active 
form (short term case):
Q = a _ b H c (1.3)
which can be expressed in terms of 0 as:
1 „ 1 - sin 0 1 1  -  sin 0
Q, =   %  2cH--*/-----------  (1.4)
2 1 + sin 0 V 1 + sin 0
Continued research led to considerable refinements and 
extensions of the original solutions, and in 1906 Mueller- 
Breslau gave a more advanced expression for a frictional 
cohesionless soil which allows for wall friction (Mayniel, 
(1808)) and a more general geometry (inclined back of the
wall and sloping backfill) for both cases, active (see
figure 1.2) and passive failure.
The main limitations of these solutions are that they 
assume the existence .of a- single critical planar shear 
surface within an incompressible soil mass caused by an 
applied movement of the wall relative to the soil, and that 
the analyses were developed for total stresses without the 
inclusion of pore water pressures (although Coulomb had
already noted that ground water increased the active thrust
on a retaining wall).
1.2.2 Rankine states of equilibrium
The important contribution made by Rankine (1857) was 
the analysis of the stresses within a complete soil mass in 
a particular state of failure. This solution is given in 
terms of vertical and horizontal stresses, p and q 
respectively, and the result integrates the pressures for 
the equilibrium of differential soil elements at failure 
(see figure 1.3).
Hfailure plane
Tds
X
Fig. 1 .3 Rankine's active case 
(geom etry  and stress)
CO
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0)
L_
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L_
cc
0)
JZ
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max
\2 0= 90+ 0^
T for
0
normal stress
Fig. 1.4 Mohr circle for Rankine active analysis 
(e f fe c t  of the inclined backfill surface)
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The coefficient of earth pressure K is defined as the 
ratio between the horizontal and vertical stress. For the 
active case:
1 - sin 0
K = cn / cT" = T / P = (1*5)
® . v a  1 + sin 0
He also studied the case where the rigid wall was 
forced against the soil extending his .analysis to the 
prediction of the passive pressure.
Rankine's solution integrates the stresses within a 
given depth H:
f y  H
=  J y h
P a  =  I d y  ( 1 . 6 )
where: q = K  p. and p = X v  a a
The solutions for both states active and passive for 
the particular case of horizontal surface of the fill can be 
written as:
1 g 1 g 1 - sin 0
P = ---   y HT K =   y H^   (1.7)
^ 2 ^ 2 1 + sin 0
and similarly for the passive case:
1 r j 1 9  ^ + sin 0
P = —  y H K =   y H   (1.8)
P 2 P 2 1 - sin 0
With the use of a Mohr circle to represent the stresses 
p and q (as illustrated in figure 1.4) for an element within
11
a solid in plastic equilibrium, a more sophisticated 
solution is obtained.
Based on the assumptions that p is equal toiTy and that 
the relationship between the horizontal and vertical 
(effective) stresses is constant the coefficients of earth 
pressure can be found for the case of a sloping backfill 
where the resultant forces or are applied on a plane 
inclined at an angle yS with the horizontal (i.e. parallel to 
ground surface).
With the use of a Mohr circle diagram (see figure 1.4) 
the effect of an inclined backfill can be studied (where the 
resultant force is parallel to the ground surface). The 
value of the angle of wall friction 6 , in all Rankine 
analyses is equal to the inclination of the ground 
surface f h  , and cannot be varied.
Bell (1915) modified Rankine's solutions to include the 
effect of cohesion. He developed Cou l o m b ’s strength 
relationship by introducing a constant derived from 
"undrained" direct shear tests. Bell expressed the 
"undrained" shear strength of the soil as:
q^ = K + p^tan (1.9)
where K is a constant (cohesion) plus the frictional term 
(<Tn . tan 0), arriving analytically at an expression for the 
active force:
12
Qg = = f(cr^, C, 0) or (1.10)
= K^p - 2cy r  (1.11)
Of the various limitations of the preceeding solutions 
one that needs to be noted is that the analyses were
carried out in terms of total stress. Making use of the
contribution made by Terzaghi on the concept of effective 
stress (and its effect on soil strength, lateral stresses 
and deformation characteristics), the coefficients of earth 
pressure can be expressed in terms of effective stress, and 
in some particular cases the solutions given by the
classical analyses can be applied to situations involving 
ground-water, for which the earth pressure coefficients 
and Kp are a function of the effective shear strength 
parameters 0 ’ and c ’. For example, the effective horizontal
active pressure q ’, can be expressed in terms of the
corresponding effective vertical stress p ^ ' as
q^ = (p^ - u) (1.12)
where u is the pore water pressure at that given depth.
1.2.3, Other traditional methods for retaining wall design
The classical solutions to earth pressure problems 
presented so far were derived either using a planar failure 
surface or based on uniform stress fields. But real cases 
require more complete analyses in order to allow for wall 
friction, a curved failure surface, complex wall-soil
13
geometry (irregular ground surface, varied ground water 
level, tension cracks, etc ) . If two or more of these 
complicating factors occur sumultaneously, the error in the 
solution is amplified. Given the limitations of the 
classical earth pressure, graphical techniques were 
developed in order to obtain a more complete and realistic 
solution for complex real-life situations. The main 
graphical methods and worked examples can be seen in detail 
in Kezdi (1974),
Since the ground conditions are disturbed by 
construction works and the behaviour of the soil usually 
moves from the undrained condition to the drained condition 
during pore water pressure stabilization, in practice it is 
generally safer to use long-term solutions.
The equilibrium of a failing wedge of soil is 
graphically analysed using force and geometry diagrams to 
find the resultant earth pressure. The complexity of the 
analysis increases as more realistic conditions are included 
in the study (e ,g ,, wall friction angle, curved failure 
surface, wall settlement, irregular backfill surface, etc,), 
adding geometrical uncertainties such as unknown points of 
application of the resultant forces and redistribution of 
the pressures along the height of the wall.
For the particular case of long-term active earth 
pressures, Terzaghi and Peck (1948) suggest Cu l m a n ’s method.
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For the passive case, two graphical methods using curved 
failure surfaces are described by Terzaghi (1943):
i) logarithmic spiral method developed by Ohde (1938)
ii) friction circle method or 0-circle method by Krey 
(1936)
Both methods are rather laborious and time consuming 
and even though the first method gives a "more accurate" 
solution than the 0-circle method, a simplified solution for 
the friction circle method is the more generally used 
procedure. This friction circle method uses a Rankine-Bell 
solution, a similar drawing process (for forces and 
geometry) and a correction chart by Taylor (1937) for stress 
distribution on the failure surface. A ready derived 
solution can be obtained by using the modified Rankine-Bell 
equation:
using the earth pressure coefficients given by Packshaw 
(1946) for a horizontal soil surface.
Finally, there are semi-empirical methods for 
estimating the backfill pressure, based on the experience 
gained from previous successful designs. These practical 
rules and design charts have been widely used for the design 
of small retaining walls (H ^ 6.00 m). However, the use of
these charts is limited to cases where the wall is not a 
major part of a complex job, in which case a more refined
15
study may be required, A description of this method is 
given in chapter 8, art. 46 Terzaghi and Peck (1967).
The equivalent fluid pressure method should also be 
mentioned for two main reasons. Firstly, due to its 
popularity although it has little to commend it. And 
secondly because of the widely spread tendency to misuse it 
and to apply it to cases to which it should not be applied, 
leading to grave misunderstandings and obscuring the nature 
of a scientifically sensible earth pressure analysis.
In the study prepared for the Building Research 
Establishment by Hambly (1979), it is reported that although 
the limited field data available have indicated complex non­
linear distributions of lateral earth pressures acting on 
this type of retaining structure, the majority of designers 
still use the method of equivalent fluid pressure or nominal 
earth pressure coefficient to calculate the earth pressures 
on small and medium size retaining structures for bridges 
and motorways. It is only for large structures and where 
ground conditions are abnormally complex that design 
engineers expect to make more detailed calculations (such as 
Coulomb wedge or Rankine stress analysis) and possibly a 
consideration of the soil-structure system. But even for 
cases where the popular "5H" approach could be used there 
are at least three conditions which need to be observed:
16
i) the wall should be free to tilt or slide
ii) positive drainage should be ensured at all 
times
iii) the backfill material should be free-draining 
granular type
Moreover, this simplified solution should never be used 
for the design of complex structures or when the backfill 
has been compacted using heavy construction plant. When the 
structure being studied is fully or partially restrained 
against lateral movement, the design is usually done for 
pressures greater than active, typically using pressures.
With the solutions mentioned, a fairly good estimate 
can be obtained for the magnitude of the force exerted on 
the wall by an idealized backfill with known properties 
under an assumed state of stresses. But there are no
allowances for the complex deformation patterns followed by 
a wall supporting a backfill being compacted by layers which 
in the future may be subjected to horizontal loading, heave 
of the fill, etc. In a case. like this, due to the
complexity of the wall movements and due to the
uncertainties introduced by the compaction process and by
other non-traditional loading cases, the solutions given by 
the simplified classical analyses should not be expected to 
apply.
The resultant force given by classical methods is 
normally applied at the lower third point of the pressure
17
distribution diagram, adjusted accordingly for uneven ground 
surface, soil cohesion, etc. Problems arise when surcharge 
and other loads need to be considered (traffic, lateral 
support, etc), because the state of the stresses within the 
soil mass is affected and the distribution of the lateral 
pressure with depth may not be readily determined.
The tables produced by Caquot and Kerisel (1948) have 
been commonly used for evaluating the values of and
based on a failure surface consisting of a combination of a 
log spiral and a plane. The earth pressure coefficients are 
evaluated for a given ^ (angle of wall friction) and for 
different soils.
In the absence of reliable experimental data, empirical 
approaches have been used, like the one suggested in 
(British Code of Practice) CP2 (1950) mentioned as a 
tentative approximate method.
From the theory of elasticity, the "at rest" earth 
pressure coefficient can be estimated for cases of 
unyielding structures from the equation:
4
K = --------- (1.14)
1 -  4
where is expressed in terms of >), the P o i s s o n 's ratio of 
the mass.
The term coefficient of earth pressure at rest or
18
has been traced by Brooker and Ireland (1965) back to 1891 
when Donath presented a definition for this coefficient as 
the ratio of the horizontal to the vertical earth pressure 
resulting in a soil from the application of vertical load 
under a condition of zero lateral deformation, and made some 
attempts to estimate some values. Other investigators 
(Terzaghi (1925), Kjellman (1936), Jaky (1944), Bishop and 
Henkel (1957), Hsu Chi-in (1958), Heudron (1963)), had made 
important contributions by developing testing equipment, 
reporting measured values for different soils, relating 
to P oisson's ratio and assessing the effects of stress 
history and pore water pressure on the values.
The assumed "hydrostatic" distribution of lateral 
pressures is possible when a rigid standing wall is allowed 
to rotate around its toe. But this simplified triangular 
earth pressure distribution would be distorted as the wall 
support conditions and the wall deformation characteristics 
(i.e., wall flexibility, propped and anchored walls, etc) 
become more complex, which is often the case in practice 
(Terzaghi (1936b)). Due to the lack of specialized research 
which could lead to the development of more realistic 
methods to determine the magnitude and distribution of earth 
pressures for unusual cases, and also due to the commonly 
held view that most of the experimental and observational 
evidence appears to support the validity of the traditional 
design methods, the development of more appropriate earth
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pressure analyses has not followed a pattern of advance 
parallel to that of the development of modern construction 
techniques, and therefore most solutions used in practice 
are not based on a scientific understanding of the soil- 
structure behaviour but instead are applications of analyses 
which were not developed for the particular situation for 
which they are being used, where usually the risks are 
covered by high factors of safety which in most cases cannot 
be properly quantified (Hambly (1979) ) /
1.3 Lateral earth pressures induced by compaction
Compaction is a vital part of many civil engineering 
projects. Efficient compaction improves the geomechanic 
properties of the fill but high lateral stresses can 
develop behind rigid structures, induced by the construction 
procedure followed. Thanks to the advance of modern 
compaction technology, maintenance costs caused by 
structural deformations and pavement settlement have been 
greatly reduced but in turn the complex state of stresses 
within the compacted backfill has introduced unwanted 
unknowns to the already awkward task of designing retaining 
structures.
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Relatively little is known about compaction pressures 
and even less is known about pressures on compacted clayey 
backfill. Most of the theoretical and experimental studies 
of lateral earth pressure have been concerned with the 
investigation of the pressures developed by ideal 
undisturbed soils or by dry granular backfill dumped loosely 
behind a wall (Sowers et al (1957), Tschebotarioff (1962), 
Henkel (1970), Morgenstern and Eisenstein (1970)). New 
studies have been directed to assessing the effects of 
compaction plant on the magnitude and distribution of the 
lateral pressures induced against rigid structures (Broms 
and Ingleson (1971), Aggour and Brown (1974), Carder et al 
( 1977), Coyle and Bartoskewitz (1977)., Ingold (1979c), Ofer 
(1982)). The problem of the high lateral pressures induced 
by heavy vibratory compaction of clayey soils has gradually 
gained critical importance, since construction technology 
and equipment have developed rapidly in the past twenty 
years and the current stringent economical limitations 
require more resourceful engineering designs.
1.3.1 A review of compaction
Compaction can be defined as the process of applying 
external forces to a soil mass for a short period of time in 
order to increase the density of the soil mass. During 
compaction the particles (or soil lumps) are relocated 
(packed close together) or remoulded in the case of
21
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cohesive soils, thereby decreasing the overall volume of air 
within the soil mass, as illustrated in figure 1.5, 
Sometimes there is an associated decrease of water content, 
but this is only important in the particular case of large 
amounts of water expelled from very wet coarse grained 
soils.
A clay fill can be visualized as an aggregate of clay 
fragments of different sizes. Usually, negative pore 
pressure (due to the relief of stress after excavation) 
occurs within the pore space of each clay lump, and these 
lumps are normally saturated. Between the larger clay 
fragments, there exists a secondary voids system usually 
consisting of air voids.
By applying external compressive forces an 
instantaneous large reduction of the layer height is 
obtained. As this compressive load is removed some 
volumetric recovery occurs and large suctions can be induced 
within the system.
Depending upon the undrained shear strength of the clay 
fragments (which is related to the moisture content of the 
material), more or less compactive effort would be required 
to remould the clay and squeeze the contact points between 
the lumps (see figure 1.6), in order to expel most of the 
free air contained within the clay mass.
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Coarse grained materials such as sands and gravels 
require less compaction energy than finer grained cohesive 
materials. Cohesionless soils can be compacted in thicker 
layers and relatively low compactive effort is required to 
obtain sufficiently dense fills. Cohesive soils, however, 
usually need to be compacted in lower lifts and require 
comparatively higher compactive effort.
Given the dissimilarities in the compactive 
characteristics exhibited by the two broad soil groups 
(namely granular and cohesive), it seems sensible to assume 
that the state of stresses induced by the different 
mechanisms involved in either a granular or a cohesive fill, 
are also going to be different. However, perhaps in order 
to start with the study of the "simple" case first, the 
recently developed theories explain the compaction process 
using simplified models to assess the behaviour of an 
idealized granular backfill, in terms of effective stresses 
and assuming discrete soil parameters. At least in one case 
(Ingold (1979b)), granular compaction theory has been 
applied in the study of a failure of a wall retaining 
compacted clay.
1.3.2 The effect of external loads on the lateral pressures
Most of the methods commonly used to estimate the 
increase of the lateral pressures due to applied external 
loads (i.e. point load, line load, etc) are based on elastic
24
equations such as those presented by Boussinesq (1885). 
These solutions predict the increase of the lateral stress 
at any depth due to a load applied at the surface and have 
been developed so that they can be used to assess the 
lateral stress increase caused by compaction plant.
A "mirror-image" effect has been suggested in a method 
developed to estimate the increase of the lateral stress for 
the case of an unyielding wall (Mindlin, (1936)). The 
increase of the lateral stress obtained is, using this 
method, doubled due to the superposition procedure used. 
Since the assumptions that need to be made in order to 
obtain direct simplified expressions for the increase of the 
lateral stresses (i.e. infinite strength of the soil, areas 
of the soil mass under tension) cannot always be completely 
satisfied, it may be more appropriate to estimate the 
vertical stresses derived from elastic solutions and then 
use earth pressure coefficients, and consider the wall 
deformation characteristics, to calculate the lateral 
stresses.
1.3.3 Development of compaction pressure theory
As stated fifty years ago by Terzaghi (1936b), the 
fundamental assumptions of Classical Earth Pressure Theory 
(i.e., Rankine, Coulomb, etc) are incompatible with the 
known relation between stress and strain in soils and hence 
the results obtained from these theories are of practical
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relevance only if strict displacement conditions (concerning 
the soil-structure interaction mechanisms) are satisfied. 
The general use of solutions based on these analyses should 
therefore be discontinued. Furthermore, with the
technological progress and the development of heavy 
vibratory compaction plant there is an urgent need for a
scientifically based design method to cater for t o d a y ’s
current construction practice. Given the significance of the 
economics involved, the new design methods should also be 
developed to account for different soil types (not only for 
idealized loose dry granular material) and for different
types of structures.
To date, only a few solutions have been suggested for 
the estimation of lateral pressures induced by the
compaction of granular backfill behind retaining walls. 
Since varied and sometimes conflicting mechanisms have been 
used to derived the different methods, a unified compaction 
theory has not yet been clearly established. Although
great effors have been made towards the development of a 
theory for granular backfills which could better suit
t o d a y ’s situations, only little and scattered information is 
found to be available for the alternative case of compacted 
cohesive soils.
The first method was proposed fifteen years ago by 
Broms (1971), and estimates the magnitude and distribution
26
of the lateral earth pressures induced on rigid unyielding 
structures. This method is based on a study of reported 
laboratory results and field investigations and on results 
from measurements carried out at the Swedish Geotechnical 
Institute.
The second method in this review was published by 
Aggour and Brown (1974). With this analytical method, the 
magnitude of the lateral earth pressure and the
corresponding deflexion of the wall during compaction can be 
estimated, as well as the lateral pressure remaining after 
compaction, taking into account the construction process 
followed. The third method (Ingold (1979a)) is similar to 
the method presented by Broms, but extended (Ingold (1979c)) 
to cater for varied load geometries and unyielding 
boundaries.
The last design method mentioned here was published by 
Carder, Murray and Krawczyk (1980) in a report of the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory. Using elastic
analysis, the influence of the proximity of the plant to the
wall on the stress distribution and the effect of the pore
water pressures can be assessed.
1.3.4 Broms' compaction theory
The geometry of the problem is shown in figure 1.7.
The analysis of the stresses is made for a soil element next
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to the wall at a "shallow" depth Z (i.e., Z ^  Z^^ critical
depth explained below), from the surface level of the layer
being considered. In this analysis it is assumed that the
initial lateral earth pressure g"' at point A, in figure 1.8
depends on the backfilling procedure followed and on the
properties of the soil used, and the corresponding initial
vertical effective stress (T* is equal to the effective
^  VO
overburden pressure. Before the current loose layer is 
compacted it is assumed that the initial stresses acting on 
the soil element are:
where is the "at-rest" earth pressure coefficient during 
laterally confined uniaxial compression and its value 
remains constant. As suggested by Jaky (1944):
= 1 - sin 0 ’ (1.16)
With the application of the compactive effort at the 
surface, the stresses at the depth of study increase from A 
to B i n  figure 1.8.
It is assumed that there is no lateral yield and 
therefore that the corsponding maximum lateral stress may 
be calculated as:
(T'hm = 1^0 (1-17)
The maximum value of the effective vertical stress
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Cr^^, is calculated by adding the increase of the vertical 
stress ACr^, to the initial value of the effective vertical 
stress CT* Î
VO
a-;, = cr;„ (1.18)
It is assumed that = A(T^ (i.e. , the soil drains
rapidly as the roller passes over it). The magnitude of the 
increase of the vertical stress can be estimated from the 
roller characteristics. To obtain the compactive stress 
exerted by vibratory compaction plant, the centrifugal force 
contributed by the vibration effect must be determined and 
added to the static component.
Results from experiments carried out to investigate the 
stress increase below different types of compaction plant 
and to determine the pressure distribution with depth 
reported by Whiffen (1954) indicate that the pressure
increase caused by vibratory plant is significantly higher
than that of a static compactor of the same weight. For an
optimum adjustment of the amplitude and frequency of
vibration, the effective weight of the compaction plant can 
be taken as twice the static weight of the compactor.
The compaction process suggested for a given layer is
illustrated in figure 1.9. As the roller passes over the 
surface of the fill, the maximum lateral stress induced on 
the soil mass with depth varies according to equation
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I
(1.17), is also represented in figure 1.9. As the
compaction plant is removed from the surface of the fill, a
large decrease of the lateral pressure which is assumed to
occur between B and C (figure 1.8) until CT^ is less than
K (T* / K . The decrease of the lateral pressures shown ino vm r ^
figure 1.8 from C to D follows line II which gives the 
relationship (K^) between the horizontal and vertical 
effective stresses for unloading:
K  = \  K  (1-19)
Point D denotes the maximum residual lateral earth 
pressure sustained by the soil at a depth Z K , Z^^. At a 
depth Z^^ where the two limiting equations 1.18 and 1.19 
intersect at point I (figure 1.9), the largest value for the 
residual lateral pressure is found.
The critical depth Z can be calculated fromcr
K r CT" = K 0”
since 0* is taken as "S’ Z and 
VC cr
K CT'
( j = — 2 therefore (1.20)
r
K. <r'
cr
Z = -2 IIÜ (1.21)
"r
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If a point located deeper than Z^^ is now considered
in figure 1.9, the increase in vertical stress (from A to E
in figure 1.8) is not sufficient to increase the lateral
pressure to its maximum residual value (1 in figure 1.9) and
as the roller is removed, the vertical stress decreases from
E to F (figure 1.8). The diagram in figure 1.10 shows the
final earth pressure distribution profile after successive
layers have been compacted. The point 1 is at the critical
depth Z from where the locus of the maximum residual 
cr
horizontal pressure defines an approximately constant value 
for the lateral stress until, with the increase in depth, 
the value of the lateral stress calculated using the 
earth pressure coefficient and the static overburden 
pressure (Q^ = X"Z) exceeds the magnitude of the lateral 
earth pressure induced by compaction (point X).
1.3.5 Aggour & Brown's analytical method
In the proposed method the effects of compaction at 
various levels of fills behind a retaining wall have been 
considered analytically. The magnitude of the pressure and 
deflexion produced during compaction can be estimated, as 
well as the pressure remaining in the soil after the end of 
construction, taking into account the mechanisms involved 
due to the compaction procedure followed. The mathematical 
formulation of the theory is based on the incremental 
accretion process by Brown and Goodman (1963) which has also
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been applied to other soil mechanics problems by the same 
authors. The general study has been done to account for the 
wal1-backfill interface conditions and for the continuous
change of properties of the fill with compaction. In the
original paper numerical examples are also produced to 
illustrate the effect of the different variables.
The total height of fill H, is built up in layers from
y=0 to y=H (see figure 1.11a). The displacement vector d
and the pressure T at a point at the wall-soil interface
C(0,Y) at a height y=Y are expressed as:
d = d (0, y, Y) (1.22)
T = T (0, y, Y) (1.23)
An additional layer of material at y=Y causes an 
increase in d. Associated with this increase in deflection 
there is a decrease of the existing pressure T but at the
same time the new added layer causes an increase on the
;
value of T. These changes due to a layer of unit density 
and thickness & Y  at y=Y are:
A d  = A d  (0, y, Y, AY ) (1.24)
A T  = A T  (0, y, Y, A Y )  (1.25)
The final deflection and pressures at C can be obtained
by the summation of all such increments.
d (0, y, H) = lim %(Y) A d  (0, y, Y, AY) (1.26)
AY >>0 J o
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T (0, y, H) = lim
^ Y  -> o ^
1 Ü Y ) & T  (0, y , Y, A  Y) (1.27)
o
In most cases, the displacements or the pressure 
increments cannot be found analytically for practical 
geometries, and therefore an approximate finite element 
approach has been developed by Brown (1967), which considers 
a finite layer system to obtain the following solutions:
i) for incremental deflexions:
fH
a (0, y, H) =
ii) and for pressures:
’H
T (0, y, H) =
X  (Y) fj (0, y, Y) dY (1.28)
X  (Y) fj. (0, y, Y) dY (1.29)
where f^ (0, y , Y) and f^ (0, y , Y) are obtained from the 
influence line f= f(Y) on figure 1.11b.
The main drawbacks of this solution are, firstly the 
error due to the variation of the location of incremental 
additions (Y ) due to the movements at x=0, the wall-soil 
interface, and secondly the invalid assumption that the soil 
properties and the state of the stresses in the soil mass do 
not change after a given configuration is obtained. 
Therefore the effects of the stress history, wall friction 
and wall movements need to be incorporated in the analysis 
incrementally and chronologically. The residual pressure 
and deflexion for the process of incremental construction is
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solved by an induction/iteration procedure. The solution 
for a layer of thickness will give for the initial loose 
state:
= t J (0, y , Yj, Ej) (1.30)
where is the modulus of the loosely placed soil. As the
layer is compacted there is an increase in soil stiffness
and density, and an associated wall deformation caused by
I
the increase in T given by:
= Tj (0, y, Y^, Ej, Ej, W) (1.31)
where E 2 is the modulus of the soil after compaction and W 
the effective weight of the compacting plant. With the 
removal of the plant there is a subsequent decrease in 
traction given by:
T“ = T “ (0, y, Yj, e “ , W) (1.32)
where E^ is the unloading modulus of the soil.
The residual pressure is defined as the difference 
between the final pressure after compaction and the initial 
pressure before compaction.
T^ = T^ - T^ (1.33)
but since
Tj = Tj + Tj - Tj (1.34)
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therefore
(1.35)
i i i
and in general by induction for the successive layers:
if = (1.36)
h h h
The final residual pressures and residual deflexion are 
calculated using the following expressions:
n p n n
= (1.37)
1=1 1=1 M
n p n  ^ n „
E d h  = - E <  (1.38)
i=i M i=i
which can be solved using iteration procedures involving 
finite difference or finite element methods (Aggour (1972)) 
which allow to incorporate the boundary conditions at the 
wall-soil interface (i.e., wall deformation and interface 
conditions) as well as the changes on the backfill 
properties (i.e., increase in density to E^ caused by a 
given number of passes and compaction plant characteristics.
In the examples presented by the authors the magnitude 
of the maximum and residual lateral pressures induced by 
compaction and the corresponding deflections at every depth 
are given for different values of initial and final 
(compacted) Y o u n g ’s modulus of the soil. The effects of 
changing the several parameters involved, i.e., number of 
passes, end wall constraints, wall flexibility and backfill 
geometry and properties are also commented for particular
40
c a ses.
The results for the lateral pressure profile and the 
associated deflection for a 6.00 m height wall are
reproduced in figure 1.12.a. If the profile for the residual 
lateral pressure with depth is compared with the example
given by Broms(1971) figure 1.12.b, in B r o m s ’ example the
2 2 
unit pressure of the roller is 57 kN/m against 48 kN/m in
Aggour and B r o w n ’s case (a difference in the magnitude of
the compactive effort of around 20%). The other differences
between these two cases are that in the example presented by
Aggour and Brown, the height of the wall is 6.00 m and is
flexible and yields, which is not the case for the example
presented by Broms where the wall is a rigid non-yielding
structure only 2.00 m high. Furthermore, in Aggour and
B r o w n ’s method, the effect of the roller (width, distance
away from the wall) cannot be accounted for, since the
length of the loaded area is assumed to be of the whole
width of the fill surface (not of r o l l e r ’s width).
Therefore, given the differences in the loading and wall
deformation conditions, it is surprising that the results
should coincide this well.
1.3.6 Ingold’s design method
A simple analytical method to assess the lateral earth 
pressures induced by compactn was presented by Ingold in 
1979(a). As he points out in his paper, even if refined
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6G
theories which could apparently improve the numerical 
accuracy of the earth pressure calculations, the 
difficulties encountered when trying to predict the 
behaviour of compacted fills, have rendered complicated and 
sophisticated studies rather impractical as day-to-day 
design methods.
Ingold’s analysis is essentially the same as that
proposed by Broms where is substituted by and by
K . Therefore, in considering the stress path followed
P
during compaction, sufficient lateral yield is assumed so as 
to conform with an active condition (if not totally due to 
wall movement/deformation, at least partially due to 
horizontal strains whithin the soil mass itself). The 
lateral pressures are taken to be generated by gravitational 
forces and the shear strength of the soil. If an element of 
dry cohesionless soil is considered at a depth Z initially 
the horizontal stress is given by:
Provided sufficient lateral yield occurs within the 
soil as the vertical stress is increased by ^OT^ due to the
pass of the roller, the lateral effective stress is given
by :
= Ka ( y z + A<r^') d . 4 0 )
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As the roller is removed, the vertical stress recovers
its original value Z , following the unloading line
K . A critical value for the stresses exists at a depth Z 
p c
where :
= S  C T %  = Kp y  Z (1.41)
and d - ^ 2 )
It follows from equations 1.40 and 1.42 that:
Y z  = K 3 ( % z  + A(T') (1.43)
c a V
For a shallow depth, Z (in the right terra of equation 
1.43) is negligible compared to yielding an approximate
value for the critical depth:
K /  AO-;
= — ------ - (1.44)
Making use of an expression derived by Holl (1941)
using elastic equations for the distribution of vertical 
stress below a line load p at ground surface. Ingold obtains 
an approximate value for the vertical stress increase caused 
by a roller with a load per unit length p, predicted at a 
depth Z below the surface:
A(Ty = 2p /TIZ (1.45)
Ingold has shown that the predictions made using
equation 1.45 are in good agreement with field observations
for the increase of the vertical stress induced by dead
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weight rollers and based on comparisons between predicted 
and measured stresses (Whiffen (1954), Forssblad (1965), 
Toombs (1972)). He uses a line loading for vibratory rollers 
derived from a total equivalent weight (which sums the 
static load and the centrifugal vibration force) and is 
equal to twice the static load per unit length.
The expression for the maximum lateral effective stress 
for a shallow depth^ assumming becomes:
^ h m  = 2 p K ^ / ’l Z  (1.46)
and the critical depth is expressed as:
z^ = K ^ V T T T i v F  (1.47)
and the maximum residual horizontal earth pressure at this 
depth after removal of the roller is calculated as:
0]]^ = V 2 p 7 7 n T  (1.48)
Since fills are normally constructed by compaction of 
successive layers, a line locus similar to the one proposed 
by Broms (figure 1.10) will define the pressure 
distribution along the height of the wall, between the 
critical depth and a depth h^ at which the compaction
pressure is exceeded by the conventional active pressure:
Y  = V z p  y/n, or (1.49)
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1
h =  J 2 p  /nS" (1.50)
K
a
The simplicity of this method is its most outstanding
advantage but it must be noted that it is assumed that a
minimum yielding should occur so as to reach the active case
(even though in practice this is difficult to quantify). In
a later paper, Ingold (1979c) refers in particular to the
case of rigid bridge abutments, and suggests that for rigid
walls it would appear more appropriate to use the and
coefficients (as previously suggested by Broms (1971))
instead of K and K .
a p
The vertical stress increase can also be calculated by 
integrating the Boussinesq equation for a point load instead 
of using the simplified R o l l ’s equation (1941).
An estimate of the vertical increase at a given depth Z 
for the case when the roller is prevented from coming up to 
the face of the wall can be made using the following 
equation where the intensity of the line load p has been 
doubled according to the method of images mentioned above:
ACT, - ^ 1  '=*+1 (1.51)
ÎL Z L R J x=a
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V 2 2X + Z
a = distance away from the face of the wall 
1 = roller width
The effects of not allowing the roller to go close to 
the wall are that the horizontal pressures are reduced and 
since the pressure induced by the roller may not exceed the 
yield pressure upon loading a unique critical depth may not 
be clearly determined (Ingold (1979b)).
1.3.7 TRRL*s modified method
Some interesting refinements to the basic analyses 
presented before were added by Carder et al (1980). The 
authors also show a comparison between the stresses 
predicted by their method and the results obtained from a 
large scale compaction experiment carried out at the TRRL.
The two outstanding features of this method are that 
the influence of the proximity of the plant to the wall on 
the stress distribution and the effect of the associated 
pore water pressures, can be incorporated in the analysis.
The total vertical and horizontal stresses induced by 
the roller are calculated using elastic equations:
P r X „ -ia + l
(J* =     (2 + (Z/R) ) and (1.52)
 ^ 2 Z L R Ja
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p ( 1 -  2 j )x a+1
= —  — 3 - ----------  a (1-53)
nz R (R + Z) G
where: R = 4/x^ +
p = intensity of the line loading 
(static + vibratory)
Z = depth from current ground surface at which the 
stresses are being studied
a = distance between the roller and the wall
1 = length of the line load (roller width)
= substituted by ^u (undrained P o i s s o n 's ratio)
The undrained value of Pois s o n ’s ratio is determined 
from the formula for a saturated soil derived by Bishop and 
Hight (1977) :
3 4 +  (1 - 2j) B
^  -^-----— ;---  (1-54)
3 - (1 - zj) B
where :
K
)  ---2---  (1.55)
1 + K
o
K = 1 - sin 0 ’ 
o
B = pore pressure coefficient
The earth-pressure analysis follows a similar method of 
that of B r o m s ’ and I ngold’s (i.e., define a critical depth, 
locus line for total horizontal stress, etc.) but the main 
contribution of this method is that for the final effective 
lateral pressure distribution, the pore pressure is 
calculated at different depths using the equation:
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A u  = B. 1^—  (ûcrj + AO^ + AO^) + ( A  ) . s j  ( 1 . 56)
where :
'"î ' : ' ' ' ' ' '  ^ — —
(AtTi - AO^)^ + (A<T2 - AIJ^)3 + (ACTg - A(Ti)^
2
A, B: pore pressure coefficients 
A 0 *2 » A O 2 » : principal stress increments
In the TRRL report, the authors make the assumption 
that there is no significant stress change in the direction 
parallel to the wall length at points in the line of action 
of the loading line i.e., ^  0. (As reported by Aggour &
Brown (1974), the value for the earth pressure coefficient 
can be expected to be larger when measured perpendicular
to the path followed by the roller than parallel to the
roller's path. Some minor error may also result when the 
major principal stress (initally assumed to be the
vertical stress) interchanges with the horizontal stress 
(initially assumed to be ), since at a given point the 
major principal stress is at an intermediate orientation 
between the two principal directions.
An example of the pressures obtained experimentally and
from the modified. TRRL method is illustrated in figure 1.13.
The soil used in the experiment was a silty clay
(L.L.: 42.5 %, P.L.: 17 %) compacted at a moisture content
2
of 18.5 % (triaxial undrained shear strength: 25 kN/m ). A
3.25 Mg smooth wheeled roller was used to compact clay
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layers of 125 mm thick, with six passes. The coefficient of
earth pressure at rest (K^) was calculated as 0.40 using a
value of 3 7° for the drained angle of friction, 0*. The 
pore pressure parameters A and B used in the theoretical 
analyses were zero and 0.72 respectively.
The profile for the distribution of the measured
lateral pressure seems to be in reasonable agreement with 
the predicted results with depth obtained using the elastic 
analysis suggested and taking account of the pore pressure 
changes. When using this method, the actual procedure
followed during construction (i.e., the fill being compacted 
by successive layers) may be difficult to incorporate and 
the results could theoretically tend to represent the 
stresses induced in a layer of a depth of 3.00 m being 
compacted at once. It can also be suggested that since the 
soil used, i.e. silty clay, is substantially different from 
the loose sand which was the soil for the examples commented 
on before, and also given the different compaction plants 
used, different results should be expected but the results 
from all three cases appear to be almost identical.
1.3.8 On the effects of compaction of cohesive soils
To illustrate the difficulties involved in obtaining 
the appropriate soil parameters when looking at the 
particular case of compacted cohesive soils and to highlight 
the complexity of the problem.when pore pressures and stress
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history effects need to be considered, the conclusions of 
different papers and reports are presented next.
Brooker and Ireland (1965) highlight how closely 
related the values of the earth pressure coefficients and 
are not only to the soil type (i.e., 0 ’) but also to
stress history (i.e., overconsolidâtion ratio).
The authors show tables and graphs to summarize the
relationship between and the drained angle of internal
friction for different soils. For the range of soils
studied ( 0 ’ from 15° to 40°) the value of was more than
doubled from around 0.3 (for high values of 0 ’) up to 0.7
(for values of 0 ’ of around 15° to 20°). They also show the 
relationship between K^, 0 ’ and overconsolidation ratio*,
they suggest that for most of the soil types studied the
value of was not only doubled but in some cases for high
OCR (i.e., OCR: 16 and 32) the measured increase was more
than fourfold.
Sowers et al (1957) report marked differences between 
the compaction of granular and cohesive soils resulting from 
pilot field tests. The results obtained from small scale 
experiments indicate that for the same average compactive 
effort different types of sands sustained different levels 
of induced lateral stress and also show how the level of the 
residual lateral stresses were related to the compaction 
procedure used. The authors conclude that even considering
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the results mentioned before (which sometimes indicated 
pressures which were twice and three times larger than the 
theoretical pressures commonly used for the design of earth 
retaining structures), an accurate study of the interaction 
between soil and structure and the mechanisms involved was, 
in their view, of critical importance due to the close
dependency between the high residual lateral pressures and 
the deflection of the structure, which would be crucial for
the case of rigid unyielding structures.
The authors add that the lateral pressures induced in
clays increase with increasing compactive effort, and 
decrease with increasing moisture content but cohesionless 
soils are not as greatly influenced by small changes in 
moisture content, except that the temporary apparent 
cohesion produced by capillary tension decreases with 
increase in moisture. A final important remark is made in 
reference to the change of the lateral pressures with time. 
Their observations indicated that residual lateral pressures 
in sands do not appear to decrease appreciably with time but 
a notable drop-off is observed in compacted clays, mainly 
during the first day following end of construction.
To highlight the importance of the soil-structure 
interaction and the effects of the compaction plant, it can 
be noted from the experimental work recently reported by 
Moore and Chin (1985), that the magnitudes of the
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instantaneous and residual pressures increased as the 
distance between the surcharge load and the wall decreased, 
and as the flexibility of the wall decreased. The authors 
also stress, based on small scale experiments, that the 
theoretical loaded pressure distribution according to both 
Boussinesq (1885) and Burmister (1956) can underestimate 
significantly the actual pressures induced.
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CHAPTER 2 LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS
Two main groups of tests were carried out. One set of 
tests consisted of compacting the clay into a mould 
instrumented with a (side mounted) total earth pressure 
cell, so that the lateral pressures induced by compaction 
could be monitored during the test.
The other group of tests was dedicated to the study of
the swelling behaviour of the compacted clay. Specimens 
taken from the previously compacted cores were tested in a 
standard oedometer in order to observe the levels of the
vertical swelling pressures. To monitor the lateral 
pressures during swelling two large diameter hydraulic 
oedometers were instrumented with a specially designed 
pressure cell.
The clay used in the tests was taken from locations
within the Campus of the University of Surrey in Guildford. 
The brown London Clay was taken from shallow excavations 
approximately 5.00 m deep, while the dark grey London Clay 
was taken from a depth of 20.00 m to 25.00 m during a large 
pile excavation carried out for the foundations of the 
Associated Examining Board building.
In order to carry out these tests special
instrumentation and apparatusses were developed, a detailed 
description of which is presented next.
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2.1 Instrumentation Development
Earth. pressure cells have to meet the specific
requirements for the particular conditions in which these 
pressure cells are going to be used, since every situation 
may need a slightly different solution. The first step was 
to look for a range of devices already in use in other 
similar applications. The basic design emerged from 
alterations to former designs. Modifications were later made 
in order to adapt the cells to the particular conditions of 
the tests and to the apparatus used.
Although there is a relatively large amount of
publication on the general behaviour of large earth pressure 
cells totally embedded in a soil mass (US Waterways Exp. 
St., (1944); Monfore, (1950); Trollope and Lee, (1961); Dunn 
and Billam, (1966); Tory and Sparrow, (1967); Thomas and 
Ward, (1969); Hanna, (1973),), little information is
available for the particular case of total pressure cells 
mounted flush in the face of a retaining structure 
(Askegaard, (1961); Irwin, (1973); Carder and Krawczyk,
(1975); Tyler, (1976)). Unfortunately, the slow and limited 
development of the special instrumentation required for
small size laboratory tests (like miniature total pressure 
cells) has imposed upon the interested researcher the
costly task of developing the specific tool needed for each
particular study.
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2.1.1 Considerations on an "ideal" total earth pressure 
cell.
Several factors are likely to affect the ideal 
performance of a boundary earth pressure cell. Different 
cells are affected in different ways. Pressure cells can be 
classified into general groups based on the working 
principle used (pneumatic, hydraulic, strain gauge, etc) and 
type of diaphragm (flexible acting face, thin pressure- 
transmitting membrane, rigid piston-transferring load, etc).
A total earth pressure cell should fulfil certain basic 
requirements in order to approach a satisfactory engineering 
performance. The first considerations refer to the 
stiffness and deflection of the diaphragm. The ratio of 
diaphragm stiffness to soil stiffness should be as high as 
possible so that the cell action factor will remain nearly 
constant for various stress levels and soil conditions. As 
suggested by Monfore, (1950):
E
E, t3/r3
< 1 (2 .1)
Where: E^: modulus of. elasticity of the soil
E ^ : modulus of elasticity of diaphragm 
t : thickness of diaphragm 
r : radius of diaphragm
The ratio between the maximum deflection expected for 
the centre of the diaphragm (d^) and the diameter of the
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diaphragm (2r) should be kept as low as possible.
Taylor (1947) suggested d^/2r < 1/5000, but Trollope 
and Lee (1961) showed that apart from a tendency of some 
cells to under-read in the particular case of loose sands, 
provided that the deflection/diameter ratio was restricted 
to less than 1/2000, an acceptable linear calibration could 
be obtained. There are however some special situations such 
as the case of the pneumatic pressure cells (Levillain, 
(1972)). The diaphragm of these cells deforms out towards 
the soil when the measurements are being made, therefore the 
pneumatic flow is controlled in order to avoid excessive 
distortion of the diaphragm which would result in the
instrument registering apparent higher pressures as the 
adjacent soil goes into a passive failure mode.
A comparative study of the behaviour of three different 
pressure cells was fully reported by Carder and Krawczyk 
(1975). There are other details like geometry and surface
friction which need to be considered as well. The pressure
cell itself should be unaffected by temperature changes. It 
should be mounted in such a way that it is not affected by 
distortions of the support media (i.e. concrete, steel). 
Given a constant displacement of the diaphragm for certain 
stress level, the cell should be as small as possible so
that the ratio of the diameter of the diaphragm to the 
stress gradient on the measuring face is kept at a minimum
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(Dunn and Billman (1966)). On the other hand, the 
diaphragm should be large enough to allow a sufficient 
surface of contact in order to achieve a good distribution 
of the soil pressure on the contact face, and also to cover 
a relatively representative area.
The measuring face should not be affected by stresses 
acting in any other direction except by those perpendicular 
to it. Moore (1985) comments on the importance of the 
effects of temperature and method of installation on the 
long term performance of vibrating wire and pneumatic earth 
pressure cells. He shows data which indicate that for large 
variations of temperature (i.e., from 5°C to 35°C) a large 
scatter was observed for the pressures measured (approx. 
30 kN/m ) but a clear correlation was not established. He 
also suggests that the screwheads projecting from the back 
plate of vibrating wire cells (Gage Technique type) may 
transmit some of the in-plane stresses from within the 
concrete where the cell is embedded affecting the 
measurements since distortions of the cell.would affect the 
cell calibration. Carder and Krawczyk (1975) suggested that 
a reduction in the stresses parallel to the face of the cell 
caused by friction across the surface surrounding the cell 
influenced the stress distribution in the soil adjacent to 
the cell, as well as the total magnitude of the pressure 
registered, due to localized passive thrust zones formed 
over the diaphragm (even though an equalizing effect of
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plastic flow is suspected to occur in heavy clays at
relatively high moisture content w  ^ > 1.2 w ).
na t ' p
2.1.2 Trials for a strain-gauged pressure cell for the 
laboratory tests
The first pressure cell trial was to mount three 
circular full bridge J-B radial pattern strain gauges, into 
cavities drilled out on the sides of a hydraulic oedometer 
cell. These cells were mounted at middle specimen height. 
The container used as calibration cell was a 152 mm diameter 
hydraulic oedometer, as shown in figure 2.1. To comply with 
the low deflections and low hysteresis required, the wall 
serving as a diaphragm has to be of the appropriate 
stiffness. If the diaphragm is too thin errors are likely 
to arise due to excessive deformations and irrecoverable 
strains. Problems found for a thin wall cell were poor 
linearity and zero shifting. When a thicker diaphragm was 
tried, very little strain was registered by the gauge (i.e. 
the change in output caused by the change in pressure 
deflecting the diaphragm was too low compared with the 
change in output due to other disturbing effects).
There were technical difficulties when trying to 
machine the walls to the exact thickness required. The 
diaphragm itself was variable in thickness.
Changes in the temperature of the water used to fill 
the calibration cell caused large zero displacements (as
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high as 10 kN/m / C). Before calibration, the strain
gauges were allowed to warm up for more than 24 hours and 
stabilize, but they still appeared sensitive to air 
temperature changes.
An added disadvantage of these cells was the creep-like 
behaviour observed when high hydraulic pressure was 
sustained for few hours. Figure 2.2 shows typical 
calibration results.
2.1,3 Trials for a thin diaphragm hydraulic pressure cell.
This type of cell was designed based on the idea of 
compensating the pressures at both sides of a thin metal 
diaphragm. A copper plate served as an interface between 
the soil at the external face and the water inside the 
cylinder. It was difficult to seal the system without 
inducing pressures that would deform the diaphragm. A 
prototype was tested and calibration charts produced against 
hydraulic pressure, with a not entirely satisfactory 
performance, perhaps due to difficulties encountered when 
deairing the system. As shown in figure 2.3, the long 
overall dimensions made it difficult to place the whole cell 
inside the vacuum bowl. The air trapped in sharp corners was 
difficult to eliminate.
A variant design of this hydraulic type pressure cell 
was also tried. In this version the thin shaped welded
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copper diaphragm was replaced by a flat brass diaphragm 
machined as integral part of the transducer body. The back 
end of the pressure cell was also modified to accommodate 
two deairing outlets at right angles. To fill the pressure 
cell, low viscosity silicon oil (1 cs) was used instead of 
water and a miniature pressure transducer was fitted instead 
of the larger standard pressure transducer. As a result of 
these changes, a considerable improvement in time and
effectiveness of the deairing process was noticed, A summary 
of calibration results are presented in figure 2.4. 
Research on this prototype was abandoned.
2.1.4 Piston displacement pressure cell
A further design tried consisted of using a piston to 
carry the pressure down to a reacting plate. The external 
pressure acting on the face of the piston is transferred as 
a load acting on the centre of a metal plate. The
deformation of the plate is registered by a displacement
transducer and a calibration chart is obtained by plotting 
the deflection of the plate against the pressure applied.
-Equivalent total stress to comply with the 
deflection/diameter , 1/2000 criterion:
piston diameter: 25.0 mm 
if deflection/diameter < 1/2000
then deflection 0.0125 mm
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load cell full range deflection: 0.03 mm for 500 N 
load for a 0.0125 mm deflection: 208,3 N
maximum working pressure:
2piston area: 490 mm 
equivalent total stress:
0.2083 kN / 4.90 x 10"^ m^ = 425 kN/m^
-Calibration and compaction trials
The maximum deflection allowed had to be limited 
to 12,5 m for a pressure of 425 kN/m in order to 
conform to the suggested deflection/diameter ratio 
criterion. Several pieces of specially heat-treated 
stainless steel and spring steel were tried, but it was 
difficult to find the ideal plate that would deform 
elastically within the very limited deflection range.
An irregular response at low pressures was 
observed, perhaps due to friction and initial 
deformation of the system. Perfect horizontal 
alignment of all the parts was critical in order to 
obtain a smooth plate deflection. It was also difficult 
to obtain a good water-tight seal. But the main 
difficulty was that this cell was highly affected by 
vibrations. This was a major problem since this device 
was planned to be used during compaction. Eventually, 
instead of measuring the deflection of the plate, a 
load cell was used in order to measure the load
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transmitted through the piston. The system shown in 
figure 2.5 is robust and performed very well under 
vibrations during compaction. The nominal compression 
of the load cell conformed to the required deflection 
limits. A satisfactory hydraulic calibration was 
obtained (figure 2.6). This was the pressure cell 
finally utilized in the small size laboratory tests*
-Calculations for the piston-load cell system: 
new area (piston diameter: 24.5 mm):
3.1416 X (24.5/2)2 = 4.715 mm^
500 N MIL load cell C 1000 (SNo: 8310896) 
full range output : 102.2 mV 
nominal calibration: 4.8924 N/mV
2
Nominal output at a pressure of 500 kN/m :
or at an equivalent load of 235.8 N: 48.19 mV
Laboratory calibration:
2
maximum hydraulic pressure applied: 500 kN/m
2
experimental output at 500 kN/m : 47.9 mV 
experimental calibration slope : 10.438 kN/m^/mV 
(equivalent load slope: 4.922 N/mV)
Deflection/diameter check:
nominal deflection for 500N: 0.03mm
permissible deflection: 24.5 mm/ 2000 = 0.0123 mm
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Maximum working load: (0.0123/0.03) x 500 N = 205 N 
equivalent working pressure
0.205 kN/ 4.175 x 10"^ m^ = 435 kN/m^
Error from nominal calibration:
4.8924 N/mV - 4.922 N/mV
x 100 = -0.605 %
4.8924 N/mV 
Equivalent total error in pressure:
2
under-read for the working pressure of 435 kN/m 
435 kN/m^ x 0.605/100 = 2.6 kN/m^
2.2 Compaction tests
The compaction tests consisted on compacting the clay 
into a mould instrumented with a (side mounted) total earth 
pressure cell, so that the lateral pressures induced could 
be monitored during compaction.
These tests were, performed in order to assess the 
relationship between the residual lateral pressure induced 
by compaction and the following variables:
Compaction effort
Total energy input 
Energy per blow 
Reduction of air voids 
Soil characteristics
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2.2.1 The compaction apparatus
The compaction apparatus shown in figure 2.7 and plate
2.1 (compaction frame and accessories) consists basically of 
a pedestal and a frame with a trigger mechanism which 
releases the weights. The height of drop for the weights is 
adjustable. The weights slide down concentrically on a thin 
guide-rod (A) calibrated in centimetres , striking a flat 
bevelled plate (330 g ) (B), which is in contact with the 
compacted clay specimen contained in the split mould (C).
The end plate keeps the weights clean and also provides a
flat surface from which the penetration (D)can be measured 
to the top of the mould.
The total lateral earth pressure cell is bolted to the 
side of the mould. The height of the frame is approximately 
1.00 m (adjustable for different heights of drop), with a 
0.35 m diameter base. The split mould used was 100 mm
diameter and 300 mm length, with an internal base with
grooves (E) (to allow air to escape).
2.2.2 Soil characteristics.
The clay used in the tests was taken from locations 
within the Campus of the University of Surrey in Guildford. 
The brown London Clay was taken from shallow excavations of 
approximately 5.00 m deep, while the dark grey London Clay 
was taken from a depth of 20.00 m to 25.00 m during a large
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pile excavation carried out for the foundations of the 
Associated Examining Board building.
-Determination of the undrained shear strength of the 
compacted specimen.
A limited number of tests were carried out in 
order to compare the correlation between the undrained 
shear strength value given by the unconsolidated 
undrained triaxial tests and the undrained shear 
strength value given by the laboratory shear vane test. 
Unfortunately it was difficult to establish a clear 
correspondence with such a reduced amount of tests. 
Therefore unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests were 
used to determine the undrained shear strength although 
the shear vane had proved advantageous in terms of time 
and preparation required. The relationship between the 
undrained shear strength and moisture content was also 
monitored and this information is produced in section 
2.5.2.
-Determination of the dry density / moisture content 
relationship for the clay used in the laboratory.
The dry density / moisture content relationships 
for the two different compactive efforts (BS 1377 
(1975) tests 12 and 13) were obtained (figures 2.8a 
and 2.8b). The procedure suggested in the standard 
tests indicates that air dried soil should be used.
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There are no allowances for different types of soils 
which means that granular as well as cohesive soils 
should be dried to start with and then gradually, as
the test proceeds, the soil is mixed with water to
increase its moisture content.
In the case of granular soils this process of 
drying and wetting might not be as crucial as in the 
case of cohesive soils. In order to obtain a uniform 
increase of the moisture of the clay, a very laborious 
and time consuming process should be followed. The 
soil itself can be affected by this extreme procedure 
of drying. The rewetting and remixing process can take 
a week for the first point, and still a uniform
absorption of the added water cannot be assured. The
same process is then repeated for every moisture
content to be tested. It appeared more sensible to dry
gradually a wet clay than to add water to a dry
powdered clay. An alternative procedure was tried, 
which consisted of compacting the clay at around its 
natural moisture content and as the test progressed, 
the clay was gradually dried down by the same extrusion 
and mixing process referred to in 2.2.3. Some 
advantages were noted when using this alternative
method. The overall time of testing was reduced 
and a clearer curve for the dry density-moisture 
content relationship was obtained (illustrated in
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figure 2.8b b y © a s  opposed to
-Determination of the specific gravity of the soil
Tests to determine the specific gravity of the
soil were carried out following the standard procedure 
(as suggested in the B.S. 1377 test 6(B)), observing 
the recommendations for improving deairing suggested by 
Krawczyk (1969). The specific gravity obtained for the 
brown London Clay used was Gs = 2.70 and for the grey 
London Clay, Gs = 2.72.
- Mould friction and particle size
In order to check the effects of mould friction,
results of tests done using the clean and dried mould 
and tests done using the mould slightly oiled were
compared and showing significant differences. A PTFE 
spray coating was also tried. For the actual 
compaction tests the mould was covered with thin
stretching plastic film ("Cling film").
In order to observe the effects of undisturbed 
inter-partiele structure, a few additional tests were 
tried using small lumps of clay without the remoulding 
of the extruding process, but given the reduced data 
obtained, there were no definitive conclusions. It 
was then decided to prepare the clay using the
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following extrusion procedure.
2.2.3 Sample preparation
It was desirable to obtain a standard shape and size 
of clay lumps in order to discount the effect of irregular 
shapes and varied sizes as extra variables to be considered.
The clay was slightly compacted into U 100 sampling 
tubes and then extruded through a 10 mm thick perforated
steel plate. The diameter of the holes was 4 mm and there
were 90 holes. The shredded material was then sealed in
plastic bags and left to temper for two or three days until 
the change of moisture due to this mixing and preparation 
process (checked by successive oven-dry moisture content 
determinations), was within 0.5 %/day.
2.2.4 Compaction tests procedure
For a typical test carried out using the new compaction 
apparatus, 1800 g of prepared clay were weighed and 
separated into three portions, one half and two quarters. 
The sample was compacted in three layers. For the first
layer 900 g were used and compacted using half of the final 
total number of blows expected to be used, aiming to achieve 
a uniform average density throughout the specimen heit.
To keep the same height of drop for the hammer after 
every impact, the height of fall was checked and adjusted as
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required using the marks on the guide-rod. The hammer was 
released automatically when it reached the set height. The 
hammer was then removed and the lateral pressure was 
recorded. To calculate the air voids of the compacted 
specimen, the height of the specimen was determined after 
every impact, by measuring the distance between the top of 
the bevelled plate and the top of the mould measured and 
substracting the thickness of the plate.
The second layer (450 g) was loosely placed by h a n d , 
and compacted with a quarter of the total estimated number 
of blows. The last layer was then compacted with as many 
blows as required. The compaction tests were normally 
terminated when after a maximum of ten successive blows, 
there was no noticeable increase in either residual lateral 
pressure or penetration.
From the example shown, (figure 2.9) it can be seen that 
(false) "pseudo-peak" lateral pressures were recorded 
suddenly at some stage during compaction (i.e., between 70 
and 80 blows and also between 150 and 170 blows in test T7). 
These aparent peak pressures tended to decrease immediately 
and as compaction proceeded the lateral pressure measured 
started to increase gradually again.
Different "peak" lateral pressures were recorded at the 
moment of impact. To observe these pressures an osciloscope 
was used and the output signal from the total stress cell
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was observed in the apparatus’ screen. This information, 
corresponding to a one second interval around the instant of 
compaction, was recorded for possible further study. The 
recording of the load cell signal was automatically 
triggered by a miniature accelerometer. The lateral 
pressure remaining five minutes after the end of the test 
was called residual lateral pressure.
For the first layer no records of lateral pressure
could be made since the soil did not reach the height of the
pressure cell. For the second and third layers a reading of
the lateral pressure was taken after every impact. These
2
data were then plotted in terms of lateral pressure in kN/m 
against the number of blows, lateral pressure in terms of 
cumulative energy input per volume, and calculated
percentage of air voids as a function of the number of blows 
for every stage of the test, as presented in figure 2,10. 
Final specimen heights ranged from 145 mm to 160 mm.
The mould was removed from the base of the frame and
the two halves of the split mould were separated so that the
compacted specimen could be removed and examined for
possible irregularities. The specimen was then measured and 
weighed. The central portion of the specimen was then 
trimmed and three 38 mm diameter samples were taken in order 
to determine the undrained shear strength for the specimen.
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2.2,5 Reduction of air voids.
The main feature of the compaction process is to 
decrease the total volume of air contained in the soil mass.
The benefits derived from compaction are:
i) increased shear strength: greater embankment 
stability
ii) decreased compressibility: less self settlement
iii) less self settlement ("collapse") upon wetting
iv) lower permeability of the soil mass reducing 
future swelling and/or softening
If the compaction specifications for a job are only
based on a percentage of a "maximum dry density" (assuming 
that point D in figure 2.11 complies with this condition), 
due to its relatively high percentage of air voids, large 
settlements are to be expected and volume changes related to 
high infiltration of water are likely to cause unforeseen 
swelling pressures. Also.due to the increase in moisture 
content (and associated decrease of the shear strength of
the mass), collapse due to the softening could be expected.
Lee and Haley (1968) have made a comprehensive study on 
the strength of compacted clay. In their review they refer 
to Leonards (1955) and suggest that the voids ratio 
(percentage of air voids) is the most important factor 
governing the strength and deformation characteristics of 
partially saturated compacted clays. They also indicate (as
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mentioned by Lambe (1958)), that the negative pore pressures 
induced in unsaturated clays depend on the moulding moisture 
content of the clay and also on the method of compaction (or 
stress history). From a series of laboratory tests the 
authors show how specimens compacted dry of optimum exhibit 
an apparent high undrained shear strength but the failure is 
brittle and the corresponding axial strain at failure can be 
as low as ten times less than for wetter specimens. The 
maximum undrained shear strength of the wetter specimens do 
not reach one third of the peak strength of the drier 
specimens.
To study the effect of decreasing the percentage of air 
voids on the lateral pressures induced by compaction, the 
penetration after every impact was measured and the average 
percentage of air voids for the whole specimen was 
calculated and plotted for different points throughout the 
tests.
Varying the moisture content of a clay in the field, 
during construction of a fill, is not usually a practical 
procedure (drying from point R to point M in the compaction 
curve). It seems therefore rational to base the compaction 
specifications not on a "maximum dry density" for a given 
compactive effort but on a maximum allowable percentage of 
air voids, which, for a natural moisture content and 
depending on the required strength for the compacted fill,
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would render a more realistic value of maximum achievable 
density.
The thickness of the layer and the passes required 
should be adjusted according to the construction plant to 
be used. But in any case the in situ density (measured as 
compacted) must be checked so that the air voids percentage 
is always within some specified range (i.e. V^:5 % to 10 %).
2.2,6 Compaction effort and pressures induced.
Different levels of lateral pressures are to be
expected for different soils. In general the pressures 
exerted by granular backfill compacted against rigid 
structures are expected to be lower than the lateral
pressures induced in a compacted clayey backfill (Sowers et 
al (1957)).
Coarse-grained soils without cohesion are easier to 
compact than strong-cohesive soils which require higher 
compactive effort to overcome the shear resistance of the 
clay. Therefore the lateral pressures induced are related 
to the type of soil used.for the backfill. Dry cohesive 
soils need to be compacted in lower lifts than granular 
soils because the compaction plant needs to exert large 
compressive and shear forces to remould the clay lumps.
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In countries with a predominantly wet climate, like the 
U.K., the compaction of clay is normally carried out at 
relatively high water contents and even though the air void 
content is normally reduced to low levels, the density 
achieved is comparatively low. However if very stiff or 
hard excavated clay is to be compacted to a similar low air 
void content, high dynamic impact effort is required, (such
as a 10 ton vibratory roller) and a higher density is 
achieved. It was therefore important to investigate how the 
pressures induced by compaction varied for different 
consistencies (i.e., from very stiff to very soft) for the 
same clay, and how the higher compactive effort required to 
compact stiffer soils to a low air void content would affect 
the magnitude of the lateral pressures induced.
2.2,7 Total energy and energy per blow
A set of experiments were programmed to observe the 
effects of different combinations of energy per blow and 
total energy on the lateral pressures induced on the 
compacted specimen.
Bell (1974) has investigated the compaction
characteristics of a silty clay and he suggests that the
compactive effort delivered and the way the energy is 
applied to the soil are the two most important factors to be 
considered when assessing the efficiency of a compaction 
procedure. Three methods of compaction were studied.
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impact, static and kneading to investigate the compaction 
energy relationships for a sandy silty clay (energy-transfer 
method used, total energy, energy per tamp, moisture content 
and dry unit weight). The author suggests that the energy 
pack is directly related to the amount of remoulding caused 
to the soil lumps and the main variable controlling the 
efficiency of the compaction process. He also highlights 
the importance of the moisture content of the soil since a 
wetter clay is softer and easier to remould, therefore the 
consumption of energy during compaction is reduced.
-Energy per blow
The purpose of the tests designated EB, was to 
assess the effects of different combinations of height 
of drop and mass of the hammer on the magnitude of the 
lateral pressures induced by the compacting blows. The 
height of drop was varied between 100 mm and 300 mm and 
the mass of the hammer was adjusted accordingly, so as 
to keep the energy pack per blow (Eb) constant.
Eb = m h g (N - ra)
where m: mass of the hammer (kg) 
h : height of drop (m)
2
g: gravitational constant (9.8 m/s )
The other variables like total energy input and 
moisture content of the clay were kept constant.
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-Total energy per volume
The series of tests ET were programmed to assess 
how the magnitude of the lateral pressures induced by 
compaction was affected by the way the total energy per 
volume was delivered. The total energy delivered (Et) 
was kept constant for different combinations of energy 
pack per blow (Eb) and number of blows.
Et = (Eb X number of blows) / final compacted volume
The effects of the observed variables are illustrated 
in figures 2.12a and 2.12b.
2.3 Swelling experiments
These experiments were designed to look at the swelling 
behaviour of the compacted clay. It has been reported 
(Kormornik and Zeitlen, (1965); Chen, (1973); Cox, (1978); 
Ofe r , (1982)) that large increases of the total lateral
pressure should be expected during swelling of relatively 
dry specimens of high plasticity clay. It is therefore
necessary to study the relevance of this phenomenon when 
assessing the long term design pressures for retaining
structures, when swelling is to be expected.
Two different types of tests were carried out. One set 
of tests was done using 76 mm diameter standard oedometer 
cells and a second set of tests was done using larger
93
diameter hydraulic consolidation cells (150 mm and 250 mm 
Rowe cells, see plate 2.2). The first set of tests looked 
at the vertical swelling pressures and the vertical heave 
during swelling, and the other set of tests looked in more 
detail at the lateral swelling pressures under a given 
applied vertical total stress and the effect of the initial 
lateral pressures induced by compaction.
2.3.1 Oedometer tests (76 mm diameter specimens)
Initially the samples were taken from the core of a 
compaction test specimen. Therefore the moisture content, 
bulk density, energy/volume input, maximum lateral pressure 
induced, and undrained shear strength, were known. These 
specimens were then placed in the standard consolidation 
apparatus following the standard procedure (BS 1377:1975, 
test 17). Before supplying water to the specimen, a 
vertical stress of 25 kN/m was applied and the dial gauge 
set to zero. Water was then poured into the consolidation 
cell. The aim of the tests was to keep the balance between 
the vertical swelling pressure and the applied load to 
maintain the dial g auge.at z e r o , to monitor the increase of 
the vertical swelling pressure with time. These tests were 
stopped when there was no noticeable increase in the 
vertical swelling pressure after a day had elapsed.
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2.3,2 Swelling tests in large diameter hydraulic 
consolidation cells.
The clay used in these tests was prepared by the same 
extrusion method presented before in the compaction tests. 
Two different size cells were used (150 mm diameter x 60 mm 
height and 250 mm diameter x 90 mm height). The inside 
surfaces of the cells were protected using a plastic lining. 
A miniature pore pressure transducer was incorporated in 
order to detect the pore pressure changes during swelling. 
The prepared clay was compacted using a 2.5 kg hammer (as
used for BS 1377 (1975), test 12) in thin layers of
approximately 25 mm loose, aiming for a uniform compaction 
all around the area. The best method tried was to compact 
first the external ring and then proceed in towards the
centre. The clay was compacted in excess of the required 
height and then was trimmed down with a straight edge. Two
saturated filter papers (Whatman No 54) were used. One was
placed at the bottom of the cell and the second one between 
the top of the specimen and the sintered bronze top plate 
drain, (A diagram of the cell used is shown in figure 2.13). 
The volume of the compacted clay was determined after 
trimming by measuring the height of the specimen.
The value for the lateral pressure induced was taken 
just after compaction and at 1 minute intervals until 5 
minutes after preparation and then every 5 minutes until 
the required vertical total stress was applied.
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The top membrane and cell lid were assembled. The pore
pressure transducer was then read, A vertical pressure of 
2
25 kN/m was applied, monitoring the lateral pressure and 
the pore pressure every 1 minute until it stabilized after 
approximately 10 minutes. At this point a zero reading for 
the vertical deflection transducer was taken.
The vertical pressure (J^  was then set to the desired 
constant value and the two water supply lines (top and base) 
were connected at a constant pressure of 20 kN/m , The 
total lateral pressure and the pore pressure and vertical 
displacement transducers were read every 1 minute during the 
first 20 minutes and then every 5 minutes for the first 
hour. The readings were then automatically logged every 
30 minutes until the next morning. When the rate of change 
slowed down only four readings per day were taken.
The typical time for completion of these tests was 
20 days after the start'of inundation, when a decrease of 
the lateral swelling pressure was noted and there was no 
appreciable increase in volume (vertical swelling). When 
the test was terminated, the final moisture content and 
undrained shear strength of the clay after swelling were 
determined.
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2.4 The large compaction tank
With the experience obtained from the newly developed 
small scale laboratory compaction and swelling tests, a 
further test was developed to include both compaction and 
swelling stages, with the advantage of using standard 
boundary total pressure cells.
2.4.1 Apparatus description.
A 1.0 m diameter steel tank (plate 2.3) was
instrumented with five boundary total pressure cells (Gage
Technique vibrating wire type 4 mm diaphragm; pressure range 
20-750 kN/m ). One cell was cast i n  each of the four concrete 
side blocks and a fifth cell was embedded in the bottom slab 
to monitor the vertical pressure. The set up is illustrated 
in figure 2.14. A water supply line was also cast in the 
base slab for the swelling stage. The five concrete 
surfaces were protected with plastic lining.
2.4.2 Experimental procedure
As dug lumps of grey London Clay were compacted using a 
vibrating tamper Dynapac LC 70 in ten layers of 
approximately 100 mm loose (see plate 2.3). The pressures 
during and after compaction were recorded and a pressure­
time log was kept for the next four days to monitor the 
dissipation with time of the pressures.
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To avoid drying of the compacted clay during this
initial stage, the tank was sealed with a polythene sheet.
When the rate of decrease of the pressures slowed down to
2
less than 2 kN/m per day, seven vertical holes of 20 mm in 
diameter were drilled. The pressures were monitored during 
this process without noticing a substantial change of the 
pressures due to this drilling process. A plastic 
perforated stand pipe was then introduced in each sand 
drain, and the top of the clay specimen was covered with 
30 mm of sand.
The rubber jack was placed on top of this thin layer of
2
sand. An initial vertical pressure of 20 kN/m was applied
and was left for 24 hours to stabilize. Tests were
2
performed at different vertical pressures (100 k N / m ,  
2
200 kN/m ). After the required vertical pressure was 
applied, the water for swelling was supplied at a pressure 
of 25 k N / m ^ .
The pressures were monitored during approximately two
months. At the end of the swelling stage, the top lid was
removed and wet clay samples were taken in order to
determine the change of moisture content and undrained shear
strength of the clay after swelling.
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2.5 Results from the new laboratory tests
2.5.1 Compaction tests results
From the new compaction tests, general trends were 
obtained for the relationships between the following
variables :
i) lateral stress induced (peak and residual)
ii) energy input
- total energy input
- energy-pack per blow
iii) undrained shear strength:
- initial moisture content of the clay 
aggregates
- final air voids percentage of the 
compacted core
iv) dissipation with time.
The results of the laboratory investigation carried out 
indicate that provided the energy-pack used is high enough 
to overcome the undrained shear strength of the clay lumps, 
the magnitude of the lateral pressure induced increases 
proportionately to the total energy input (i.e. the maximum 
value of the lateral pressures recorded varied for different 
moisture contents and for different values of energy per 
blow, see figure 2.15a). The important effect of the energy 
pack is illustrated in figure 2.15b where it can be seen 
that, provided the undrained shear strength of the clay was
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high enough as to sustain the compaction induced locked-in 
stresses, and provided the total energy (i.e., total number 
of blows) was as high as required to achieve a low air voids 
content, higher lateral pressures were recorded for tests 
where higher packages of energy per blow were used.
2.5.2 Undrained shear strength, final percentage of air 
voids and lateral pressures induced
The undrained shear strength of the clay was observed 
to increase significantly , for relatively small decreases of 
its moisture content (see figure 2.16a). Therefore higher 
energy per blow was required to compact the specimen to a 
low percentage of air voids. The use of a higher energy pack 
resulted in large lateral stresses being locked in. At 
higher moisture contents, the clay is softer and less 
compactive effort is needed for compaction; lower lateral 
stresses were recorded. The lateral pressure measured after 
compaction was plotted against the undrained shear strength 
of the compacted specimen (figure 2.16b). The magnitude of 
the residual lateral stress induced by compaction can be 
seen to be related to the corresponding undrained shear 
stregth (i.e., 0.5 to 1 ) .
For small scale laboratory tests, the ratio between the 
diammeter and the height of the mould, showed to have a 
significant effect on the magnitude of the lateral stresses 
induced and although it has not been possible to quantify
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this effect, a minimum value of 2 is suggested in order to 
minimize this effect. Even if not entirely ideal moulds are 
used (like the long compaction mould; d/h=0.333), a useful 
empirical index can be found by which the large apparent 
pressures measured in small moulds could be scaled down to a 
realistic value, but much more data is needed in this field.
An important relationship was observed between the 
percentage of air voids and the lateral pressures induced. 
The magnitude of the lateral stress did not increase 
significantly until the percentage of air voids in the mass 
had decreased to a value of around 15%, From this threshold 
onwards (i.e., for any further air voids decrease), a direct 
increase of the magnitude of the induced lateral stresses 
was generally observed. An upper-boundary for the relation 
between the air voids percentage and the lateral stresses 
induced was also noticed as the rate of decrease of the air 
voids within the mass slowed down. Below 5% to 2% air 
voids, relatively little further increase of the lateral 
stresses was observed. The main trends obtained from the 
compaction tests related to the air-voids content are 
illustrated in figures 2.17a and 2.17b. The peak lateral 
pressures induced has also been plotted against the final 
percentage of air voids (figure 2.18) showing that for 
different clay consistencies (which required different 
minimum energy per blow), the maximum values of lateral 
stress were observed for specimens compacted to minimum air
109
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voids contents.
The outstanding significance of these tests is that, 
with the apparatus developed, the lateral pressures induced 
(peak and residual) were actually measured at any point 
during the tests as the energy was being delivered. To 
obtain a more complete information on the compaction 
characteristics of a clayey soil, the compaction efficiency 
for a given combination of energy pack and number of blows 
can also be determined since the densification of the 
compacted core due to every impact.at any point during the 
test can be calculated (in terms of density achieved or air 
voids decrease).
For stiff brown London Clay effectively compacted
against a rigid boundary at a moisture content between 27 %
2
and 29 % (undrained shear strength of 75 kN/m ), residual
2
lateral pressures of around 50 kN/m should be expected.
2
For very stiff to hard grey London Clay, C^=150 kN/m 
2
to 350 kN/m in optimum compacting conditions, lateral
2 2
pressures of 100 kN/m to 150 kN/m should be expected.
2.5.3 Dissipation of the lateral pressures with time
The lateral pressures induced after compaction 
decreased with time. The magnitude of this decrease varied 
for different tests but the dissipation curves followed a 
similar trend. Usually one third of the total decrease in
113
pressure occurred within one hour after compaction, and a 
second third dissipated during the first twelve hours. The 
two curves in figures 2.19a and 2.19b illustrate this case 
for a 100 mm diameter specimen. Even though this phenomenon 
has been observed in large instrumented walls (Carder et al, 
(1980)), the dissipation of the lateral pressures after 
compaction cannot yet be predicted or quantified with 
precision. For the type of clay used in these experiments 
and depending on the magnitude of the lateral pressures 
induced, it can be estimated that approximately 30 % to 50 % 
of the maximum pressure recorded after construction will 
dissipate within two weeks after end of compaction.
2.5.4 Swelling tests results
From the laboratory swelling tests it was determined 
that not only the vertical pressure but also the lateral 
pressure increase with swelling. The increase of the 
lateral pressure was noted to vary for different vertical 
confining pressures and for different densities and moisture 
contents. The effects of the moulding moisture content and 
the density of the compacted specimen are illustrated in 
figures 2.20a and 2.20b (from 76 mm diameter specimens 
tests) where it can be seen that for low moisture contents 
(high suction) and high density (low air voids) the highest 
vertical swelling pressures were developed. A more
complete picture taking into account the effect of 
compaction and monitoring the lateral pressure due to
114
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swelling under constant vertical pressure was obtained from 
the large oedometer tests. The main conclusion drawn from 
these tests is that for a clay compacted at a low moisture 
content and with a low percentage of air voids, large
lateral swelling pressures should be expected if the
compacted material is allowed to swell under relatively high 
vertical pressure. The highest lateral swelling
pressures, ((T^^ = 375 kN/m ) were recorded for very stiff grey 
London Clay compacted to a low air voids content (A^: 5.3%), 
during swelling under high vertical pressure :
200 kN/m ). For specimens compacted down to a low air voids 
content at relatively high moisture content i.e., m/ct 30%, 
no significant pressure changes were noticed nor variations 
on the ratio between the lateral and the vertical stresses.
The application of an external vertical pressure to a 
poorly compacted specimen with a high moulding moisture
content (low shear strength of the lumps and high air voids
percentage for the compacted mass), while supplying free 
water to the system causes the collapse of the mass (the 
added water lubricates and softens the weak contact points 
and the applied vertical stress induces the collapse of the 
weak soil squeleton).
The results for the swelling tests are shown in figures 
2.21 to 2.25 and a summary of the data is given in table 
2 . 1 .
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Table 2.1
ROWE CELL SWELLING TESTS
undrained
test number dia. of air dry moisture shear
N o . of cell used voids density content strength
blows (mm) (%) (Mg/m ) (%) (kN/M%)
B-Tl 50+35 252 2.7 1.39 33.0 65
B-T2 50+45 151 7.8 1.63 19.5 420
G-T3 45+55+60 252 0.9 1.65 23.0 240
G-T4 125 151 (-2.7) 0 1.58 28.0 110
G-T5 50+50+50 151 5.3 1.56 24.0 220
lateral stress (kN/ m^)
test total energy peak residual as vert, swell o;
N o . input/volume (comp) (diss) applied applied
(N-m/1)
B-Tl 674 105 45 95 65 100
B-T2 932 430 190 220 330 100
G-T3 366 130 55 135 100 50
G-T4 246 95 20 150 105 100
G-T5 270 135 63 127 375 200
Soil used: w P . L . L . L . G
(2!^ (%) (%) s
B-Tl brown London Glay (1.25 m) 35 33 74 2.700
B-T2 brown London Glay (2.50 m) 31 29 70 2.705
G-T3 to G-T5 grey London Cla y 26 25 70 2.720
120
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It is important to note a significant decrease of the 
swelling pressure towards the end of the experiment, for 
example as seen in figures 2.23 to 2.25, This decrease may 
be related to the softening of the compacted soil due to the 
increase in moisture content during swelling.
The information gained from these small scale 
laboratory tests about the main mechanisms identified and 
about the relationships between the different variables
involved in the compaction and swelling phenomena, proved 
vital for the design of the following larger scale tests
i.e., the 1.00 m tank and the pilot scale retaining wall
experiment at T.R.R.L.
2.5.5 Results from the 1.00 m tank experiments
The use of a relatively large size steel tank, allowed 
the installation of standard field instrumentation to 
measure the pressures induced (5 vibrating wire Gage 
Technique total pressure cells). The compaction of the clay 
was carried out using a 70 kg vibrotamper (of the type 
commonly used to compact in trenchs and near structures). 
Therefore the results obtained from these larger scale tests 
were seen to be representative of the compaction and
swelling pressures to be expected in the field.
Figures 2.26 to 2.36 show plots of the pressures vs 
time (vertical pressure: cell 10, and lateral pressure:
126
cells 11 to 14) as well as two plots (one for each test) 
which show the average lateral pressure vs the measured 
vertical pressure. The initial portion of the pressure vs 
time graphs show the pressures induced during compaction. 
After the time required by the peak pressures to dissipate 
down to a "stable" level (i.e. residual), an increase in the 
pressures recorded was observed as the vertical pressure was 
applied, until a second "stable" level was reached under the
corresponding vertical stress (200 kN/m for test 1 and
50 kN/m^ for test 2).
As the water supply was opened to the tank, the 
pressures started to change. Initially the magnitude of the 
vertical stress showed a decrease (more marked in test 
TK2,cell 10) which may be explained as an early "pseudo­
collapse" due to the vertical stress applied and due to the 
lubricating effect of the water entering the system. At the 
same time the lateral pressures increase as the water intake 
caused the . unsaturated clay mass (i.e., high suction) to 
swell, until the ratio between the lateral and the vertical 
pressures approached 2.0, (which coincides with value
calculated for c ’=0, 0=19°). In test TKl no initial decrease 
of the vertical stress was observed, but contrary to test
TK2 where the vertical stress exceeded the magnitude of the
lateral stresses, an increase of the vertical stress in test 
TKl was accompanied by a corresponding increase of lateral 
stresses. An increase of the vertical pressures was
127
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observed towards the end of the tests, and may have been due 
to the upper membrane coming into contact with the 
relatively rigid top plate of the tank (after this point it 
was not possible to control the vertical hydraulic pressure 
applied). A volume gauge was connected to the vertical 
pressure line as soon as this unexpected event was suspected 
and the gauge registered water coming out of the tank. The 
pressures then followed a line parallel to the line until 
a point where the vertical pressure still increased but 
there was no noticeable increase of the lateral stresses. 
The limited experimental data gathered indicates that the 
clay was still swelling in the vertical direction while the 
lateral pressure started to decrease.
The experiments were terminated after the lateral 
stress measured decreased down to a final stable state 
where the lateral pressures monitored did not suffer an 
appreciable change within an observation period of 48 hours. 
At this point the vertical pressure was open to atmospheric 
pressure.
The outstanding feature of these tests is that the 
behaviour of a mass of clay (compacted into a purpose-made 
instrumented tank) can be closely studied since the level of 
the applied vertical stress can be varied, water can be 
supplied to the system and the soil is laterally 
constrained. Perhaps a drawback of this type of experiment
139
is the long time required for the changes to take place 
given the relatively large amount of material used 
(especially in the case of low permeability soils).
Bearing in mind that the results of any laboratory test 
may be affected by size effects if however, time and 
resources are available in certain critical projects, the 
benefits obtained from the large tank tests reported here 
may justify these labourious experiments in order to gain 
valuable information which can then help to foresee possible 
difficulties in the design or maintenance of the structure.
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CHAPTER 3 JOINT STUDY USING A LARGE RETAINING WALL
Between September 1985 and March 1986, a full size 
experiment to study the lateral stresses induced in 
compacted London Clay was jointly undertaken by the
Geotechnical Division of the Department of Civil Engineering 
of the University of Surrey and the Ground Engineering 
Section of the Transport and Road Research Laboratory 
(Department of Transport).
3,1 The proposed programme
Previous research on granular soils (Broms, (1971); 
Carder et al, (1977)) had already shown that the lateral 
pressures induced by compaction are significantly higher
than those predicted by conventional retaining wall design 
methods. The limited experimental information available on 
the behaviour of compacted clayey backfill (Ingold, (1979c); 
Carder et al, (1980)), indicates that even higher lateral 
pressures are to be expected if stiff clays of high
plasticity are effectively compacted close to non-yielding 
structures using modern construction plant.
This experiment was planned to observe the behaviour of 
a compacted London Clay backfill, since the potential for 
the use of this type of soil as backfill material is
important in the south of England. In order to observe a 
limiting case, very stiff grey London Clay was chosen as the
141
fill material since, the information gained from the 
laboratory tests indicated that the largest lateral 
pressures were to be expected for very stiff plastic clays 
compacted to around 5 % air voids.
Due to scale effects and other limitations of the 
laboratory tests carried out in the first part of this 
research, the large size of the experimental facility at 
T.R.L.L. was of primary importance as it allowed 
conventional construction plant and standard soil mechanics 
instrumentation to be used. It was also important because 
certain mechanisms concerning the compaction/swelling 
behaviour of stiff clay could not have been identified or 
properly quantified with small laboratory tests.
In order to achieve a low percentage of air voids for 
the compacted fill to avoid excessive self-settlement, the 
construction plant needed to exert a relatively high 
compactive effort to overcome the undrained shear strength 
of the very stiff grey London Clay to be used as backfill 
material.
The proposed full scale experiment was therefore seen 
as a positive step towards a better understanding of clayey 
backfills, since it was expected to obtain the vital field 
data needed to enrich our actual knowledge of the lateral 
stresses induced by compaction.
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3,2 Experimental framework.
The experiment was structured in two main stages. The 
first stage was the construction of the fill in order to
observe the pressures induced during compaction, including
the monitoring of the initial dissipation of these pressures 
within a month of construction of the fill. For the second 
stage, free water was supplied to the fill, to observe the 
short and long term effects of swelling and softening of the 
soil.
The compaction of the fill was achieved using 
conventional construction plant. Following comments in the 
latest draft for a revised edition of the current
specifications that is being prepared by the Department of
Transport (1986), the in situ density of the fill was used 
to control the effectiveness of the compaction process 
instead of the method specification (minimum number of
passes per layer and maximum compacted layer thickness),
which is current practice (see Specification for Road and 
Bridge Works (1976)).
The ideal soil to be used for the backfill was defined
as a very stiff clay of a kind typically encountered on road
schemes in Southern England from cuttings in the range of 
5 m to 10 m depth.
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3.3 The retaining wall facility
The experimental facility consists basically of two 
instrumented walls and a central bay for the construction of 
the fill. The cross section diagram in. figure 3.1
illustrates the arrangement.
3.3.1 Wall layout
The north wall is a movable metal wall (plate 3.1a) and 
the south wall is a reinforced concrete wall which forms a 
continuous unit with the base , isolating the compaction bay 
from the surrounding buildings (see figure 3.1). The two 
walls are 6.0 m long but at either side of these walls there 
are precast cantilever concrete walls made up from Belcon
units, which completes the 20 m length of the bay. The 
horizontal distance between the two instrumented walls is
5.0 m .
-The movable metal wall:
The metal wall is 2 m high and consists of three
articulated steel panels (each one with an area of
2
4 m )  (plate 3.1a). It is designed to ensure minimum 
structural deformation. The 1.0 m void space between 
the bottom of the wall and the concrete base was 
blocked with wood to protect the wall mechanism. The 
verticality of the wall was adjusted using the jacking
system sited behind it (see plate 3.1b) which also
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permits the loads on the central panel to be balanced. 
-The concrete wall:
The rigid wall (plate 3.2a) is a 1.0 m thick 
reinforced concrete wall, with a height of 3.0 m. A 
metal panel inset (2.0 m x 2.0 m) is provided to 
accommodate 18 boundary total earth pressure cells.
3,3.2 Instrumentation,
Even though the main aim of this experiment was to
study the lateral pressures, the facility was fully
instrumented in order to obtain a more comprehensive set of 
data. In addition to the boundary total pressure cells used 
to measure the lateral pressures on the walls, pneumatic 
pressure cells were also embedded in the fill to establish 
the level of the vertical stresses locked in after
compaction. Four load cells on the metal wall (two at level 
A and two at level B, figure 3.1) measured the total
horizontal thrust on the central panel. The vertical load 
(friction) of the wall was also measured using two 2.5 t 
vertical load cells (at C in figure 3.1). To observe the 
variation of the pore pressure (suction) after compaction,
high air entry ceramic piezometers were installed. The
movements of the metal wall were also monitored using air
sensors in a method previously developed at the T.R.L.L. 
During the swelling stage a 3.0 m wide strip of the surface
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of the fill was periodically surveyed using precise 
levelling to monitor the heaving of the fill.
-Total stress cells:
The diaphragm diameters of all the total stress 
cells used were 140 mm. All the boundary cells, with 
the exception of the six cells situated at the lower 
metre of the concrete wall, were first bolted onto 
metal plates and were then fixed onto the metal frames.
On the concrete wall (plate 3.2a), an arrangement 
of three vertical profiles for six boundary total 
stress cells was provided on a metal frame set in the 
concrete. Each profile consisted of eight pressure 
cells of a single type. The two bottom cells of each 
profile (in the lower metre of the wall) were set 
directly on the concrete wall (see plate 3.2b). 
Pneumatic, hydraulic and vibrating wire cells were used 
(see plates 3.2c and 3.2d). A detailed description of 
the three types of cells and their operating
performance is given in Carder and Krawczyk (1975) and
Moore (1985). Due to the shape of the vibrating wire
cells, cores were drilled out of the concrete to 
accommodate the cells flush with the wall. The other 
four cells were simply bonded to the surface of the 
wall using an epoxy resin ("Plastic Padding"). A soil 
calibration was tried for six cells (two of each
150
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%P l a t e  3 . 2 b  D e t a i l  o f  t h e  l o w e r  m e t r e  o f  t h e  c o n c r e t e  
w a l l  s h o w i n g  t h e  e x t r a  s i x  p r e s s u r e  c e l l s  on  t h e  
c o n c r e t e
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P l a t e  3 . 2 c  Front  v i ew of the t o t a l  e a r t h  p r e s s u r e  ce l l s  used  
pne umat i c ,  hydrau l i c  and v i br a t i ng  wi re
Plate 3 . 2d  Side v iew of the t o t a l  ea r t h  p r e s s u r e  ce l l s
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type) in the 1.00 m dia. compaction tank using very 
stiff London Clay without satisfactory results and due 
to pressing time limit to start the experiment the soil 
calibration could not be repeated. An air calibration 
on site was obtained for every cell.
On the metal wall a similar arrangement of three 
vertical profiles (with six boundary total stress cells 
each) was adopted, but only two types of pressure cells 
were used on this wall (see figure 3.3). Two profiles 
consisted of six pneumatic type pressure cells each and 
a third profile consisted of six hydraulic type 
pressure cells. An additional set of three pneumatic 
type pressure cells was also fitted in order to observe 
the range of variation of the pressures on the wall for 
that given level. . Figure 3.4 shows a diagram for the 
location and label for each of the 45 boundary pressure 
cells on the walls.
To monitor the magnitude of the vertical stresses 
locked in after compaction in the fill, fourteen 
pneumatic type pressure cells (see figures 3.5a and 
3.5b) were embedded in the central area of the fill at 
three different levels: four at the concrete base, six
at 1.0 m height from the concrete base (plate 3.3a) and 
four more at 2.0 m from the bottom. The diaphragms of 
two of the six cells (cells N and P) at the depth of
2.0 m were covered with a rubber disk but this was part
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of a separate investigation on the performance of a 
rubber-covered diaphragm to achieve a more uniform 
contact area when large size lumps (or gravel) are 
u s e d .
-Load cells:
The central panel of the metal wall was mounted on 
six high capacity strain-gauged load cells. Each load 
cell had two individual output signals, so that the
two signals (channels A and B) from the same load cell
could be checked against each o t h e r . The horizontal 
load cells at the top of the wall (see plate 3.3b) were
two 5-ton cells and two 10-ton cells were used at the
base of the wall. Two 2.5-ton load cells were 
installed to measure the vertical load.
The horizontal thrust exerted on the central panel
was measured with the four load cells installed behind
the wall (see plate 3.3b), which converted this panel
in a crude giant total pressure cell. Even though some
slack may be expected in the load cells/jacking system,
and an uneven distribution of the loads may affect the
values recorded (as well as friction in the vertical
bearings), the total thrust measured by the four
horizontal cells can be divided by the area of the
2
panel (i.e., 4 m )  and this average pressure obtained
could be used as a reference to compare with the
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P l a t e  3 . 3 b  D e t a i l  b e h i n d  m e t a l  w a l l  s h o w i n g  
l oad  ce l l ,  p n e u m a t i c  d i s p l a c e m e n t  s e n s o r  
( w i t h  dial  g a u g e )  and t op  r e f e r e n c e  w i r e
1 6 0
pressures measured by the standard 140 mm dia. pressure 
cells. This central panel was mounted on two vertical 
load cells which were used to measure the vertical load 
induced (friction) on the panel by the compaction
process as well as upward thrust when swelling took
place.
-Wall movement measurements:
The aim was to keep the metal wall rigid and 
vertical but it was seen as necessary to monitor any 
movements which took place during the experiment. 
Therefore the wall was instrumented with 12 pneumatic 
sensors at two levels (6 on each level, see plate 
3.3b), and two wires (one for each level) served as 
references (figure 3.6). The position of the wires was 
checked against two Invar tapes using an optical 
vertical plumb. A neutral axis was chosen as fixed 
point for the Invar tapes (see figure 3.7). This axis 
was assumed to be midway between the two retaining
walls. The two Invar tapes extended horizontally
inside a protective casing embedded in the base slab. 
The tension in the tapes and wire was maintained by 
suspending weights from the ends.
-Piezometers:
Four high air entry ceramic type piezometers were 
first installed after a month of construction. The
161
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location of the piezometers in plan are indicated in 
figure 3.8. Each piezometer was installed at a 
different depth: PI at 2.57 m (close to the concrete
wall), two in the central area, P2 at 2.00 m and P3 at 
1.60 m, and P4 at 1,07 m deep (close to the metal 
wall). The piezometers were generally read once a week 
by T.R.L.L. staff.
-Surface monuments:
Seven surface levelling points of the type SA 25- 
400 Root Fast range. Earth Anchors Ltd (associated 
company: Thonshend Castings & Forgings Ltd, Thornton
Heath, Surrey), were installed on the last layer of the 
compacted fill. These points were used later for 
monitoring the heave of the fill due to swelling. 
These measurements were usually done once a week. 
Apart from the points on the surface of the fill (as 
seen in figure 3.9), there were two fixed reference 
points in the concrete wall. Two points at the top of 
the metal wall were also surveyed (beam A and beam B).
3.3.3 Records of the pressures
To read the eight vibrating wire type pressure cells a 
Gage Technique miniature portable reading unit was used (the 
wires from the cells were connected via a switch box). The 
frequencies displayed on the digital readout were booked on
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the corresponding logging form.
The hydraulic type pressure cells and the load cells on 
the metal wall were read via a data logging system (plate 
3,4a). As these instruments have an electrical output, the 
cells were wired to a central switch board and monitored 
using a computerized logging system, which consisted of a 
microcomputer in conjunction with a voltmeter and an 
automatic scanner. This system was programmed to scan
through all the channels and automatically log the output
signals of the six load cells and the electrical pressure
transducers for the fourteen hydraulic type pressure cells
for any given time interval. The calibration characteristics 
for each cell were given in the computer program as data so 
that the load in kN and earth pressures in kN/ra were 
continuously displayed in the screen monitor and printed 
automatically when required.
The pneumatic lines (inlet and outlet) from all the
pneumatic type cells, were connected to four control boards 
inside the laboratory room (plate 3.4b). One board
connected to the sixteen pneumatic lines for the eight 
pneumatic cells on the rigid wall. A similar control board
contained the pneumatic lines for the pneumatic cells on the
metal wall, and another board contained the lines for the 
fourteen pneumatic cells in the fill. During reading, the 
air pressure was connected to the inlet of a given cell at
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the time of reading, and as.the pressure indicated in the
Bourdon Gauge started to increase, the return air flow was
taken up to the steady rate indicated by a Rotameter 1100
GEC-Elliot Process Instruments Ltd (2 on a scale from 0 to
310, where 10 is equivalent to a flow of 9.5 cm /min). The 
stable pressure noted at this point was recorded in the 
log-book. After reading all the cells on any board all the 
outlets were opened to atmosphere and left open until the 
next reading in order to avoid overstressing the cells 
during compaction.
3.4 Backfill material
The clay required for this experiment was ideally a
stiff plastic clay of the type encountered in road schemes
in England from shallow cuttings (5.0 m to 10.0 m max). Two
brickworks were visited in the Surrey area, to look for a
suitable source of clay for the construction of the fill.
The clays encountered were of a silty type (w^^ 20%;
PI: 30%) and the excavation faces were too wet ( w ^ : 35%nat
at the surface).
The next site visited was the Summerleaze Clay Pit at 
Colnbrook, west of London (near the M4/M25 motorway 
junction). The clay pit is about 25 m deep and it was 
originally exploited for its supply of gravel. More 
recently, clay from this site has been used for motorway 
embankments for the nearby M25 construction work. At the
169
south end of the pit there is an area where domestic rubbish 
landfill is taking place. Disturbed bulk samples were taken 
from the surface in order to carry out classification tests 
(moisture content and liquid and plastic limits). The
results of these tests showed a suitable plasticity but too 
high a natural moisture content.
A second investigation was carried out at the
Summerleaze Clay Pit using a Mobile "Minute-man" drilling 
rig to obtain disturbed samples down to 5 m depth in order 
to check the variation of the moisture content of the clay 
with depth. A trial pit was dug down to a depth of 4.2 m to 
observe the consistency of the clay and the block size as
excavated. A description of the material encountered is
given in table 3.1. This clay proved to be adequate as
backfill material for the planned experiment. The clay was
excavated from 2.00 m below ground surface down to 5.00 m 
and it was transported to the T.R.L.L. location as it was 
being excavated (loaded onto 20 ton lorries and immediately 
covered to protect it from rain or sunshine). The 
excavation and transportation of the clay was planned so
that the material was not waiting longer than necessary in
the stock-pile before being compacted. The longest time
that any load of clay stood waiting to be used was not more
than 48 hours after excavation. Approximately 300 t of clay
were compacted to construct the backfill and the approach
ramp.
170
Table 3.1 Visit to Summerleaze Clay Pit on 8th August, 1985.
Trial pit dug to 4.2 m in the vicinity of the borehole 
drilled during the previous exploratory visit.
Bulk samples were taken at 0.5 m intervals and
classification tests performed.
O.D.
level
(m)
m c 
(%)
P L 
(%)
L L 
(%)
remarks
Y V  0.00
0.50
1.10
1.50
2.30
3.80
4.20
36
GWL
27
28
25
26
26
26
27
26
26
28
29
72
74
79
At surface: 
vegetation, 
clayey top soil, 
gravel and 
rubbish.
Firm fissured 
grey silty CLAY, 
occasional 
pockets of orange 
brown fine sand.
Stiff highly 
fissured
grey silty CLAY.
Stiff highly 
fissured 
grey silty CLAY 
with occasional 
gravel.
Very stiff 
highly fissured 
grey silty CLAY 
with claystone 
fragments.
block size (mm) 
as excavated:
350 X 200.
highly fissured 
weak MUDSTONE 
with large 
claystone fragments
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3.5. Calibration of the TROXLER 34 1IB moisture-density 
nuclear gauge.
Since it was required to check the density of the 
compacted fill during its placement in the retaining wall 
facility, to ensure that the percentage of air voids for the 
compacted clay was kept within the 5% to 10% range, a rapid 
and reliable method for determining the dry density in situ 
was needed.
Due to the possible benefits offered by the use of the 
nuclear gauge to determine the dry density of the fill in 
situ, the performance of the. TROXLER 3411-B in direct 
measurement mode was investigated in order to establish an 
experimental correspondence between the nuclear density 
tests and the other standard methods for the expected range 
of moisture and densities.
A calibration pit in the west bay of the experimental 
facility was used to carry out compaction trials and to 
compare the results of standard tests for determination of 
density and moisture content with the results obtained from 
the nuclear density gauge.
3.5.1 Calibration procedure
The calibration bay was divided into four sections; 
two halves, one air dried and one wetted by hose, with each 
half divided into two parts, one for heavy compaction and
172
one for light compaction as seen in figure 3,10.
In the west bay there was a layer of compacted sandy
clay (left from a previous experiment), on top of which an 
intermediate layer of 150 mm of London Clay was compacted. 
A loose layer of clay of 250 mm was spread, mixed and broken 
down using a rotary cultivator. Half of the total area was 
wetted up by spraying water with a hose while the other half 
was gradually air-drying due to the mixing effect.
Unfortunately the rotovator blades sunk further down into 
base layers (figure 3.11) partially re-mixing some of the 
previously compacted material. This resulted in a loose
layer of a thickness of 400 mm (figure 3.12). The whole 
layer was compacted with two passes of the Dynapac LC 70 
vibroplates (plate 3.5)
After the first density tests (for the low compactive 
effort) were carried out on the western half of the bay, six 
further passes were given to the eastern half to achieve a 
higher compactive effort, achieving eight passes in total. 
The remaining density tests were then performed.
In total four 100 mm dia. tests using the sand 
replacement method were performed (one for each zone: low
compaction-dry soil,low compaction-wet soil,high compaction- 
dry soil and high compaction-wet soil), and the density 
values obtained were compared with the results from sixteen 
nuclear density gauge tests. These first tests were done
173
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for a depth of 150 mm. Sixteen core cutter tests (100 mm
dia. X 125 mm deep) were also carried out.
Due to the low state of compaction achieved in the dry 
clay area, a second set of tests was programmed (figure 
3.13). The dry area was remixed with the rotovator to a 
depth of approximately 300 mm, and was then recompacted
(only a two strips wide portion) with 2 and 8 passes of the
LC 70 vibrotampers. The depth of testing for the location of 
the second series was reduced to 125 mm and 100 mm in order 
to simulate the effect of a shalower layer of compacted 
soil. Sixteen sand replacement tests and twenty nuclear
density tests were performed (figure 3.13) as well as eight 
additional core cutter tests.
3.5.2 Results of the calibration trials
A good experimental correspondence between the nuclear 
gauge tests and the sand replacement method was found for 
the range of densities and moisture contents tested. The 
percentage of air voids calculated from the dry density and 
moisture content readings taken directly from the nuclear 
gauge were usually lower than the air voids percentage
calculated using the dry density value given by the standard
sand replacement method BS 1377 (1975), test 15(A), and the
moisture content as determined by the standard oven-dry 
method (test 1(A)).
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An alternative method used at the T.R.R.L (Toombs and 
Symons (1986)) to derive an equivalent sand replacement dry 
density value ( using the data from the nuclear gauge
is described below.
In this method, an experimental correlation is obtained 
between bulk density measured by the nuclear density gauge 
and bulk density measured by sand replacement testing 
(Figure 3.14a). A further correlation is obtained between 
the moisture density values measured by the two devices 
(figure 3.14b).
Figure 3.14a shows the correlation between the bulk 
density read directly from the nuclear, gauge ^ b^ and the 
bulk density obtained from the sand replacement tests 
so that for any value given by the nuclear gauge there is a 
corresponding theoretical value for the sand replacement 
bulk density which can be obtained by reading down on the 
sand replacement density axis. This value of ^  bg^ is then 
used in the following formula to determine Y  dgj^ 
(corresponding dry density for sand replacement):
^^SR " ^ ^ S R  ” MDgR (3.1)
The term MDg^ is called moisture density and is the 
difference between the bulk and the dry density for any 
given test. The correlation between the nuclear moisture 
density MD^ (which is read directly from the gauge digital 
display) and the MDg^ which is determined from sand
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replacement tests (i.e., was obtained
for a range of moisture contents of approximately 10 % 
(+ 5 % around the average expected value) and for a range of 
bulk densities (i.e., extreme under compaction: only two
passes of the LC 70 vibroplates and expected average 
density: 8 passes vibroplates).
In the example shown in figure 3.14a, the bulk density
3
reading given by the nuclear gauge is 1700 kg/m . The
3
moisture density obtained from the same device is 325 kg/m . 
An equivalent sand replacement bulk density of 1630 kg/m 
is read out from the x axis of figure 3.14a. From the MD
graph in figure 3.14b, for a nuclear moisture density of
3 3325 kg/m a corresponding value of 300 kg/m is obtained for
MOgR. The dry density is calculated using equation 3.1:
^dgg = % b g g  - MDgg = 1630 - 300 = 1330 kg/m^
The calibration chajrts for correspondence between the 
sand replacement results and the nuclear gauge results are 
shown in figures 3.14c and 3.14 d . The calibration data from 
the trial tests are in apeendix B9.
A correlation was found between the percentage of air 
voids calculated using the values obtained from the nuclear 
gauge, and the percentage of air voids calculated using the 
values from the sand replacement tests (figure 3.15a). The 
percentage of air voids was calculated using the following 
equation :
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d / I w \-
1 ------ —    +   X 100 (3.2)
(w V Gs 100 /-
where: ^ d : dry density of the soil mass
^ w : unit weight of the water
Gs: specific gravity of the solids
w : moisture content (percentage).
The percentage air voids obtained for nuclear density 
tests was otained immediately, using the values of dry 
density and moisture content read directly from the gauge. 
The percentage of air voids from sand replacement tests was 
calculated following the standard procedure, i.e., using the 
bulk density given by the sand replacement test, in 
combination with the moisture content obtained by oven 
drying. The results from these calibration tests are 
plotted in figure 3.15.
It is important to note that for a percentage of air 
voids larger than 10 % (maximum acceptable), the difference 
between the two methods shows larger scatter than for air 
voids values between 5 % and 7 % where a better correlation 
is found. It can also be suggested that for this 5% to 7%
air voids range, the results obtained from the nuclear tests
show a smaller scatter (maximum 3%), against a larger 
scatter noted for the air voids obtained from the sand 
replacement tests where the results go from 2 % to 8 %. 
These differences are thought to be due to experimental
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errors when using the nuclear gauge for the measurement of 
the mositure content which can be affected by the content 
of hydrogen in the soil, (derived from a source other than 
water), and to some extent by large air voids percentages 
(see calibration data in appendix B9).
An experimental correlation between the results given 
by the nuclear method and the results obtained from the core 
cutter method, BS 1377 (1975) test 15 (D ) was also tried, 
but a clear relationship was not found. Only a limited
number of cores were actually taken, since this procedure 
proved laborious in hard compacted clay (it was difficult to 
control the verticality of the cutter as it was being
hammered, and large holes were required for the extraction
of the core). Given the time and physical effort involved, 
the destructive nature of the test (plate 3.10b) and the 
significantly large scatter in the results, this method was 
abandoned. Perhaps the one advantage of this method (plate 
3.10c) is that allows a compacted core to be taken from 
areas near to the walls (where other tests cannot be easily 
performed). The extruded core can also be visually 
inspected (plate 3.1O d ), and extreme states of under­
compaction can be readily observed.
-Comments on the performance of the nuclear density 
gauge
The use of the nuclear gauge to determine the dry 
density of the fill on site had important advantages.
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The sixteen tests which covered the whole trial bay 
were uusally performed in approximately 30 minutes. 
This meant that more tests per area were done, and
irregularities in the compaction, such as low density 
spots, were more likely to be detected. There was
little physical effort involved and it was much less
time consuming than the other, standard, methods tried. 
As a comparison, an experienced technician would 
normally perform one sand replacement test in
approximately 30 minutes if helped by an assistant to 
clean and prepare the area of test, to carry the sand 
and the clay around the site, and to make the relevant 
laboratory notes for the moisture content 
determination. This will only cover one location.
The values for the dry density and moisture
content of the fill as compacted are automatically
calculated and the results are obtained immediately on 
site directly from the electronic read-out, without 
waiting for the samples to dry or without further 
calculations needed.
Other practical advantages of the nuclear density 
test over the other standard tests are that it is not a 
destructive test (i.e., it does not require digging 
large holes in the fill). The only preparation required 
is a slight levelling of the surface at the test 
location. It is also possible to perform the tests with
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minimum disturbance to the construction sequence since 
a large number of tests can be performed within a short 
period of time covering a very large area, with the 
advantage that compaction does not have to come to a 
complete standstill since the test is not affected by 
vibrations. Finally no large quantities of sand or 
water are to be calibrated or carried out around the 
site.
The drawbacks are that nuclear density gauges are 
relatively expensive instruments. Also legal permits 
and safety precautions must be taken due to the use of 
radioactive materials. The dose rates for the
radioactive sources are minimal (8 mCi Cs-137 Gamma and 
40 mCi Am-241 Neutron), and the requirements for the 
Ionising Radiation (Sealed Sources) Regulations, 1969 
and the Radioactive substances Act 1960 can normally be 
fulfilled without major difficulties.
Depending on the different types of soils to be 
tested and on the ranges of moisture content and
densities expected, a calibration on site could take 
approximately two or three days.
Since the dry density results obtained from the
nuclear gauge method can only be compared to other
uncertain results from other methods which cannot be
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said to be absolutely perfect, given the scatter 
observed from the experimental correlations observed, 
and considering the outstanding features of the nuclear 
gauge test, more research into the performance of the 
nuclear density gauge for determination of the dry 
density in-situ is urgently needed in order to 
incorporate this test as an alternative standard method 
to monitor the in-situ dry density during construction.
3.6 The compaction stage
The compaction stage consisted of the construction of 
the clay fill using conventional compaction plant to observe 
the pressures induced during construction, and also included 
the monitoring of the initial dissipation of the pressures 
within a month after end of compaction. For control of the 
compaction on site, a limit, value of 10% was specified for 
the air voids (ie, maximum average percentage of air voids 
as determined from the nuclear gauge V = 7  %).
3.6.1 Method of construction of the fill
To construct the fill, a Dynapac CA 15 7-ton vibratory 
roller was used, to compact the clay as excavated (without 
any previous rotovation of the soil). Due to the reduced 
space for manoeuvrability inside the centre bay the first 
six layers were compacted using two LC 70 Dynapac 
vibrotampers (see plates 3.5 and 3.11 for compaction plant).
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From the plant manufactures specifications, and as 
suggested in table 6/2 of the Specifications for Road and 
Bridge Works (1976), which refers to the compaction 
requirements for different soils and considers different 
types of construction plant, the compactive effort of the 
Dynapac LC 70 and of the Vibroroller AC 15 were thought to 
be similar. The depth for the compacted layer was taken from 
table 3.2 as 125 mm, and based on the information gained 
from the calibration stage a tentative thickness of 165 mm 
was tried for the loose layers.
Table 3.2 
Reproduced from:
Specification for Road and Bridge Works 
Department of Transport
Compaction requirements (from table 6/2).
Type of
compaction Category D: maximum depth of layer (mm)
plant N: minimum number of passes.
D N
Vibrotamper Mass
over 50 kg up to 65 kg 100 3
LC70 (70 kg) over 65 kg up to 75 kg * 125 3 *
Vibrating roller
Mass per metre width 
of vibrating roll
over 700 kg up to 1300 kg 100 12
AC15 (1670 kg) over 1300 kg up to 1800 kg * 125 8 *
over 1800 kg up to 2300 kg 150 4
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A total of twenty six layers were compacted during the 
first two weeks of October 1985. The average thickness of 
each compacted layer was 121 mm, for a total height of the 
fill of 3.15 m (figure 3.18).
-layers thickness and density testing
Eight passes using the LC 70 vibrotampers were 
given to the first layer. The thickness of the
compacted layer was 220 mm (75 % thicker than
specified). The compacted thickness for the second
layer was 110 mm . Four nuclear density tests were 
carried out (plate 3.6), and four core cutter density 
tests were also tried but due to the large air voids at 
the bottom of the layer, the cores broke up when
excavated. The immediate results obtained from the
nuclear density gauge indicated a high average
percentage of air voids of (V^=8 %). The following
layer (layer number 3) had a loose thickness of 150 mm. 
A thickness . of 105 mm for the compacted layer was 
measured, and four nuclear density tests showed an
average of 7 % air voids.
Since it was essential to keep the same high
density for the fill close to the earth pressure cells, 
the vibro-plates were taken as close to the concrete 
wall as 10 mm (plate 3.7). Close to the cells, the 
fill was compacted locally using a 15 kg punner.
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Inside the centre bay, six layers were compacted 
using the LC70 vibrotampers. An average layer thickness 
of 125 mm was achieved with an average percentage of 
air voids determined by the nuclear density gauge of 
7 %. .
The seventh layer was the first layer to be 
compacted using the Dynapac AC 15 vibratory roller 
(plate 3.8). A loose layer 160 mm thick was spread and 
two passes of the roller, without vibration, were used 
to level the irregular surface. Three strips of 1.6 m 
(roller width) was the pattern of compaction used. Two 
bands of approximately 300 mm of overlapping occurred 
(see figure 3,16a), with the roller being kept at a 
distance of 0.40 m from the walls. The roller always 
approached the bay from the west gate ramp and then 
reversed over the same path (this counted as two 
passes). Eight roller passes each on three roller 
width bands, were used to compact the central area. 
The strips close to the walls were compacted after the 
roller was removed using eight passes with the LC 70 
vibrotampers.
Four nuclear density tests were carried out 
immediately (at the locations indicated in figure 3.17 
for intermediate layers), showing large variations in 
the percentage of air voids for the different areas 
across the bay. For the overlapping areas (16 passes of
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the CA 15) practically "zero air voids" compaction was 
achieved. At this overlapping strips, "ruts" were 
visible on the surface of the fill. For the outer
strips of the fill close to the walls, high average 
percentage of air voids were measured ( :  10%). The 
level of the fill at the sides by the walls was also 
higher than at the centre of the bay. The compaction
pattern was changed, in order to obtain a more even
distribution of the compaction stresses (figure 3.16b).
Instead of three overlapping strips, two adjacent 
but not overlapping widths were compacted starting from 
one wall first and then from the other wall. For the 
areas close to the walls (approximately 0.70 m), two 
tamper widths were compacted with twelve passes before 
the roller started. After compaction five nuclear 
density tests (only one row) and three sand replacement 
density tests were carried out. Four cores were also 
taken. A brief comparison of the results from these 
tests and the ones on the previous layer indicated a 
more homogeneous compaction and a lower overall 
percentage of air voids. For the last four layers the 
number of passes of the roller was increased from eight 
to ten due to an observed increase in air voids under 
the previous pattern, possibly due to a slightly higher 
speed of the roller coming up from a steeper ramp.
2 0 0
3.6.2 Measurements during construction.
Immediately after compaction of each layer, the plant 
was removed, and the thickness of the compacted layer 
measured from two strings held in tension at the top of the 
walls, down to six locations on the compacted surface. 
Readings were taken for all the earth pressure cells and 
load cells and at least four nuclear density tests were made 
on each layer (plate 3.9). Table 3.3 shows a summary of the 
times and dates for the completion of each layer (see also 
figure 3.18).
Usually five sets of readings of pressure cells and 
load cells were taken per d a y . One was taken in the morning
before the compaction plant started any work, and comprised:
For the earth pressures, all the cells (both those on the 
walls and the ones embedded in the fill) and the six load 
cells in the metal wall; and for the wall movements the
twelve air sensors and the position of the two reference
wires at each side of the metal wall relative to the Invar 
t apes.
After the first layer of the day had been compacted a 
rapid set of readings was taken which consisted of measuring 
the thickness of the layer (from the top of the wall) as 
well as all the pressure and load cells but not the wall 
movement. Also a set of four density measurements were 
carried out with the nuclear gauge. Another layer was
2 0 1
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Table 3.3
TRRL Compaction wall
cumulative height of fill (m) with time.
/ time
layer
.ayer Date time (days) thickness cumulatif
No Oct85/24:OOhrs RELATIVE average height
(mm) (m)
— 3 10:30 0.00 0 0
1 3 14:15 0.13 220 0.220
2 3 16:35 0.26 110 0.330
3 4 11:45 1.05 105 0.435
4 4 14:50 1.18 95 0.530
5 7 16:00 4.20 120 0.650
6 8 10:00 4.95 100 0.750
7 8 12:25 5.05 120 0.870
8 8 14:50 5.18 105 0.975
9 9 10:45 6.01 140 1.115
10 9 14:30 6.17 95 1.210
11 9 16:50 6.26 125 1.335
12 10 9:45 6.96 105 1.440
13 10 11:50 7.05 110 1.550
14 10 14:50 7.18 110 1.660
15 11 9:45 7.96 130 1.790
16 11 11:50 8.05 125 1.915
17 11 14:50 8.18 130 2.045
18 14 9:45 10.96 105 2.150
19 14 12:25 11.05 125 2.275
20 14 14:45 11.17 130 2.405
21 14 16:35 11.25 110 2.515
22 15 9:30 11.96 130 2.645
23 15 11:30 12.04 120 2.765
24 15 14:25 12.13 135 2.900
25 15 16:40 12.26 110 3.010
26 16 11:00 13.02 140 3.150
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normally compacted before midday. After determining the 
thickness of the compacted layer, a complete set of density 
tests (see figure 3.17 and plate 3.10) was normally carried 
out, which consisted of: four tests using the sand
replacement method, four using the core cutter method and 
ten tests using the nuclear gauge. The wall movement 
measurements as well as readings from all the pressure and 
load cells were also recorded. The third layer of the day 
was then compacted but only a rapid set of readings (as in 
the first layer) was carried out. Usually a fourth layer 
was compacted, and a complete set of readings and density 
tests was done; if not, the fourth layer was only spread 
loose and covered.
After the top layer was compacted (layer No. 26) a 
complete set of readings was taken and density tests using 
the three different methods were performed.
The construction of the fill, showing progress of layer 
versus time, is illustrated in figure 3.18.
Readings for the hydraulic pressure cells and load 
cells were taken every two hours for two weeks after 
compaction, to observe the change of the pressures with time 
after the end of construction. The other pressure cells 
(pneumatic and vibrating wire) were also read as often as 
practically possible (i.e. once or twice a day during the 
first week),
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As the rate of the variation of the pressures on the 
walls and the movements tended to slow down, the frequency 
of the readings was decreased accordingly: from the initial
hourly and daily intervals, the elapsed time between
readings was increased to once a week.
After the initial dissipation period, the available 
data for the first two weeks were plotted in order to
determine the rate of dissipation of the pressures induced
by compaction.
3.7 The swelling stage
In the second part of this large scale experiment at 
the T.R.R.L., free water was supplied to the fill in order 
to assess the relevance of the phenomenon of swelling on 
compacted clayey backfills.
Before starting the innundation of the fill, continuous 
samples down to a depth of 3.00 m were taken in two 
locations using a 100 mm thin-wall tube sampler (plate 
3.11a). The samples were taken to the University of Surrey 
Soils Laboratory where the specimens were prepared for 
testing in order to determine the shear strength of the 
compacted fill. The results from undrained triaxial tests 
are shown in table 3.4. The effective stress parameters of 
the fill as determined from 5 x 38 mm dia. specimens tested 
in consolidated-undrained triaxial compression tests were:
c ’= 15 IcN/m^ and 0 ’=19°.
2 1 0
Table 3.4
Results from unconsolidated-undrained triaxial tests; 
Specimen dimension;
IL; 100 mm dia. x 200 mm height
(one specimen only)
3S; 38 mm dia. x 76 mm height
(average of three specimens)
specimen 
(hole ) depth
cell 
pressure 
(kN/m )
UU triax 
C„ o
strain at 
failure m/c P L L L
number (m) (kN/m ") (%) (%) (%) (%)
BH1-1-3S 0.30 300 130 7.30 26.7 31 81
BH1-2-1L 0.70 300 133 6.55 28.1 —  — —  —
BH1-3-1L 0.95 300 140 9.94 27.7 
1/28.8^8 )
79
BH1-4-1L 1.25 200 92 3.49 27. —  —
BH1-5-1L 1.50 200 135 6.69 28.3 30 83
BH2-1-3S 0.30 50 104 5.33 28.2 31 78
BH2-2-1L 1.20 100 142 4.80 27.6 —  — —  —
BH2-3-1L 1.75 100 115 6.66 28.1 30 79
BH2-4-1L 1.50 50 132 5.28 28.3 — —
average ; 124 kN/m^ 28 % 31 % 80
(a) interface of two layers.
3.7.1 Method of flooding
When the lateral pressures reached a stable level (12th 
Nov. 1985; day 40), after a dissipation period of four 
weeks after end of compaction (16th Oct. 1985, day 13), 
seven monuments for levelling were installed by T.R.R.L. 
personnel on the surface of the fill to monitor the heaving 
of the fill with swelling. Fifty holes for vertical drains 
and piezometers were drilled using a Mobile drilling rig
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("Minute-man", plate 3.11b). The drains were 75 mm diameter 
and were drilled to depths between 2.00 m and 2.50 m (see 
figure 3.19). The drains were arranged in such a pattern so 
that a minimum number of holes was required to supply water 
to the fill. Four piezometers were installed (plate 3.12b) 
to monitor the changes in the pore water pressure (suction) 
during innundation. Installation and monitoring of the 
piezometers was carried out by T.R.R.L. staff. The holes for 
the vertical drains were then filled with sand and compacted
using a rod (plate 3.12a). Once all the drains were
finished, plastic pipes (plate 3.13a) 150 mm diameter and 
400 mm long were placed on top of each drain and connected 
together (see plate 3.13b).
All 42 sand drains were ready and connected on the 12th 
Dec 1985 (day 70) and the water supply was then opened
(start of the swelling stage).
As the water was being absorbed by the fill a 
significant increase of the lateral pressures was observed, 
from the average value after dissipation (see data in 
appendices Bl, B2 and B3). This increase was significantly 
larger on the concrete wall than on the metal wall,
possibly due to some small yielding of the metal wall while 
swelling was taking place (see wall movement data plots in 
appendix B 5 ).
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After two months of swelling (6th Feb, 1986, day 125), 
there was no appreciable change in the pore pressure (i.e. 
the readings of the piezometers were still showing large 
suctions see appendix B7). It was therefore decided to 
clean all the sand drains and install perforated plastic 
pipes (2.00 m long and 20 mm.diameter) in order to ensure a 
better flow of water along the full depth of the drains. The 
plastic pipes were perforated at three points along their 
length and wrapped with filter fabric where they were 
perforated to avoid soil getting into the pipes. After the 
holes were cleaned and the plastic pipes placed inside, the 
space between the pipe and the walls of the hole was filled 
with sand (the top of the pipes were covered with a filter 
fabric to stop external particles blocking the inside of the 
tube).
3.7.2 Relaxation of the load on the metal wall
As a result of the remedial works of re-drilling the 
drains and installing plastic pipes, the swelling rate 
started to increase again, but the swelling pressures 
generated were so large that the 5 ton horizontal load cells 
at the top of the metal wall were dangerously approaching 
100 % over range (see load cells data plots, day 172). It 
was then decided to move the metal wall away from the fill 
in order to decrease the load on the top load cells to avoid 
damaging the instruments. Using the jacking system metioned
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before, the wall was moved back (see wall movement data 
plots appendix B5) until the load on the two top load cells 
decreased from approximately 100 kN each, down to around
70 kN.
This movement of the metal wall had various effects 
which are still not totally understood. Most of the total 
pressure cells on the walls showed a decrease of the lateral
pressure due to the wall movement. But some pressure cells
(a few on the metal wall but most of the ones on the
concrete wall) showed an even higher rate of increase of the
lateral pressures. No particularly consistent effect has
been observed on the vertical stresses indicated by the
embedded pneumatic pressure cells.
At the time of writing, the swelling stage is still 
going on. The last sets of data points available indicate 
that the load on the top load cells has increased again (the
magnitude of the horizontal thrust measured by each load
cell came back up to approximately 100 k N , with some
variations (approx + 2.5 kN) throughout the day). The
horizontal earth pressures have also recovered their 
previous values and most of the cells indicate that some
more increase can still be expected even though the rate of 
absorption of water by the clay fill has decreased
appreciably (from around a litre per drain per day down to 
0.5 1 per drain per week).
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For the second part of the swelling stage (i.e., after 
redrilling of the sand drains) the piezometers were de-aired 
before reading since a significant amount of air was 
observed to come out of the piezometers during flushing. 
Even after more than 125 days after this deairing procedure 
was started, it is still necessary to de-air the piezometers 
before each reading and the only effect noted so far is a 
slight reduction of the suction (i.e., 10 %) but suctions of
the order of -3,0 m of water are still being measured by all
the piezometers (see appendix B8),
3.8 Results from the pilot scale retaining wall experiment
3.8.1 Density results and performance of the nuclear gauge
The values measured during construction of the fill for 
bulk density, dry density ànd moisture content by the two 
main methods tried (i.e., the standard sand replacement 
density method and the standard oven-dry moisture content 
determination, and the alternative density/moisture nuclear 
gauge test) are presented in the histograms in figures 
3.20a, 3.20b and 3.20c. The percentage of air voids was
calculated for both methods and the histograms of these
results are presented in figure 3.20d.
From studying the two bulk density histograms in figure 
3.20a, it can be said that the average bulk density of the 
compacted fill as determined from the nuclear gauge.
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^ = 1 . 875 Mg/m^, was approximately 3 % higher than the 
mean value for the bulk density as determined by the 
standard sand replacment test, “ 1.825 Mg/m^, but the
spread of the observations was larger for the standard test 
than for the nuclear gauge.
The histograms in figure 3.20b, showing the 
distribution of the dry density results indicate that the 
average dry density obtained from the sand replacement tests 
^dgR = 1.42 Mg/m^ is approximately 3 % lower than the mean
dry density value obtained by arithmetic average of the
direct dry density readings from the nuclear gauge device,
^d^ = 1.465 Mg/m^, with, a similar scatter of the results
for both methods.
If the two histograms in figure 3.20c, for the moisture 
content as determined by the two methods are now compared, 
it can be seen that a similar average value of 28.5 % for 
the moisture content of the fill is obtained by both methods 
but in this case, the readings from the alternative nuclear 
gauge method show an unacceptable spread of 6 % versus a 
maximum variation of +1.5 % from the standard oven-dry test.
Finally by comparing the calculated air void content
histograms In figure 3.20d it can be said that the average
percentage of air voids for the fill as determined from the 
standard dry density and moisture content is ^^gR ~ ^ % * 
1.6 times higher than the mean value obtained for the air
220
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voids content when calculated using the direct readings from 
the nuclear gauge i.e., = 5 % (the spread of the results
for the standard tests being approximately 30 % larger).
-Experimental correlations obtained during construction
The equations found for the regression lines for
the densitites and moisture contents measured during
construction appear to yield very poor correlations.
Figures 3.21a and 3.21b show the experimental
correlations for bulk density and dry density using the
data obtained directly from the two main methods (i.e.,
nuclear and sand replacement) during construction of
the fill. It can be seen from these plots, that the
absolute spread of the density values obtained is not
large ( ^ b  - ^ b  . = 1.92 Mg/m^ - 1.70 Mg/m^ andmax min °  °
^  d - y  d . = 1.5 Mg/m^ - 1.3 Mg/m^). This spreadmax min °  o' / r
is thought to result mainly from the differences in the 
actual density achieved in the different areas around 
the surface of the fill where the tests were performed.
Neither a consistent correspondance nor a clear 
trend can be established between the results of sand 
replacement and nuclear density tests, because for any 
X value (i.e., sand replacement density result) there 
is a very large range of corresponding y values (i.e., 
nuclear gauge densities) and vice versa.
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The "Moisture Density" method used at T.R.R.L. to 
determine the equivalent sand replacement dry density 
was also tried (figures 3.21c and 3.21d) but it did not 
appear to yield more meaningful results than the ones 
previously obtained (which could be partly due to the 
relatively small range of variation of moisture 
contents and densities used since it was necessary for 
the fill to be constructed as uniformly as possible). 
From figures 3.21e and 3.21f it can be seen that no 
clear correlation can be established between the 
Moisture Density values or between the percentage of 
moisture content obtained during construction from the 
two main methods. When the values given by this method 
were used to calculate the percentage of air voids, 
most of the results obtained were negative (and 
therefore impossible, see figure 3.22a). If the 
compaction trial calibration slopes were used, air 
voids contents of around -15 % to +10 % were obtained 
(if the construction slopes were used, values of around 
15 % to 50 % air voids were calculated (see tables in 
appendix B 9 ).
A correlation was tried between the air voids 
content as determined using the bulk density as 
obtained directly from the nuclear gauge and the oven- 
dry moisture content versus the percentages of air 
voids obtained from the standard sand replacement
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density test and from the standard moisture content 
test. It can be seen from the low slope of the
regression line obtained (figures 3.22b and 3.22c, same 
data different scale), that even though the results 
were more realistic than the ones obtained before,
still only a poor correlation was obtained.
The best experimental correlation (figure 3.22d) 
was found between the percentage of air voids as
calculated directly from, the dry density and moisture 
content values read from the nuclear device versus the 
results obtained by the standard sand replacement tests 
(compare figure 3.22c with figure 3.22d), although the 
slope of the regression line obtained for the results 
during construction was much lower than the calibration 
slope obtained previously (compare figures 3.15a and 
3.22d). This may be due in part to the fact that a 
much reduced range air voids contents were measured 
during construction (approximately half of the results 
from the construction, stage were lower than 6 % air 
voids versus maximum values for air ' voids during 
calibration of 30 %).
3.8.2 Properties of the compacted fill
Samples taken after construction of the fill were 
tested in the laboratory to determine the properties of the 
compacted clay fill. The average undrained shear strength
233
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for the compacted clay was obtained from unconsolidated- 
undrained triaxial tests as 124 kN/m at an average moisture 
content of 28 %. Given the variation of the moisture 
content of the clay during placing and compaction (range: 
26 % to 29 %), and using the experimental correlation found 
during the laboratory investigation (chapter 2) between 
undrained shear strength and moisture content, the undrained 
shear strength was expected to vary from around 80 kN/m up 
to 125 kN/m^.
The average bulk density for the compacted fill as
measured directly with the nuclear gauge was
%\^=1.875 Mg/m^. Using only the results from the standard
sand replacement method, a bulk density ^bg^ = 1 . 8 2 5  Mg/m^
was obtained. The average moisture content measured by the
nuclear gauge and from the standard oven-dry method appear
to coincide at approximately 2 8 . 5 % .  The average dry
3
density obtained from the nuclear gauge was 1.465 Mg/m and 
from the standard sand replacement method an average of 
1.42 Mg/m^ was calculated.
An average of 5 % air voids was obtained from the 
direct readings taken from the nuclear density/moisture 
gauge. From the results of sand replacement tests an 
average of 8 % air voids was obtained. The percentage of 
air voids was also calculated using two other methods. The 
first of the alternative methods calculates the percentage 
of air voids using the dry density as derived from the
238
moisture density method and the moisture content from the 
moisture content results from the nuclear gauge. The second 
alternative method uses a dry density value calculated from 
the bulk density given by the nuclear gauge in combination 
with the moisture content from the standard oven-dry test. 
None of these two methods (figures 3.22a and 3.22b) seemed 
to give a better correlation than the one obtained when the 
air voids content is calculated directly from nuclear gauge 
data and plotted versus sand replacement tests results 
(figure 3.22d).
3.8.3 Lateral pressures induced by compaction
The results of the new compaction (Chapter 2) tests
from the preliminary laboratory investigation indicate that
2
for a clay with an undrained shear strength of 125 kN/m ,
2
compaction induced pressures of between 50 kN/m and 
125 kN/m should be expected. Immediately after compaction,
the average pressures recorded for each measuring system
2 • 
were (in IcN/m ) :
2
vibrating 4 m 
hydraulic pneumatic wire panel
movable metal wall 28 31 —  24
rigid concrete wall 50 62 40 --
Table 3.5 shows a list of dates and events during the 
experiment, i.e., compaction stage, dissipation period.
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swelling stage. Tables 3.6a and 3.6b show the lateral 
pressures measured by each cell and the change with time of 
these pressures.
From studying the profiles showing the distribution of 
the lateral pressures with depth (figures 3.23a and 3.23c), 
it can be seen that the average pressures measured at the 
end of compaction (day 13) were approximately double the 
design pressures obtained from, "at rest" or active pressure 
lines but 20 % lower than the pressures predicted from the 
laboratory test results.
The lateral pressures appeared to have reached a stable 
level approximately a month after end of compaction. Even 
at this point (day 40 figures 3.23b: concrete wall and
3.23d: metal wall) the average of the residual lateral
stresses measured at the walls were 1.2 times larger than 
the pressures predicted by classical, earth pressure theory.
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Table 3,5 List of dates and events
month date/time day Remarks
OCT 3 10:30 0.00 Compaction
stage First Week
OCT 7 07:35 3.88 Second Week
OCT 14 08:45 10.93 Third Week
OCT 16 09:55 12.95 Dissipation End of
stage construction
of fill
NOV 12 10:00 39.95 Checking pressures
for levelling off
NOV 13 10:00 40.95 Vertical sand drains
trials near metal 
wall
NOV 15 11:00 42.95 ■ Drilling by
concrete wall
NOV 20 11:00 48.00 Installation
of piezometres
NOV 25 14:00 53.10 Initial set of levels
NOV 30 16:00 58.15 end of drilling and
refilling with sand
DEC 3 14:00 61.10 end of sampling: 2 bore­
holes 3.00 m depth 
levels after drilling/ 
before swelling.
DEC 11 11:00 69.00 swelling stage
replacement dial gauges 
and start innundation
FEB 5 124.5 improvement of
rate/flow water
FEB 17-21 140 all drains re-drilled
and plastic pipes 
installed
MAR 25 172 load release: before and after
wall adjustment to decrease 
high-load in top load cells
MAY 2 210 last set of data used
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Table 3.6a
Observed lateral pressure change following construction 
CONCRETE WALL
cell at end of after after
No construction 48 hrs 15 days
(day 13) (day 15) (day 28)
after 
27 days 
(day 40)
(Tv
13
(T,
40
lateral pressure kN/m
pnCl
pnC2
pnC3
pnC4
pnC5
pnC6
pnC7
pnC8
hdCl
hdC2
hdC3
hdC4
hdC5
hdC6
hdC7
hdC8
VWl (40)
VW2 (28)
VW3 (31)
VW4 (62)
VW5 (45)
VW6 (54)
VW7 (45)
VW8 (119) 119
(%)
13
90 93 91 85.5 5.0
77 81 82 76 1.3
69 75 80 79 -14.5
43 44 37 30 30.2
45 48 46 37 17.7
43 36 25 7 83.7
45 46.5 51 56 -24.4
80 79 77 78 2.5
partial -average 12.6%
53.1 52.5 46.2: 42.7 19.6
43.5 45.2 40.8 37.2 14.5
39.3 42.9 42.9 40.7 -3.5
37.3 36.6 28.0 24.9 33.2
30.8 29.5 20.9 18.9 38.6
46.6 38.5 20.9 18.2 60.9
96.7 96.8 93.9 94 2.8
partial -average 23.7%
35 34 31 30 14.3
23 23 24 20 13.0
31 33 33 33 -6.5
17 33 21 13 23.5
8 11 14 4 50
42 20 5 18 142
45 48 49 51 -13.3
124 119 120 -0.8
partial -average 27.9%
overall average (decrease) : 21.3%
damaged accidentally during compaction 
( ) peak values during construction
negative denotes increase in percentages
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Table 3.6b
Observed lateral pressure change following construction 
METAL WALL
cell at end of after after after ^  13^ h  ” ( T i
No construction 48 hrs 15 days 27 days 1 '
(day 13) (day 15) (day 28) (day 40) (Th '
2
lateral pressure kN/m (%)
hdMl (40) 39.6 38.4 37.2 32.0 19.2
hdM2 (45) 28.7 30.0 26.8 20.6 28.2
hdM3 (32) 27.2 29.1 34.4 34.9 -28.3
hdM4 (45) 22.1 23.3 20.9 18.6 15
hdM5 (25) 20.3 20.9 22.2 19.3 4
hdM6 (38) 31.8 27.0 22.1 16.6 47.7
partial-average decrease 16 %
pncMl 39 41.5. 41 36.5 6.4
pncM2 (66) 54 56.5 56 53 1.8
pncM3 6 5.5 7 7 — 16.6
pncM4 r 32 36 32 30.5 1.5
pncM5 (22) 15 18 21 21 -40
pncM6 (44) 34 39.5 34 . 26 23
pnoMl 45 44.5 45 40 11.1
pnoM2 46 48.5 51 46 0
pnoM3 (24) 18 23.5 37 38 -111.1
pnoM4 r 21 23 22 25 -19.0
pnoM5 (23) 11 14 17 16 -45.5
pnoM6 (110) 54 56.5 45 32 40.7
pnsS 7 (143) 130 131 124 111 14
pnsS8 (69) 47 50 53 51 -8.5
pnsS9 (86) 63 72 74 69 -9.5
40
overall average (decrease): 6 %
( ) peak values during construction 
r cells replaced during construction after being damaged 
negative denotes increase
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A comparison between the lateral pressure measured and 
the lateral pressure predicted by the modified B r o m s ’ method 
suggested by Ingold (1979a) is presented below.
The critical depth Z^=K^ \ 2 p / ^ ^  is calculated using
p=Wg/l where w^ is the static weight of the roller equal to
6700 kg and 1 is the width of the roll equal to 1.68 m from
which p=3988 kg/m or p=39.12 kN/m. The value of is
calculated from the formula
K = 
a
1 - s i n 0 ’ 
1 + s i n 0 ’
which for 0'=19° gives a value of 0.51. The bulk density
3 3
used for the fill was 1.85 Mg/m or 18 kN/m . With these
values a critical depth of 0.60 m was obtained. The induced
horizontal compaction pressure calculated from
(T^= ^ 2p y/rt" gives a value of 21.2 kN/ra^ from 0.60 m down
to a depth of 2.3 m (calculated from h =1/K \( 2p/n2f ).
c a
Between 2.3 m and 3.00 m, the lateral active pressures
2 ? 
increase linearly from 21.2 kN/m at 2.3 m up to 28.5 kN/m
at the base of the bay.
If an alternative analysis is done for the concrete 
wall the following values are obtained for K^=l-sin0 = 0.67:
Z = 0.8 m (f' = 21.2 kN/m^c --- h
he = 1-76 m = 37.5 kN/m^
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The lateral pressures predicted by this method 
underestimate the lateral pressures measured in this 
experiment by a factor of 2.
-Movement of the metal wall during compaction
Although, as mentioned previously, all provisions 
were taken to ensure minimum yielding and deformation 
of the metal wall, relatively small wall movements
took place during compaction (see wall movement
sensors data, appendix B6),
It is generally accepted that the support 
conditions at the boundary, the total movement
(rotation, translation) and the stiffness and 
deformation characteristics of a structure can affect 
the magnitude and distribution of the lateral earth 
pressures (Terzaghi (1934a)). The most common forms of 
deformation are translation, and rotation about the 
base or top. These deformations can occur at once 
(where a propped structure suddenly becomes 
unsupported), or gradually during construction or over 
longer term during service life. The magnitude of 
these deformations are as important as the type or the 
time scale at which these occur (Carder et al (1977), 
Sowers (1979), Moore (1985)) because if a minimum 
limiting value is not acheived so as to cause a full 
active or passive state then intermediate complex
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S t a t e s  of s t r e s s e s  c a n  d e v e l o p .
Outward movements away from the fill of the
order of 3.5 ram to 4.0 mm were measured at the top line
of sensors on the metal wall towards the end of
construction. During backfilling at lower levels,
i.e., between days 5 and 7 in the time plots, an inward 
rotation of the wall towards the bay was observed.
-Differences between the earth pressures measured at 
each wall
Other factors which may also have affected the 
lateral pressures on the walls are the vibration at 
which the metal wall was subjected during compaction 
and also the difference in geometries at the lower
metre of the walls (where the empty space below the
2.00 m panels of the metal wall was covered with timber 
packing thus resulting in different stiffness and 
confining conditions when compared to the continuous 
rigid wall).
Considering the two top metres of each wall, a 
comparison of the lateral pressures measured by the 
different pressure cells at the end of compaction yield
a ratio of (Thconcrete/ ^hmetal=l'5-2-0-
difficult to establish a clear profile for the
distribution of the pressures with depth but some 
rearrangement of the lateral stresses appeared to have
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taken place between day 13 and day 40 (see sets of 
data, profiles 1 and 2 for the two walls, figures 3,23a 
to 3.23d; also tables 3.6a and 3.6b).
Three different types of pressure cells were used 
with the object of having upper and lower limits for 
the earth pressure measured. The lower relative values 
were measured by the vibrating wire pressure cells and 
the higher relative values were measured by the 
pneumatic pressure cells. If the values obtained from 
the hydraulic pressure cells are taken as a reference 
(since these cells are assumed to be relatively rigid 
and the diaphragm deflects inwards), . the ratios found 
for the other cells are shown in tables 3.7a, 3.7b and
3.9.
The difference between the pressures measured by 
the different types of cells used show a good agreement 
with previous observations (Irwin (1973), Carder and 
Krawzcyk (1975), Moore (1985)) which have suggested 
that since the diaphragm of the pneumatic ces deforms 
outwards for the measurement these cells usually 
overestimate the actual pressures. These gauges can 
also under-read (see pneumatic gauge pnc8, lowest data 
point on the continuous line, figures 3.21a and 3.21b) 
if the diaphragm has accidentally been distorted by 
over-inflation during a previous reading.
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Table 3.7a
pressures at the end of construction (day 13)
type of cell
hydraulic pneumatic vibrating
wire
2
average total earth pressure (kN/m )
wall
metal 28 31.3
concrete 49.6 61.5 40
ratio
concrete/metal 1.77 1,96
ratio versus hydraulic cells
wall
metal 1 1.12
concrete 1 1.24 0.81
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Table 3.7b
pressures after dissipation (day 40)
type of cell
hydraulic pneumatic vibrating
wire
2
average total earth pressure (kN/m )
wall
metal 23.6 30.9 —
concrete 39.5 56.1 33.8
ratio
concrete/metal 1.67 1.82
ratio versus hydraulic cells
wall
metal 1 1.31 —
concrete 1 1.42 0.86
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Given the relatively high stiffness of the
vibrating wire cells and the different operating
principle (the diaphragm deforms only slightly
inwards), lower values were expected to be registered 
by these cells.
An equation relating the limiting pressure p to 
the strain of the vibrating wire, has been derived from 
elastic theory for the deflection at the centre of a 
disc caused by an uniformly distributed load (Tayler 
(1976)), For a limiting deflection/diameter ratio of 
1/2000, the corresponding strain of the vibrating wire 
has been given by Moore (1985) as 750 x 10 The
limiting pressure p can be expressed in terms of the 
diaphragm thickness (t in m):
p = 8.5 X 10“ ^^ - 750 X 10"^ - t^ (kN/m^)
In order to keep the cell error to a minimum for a
— 3diaphragm thickness of 3.0 mm (3 x 10 m) the maximum
2pressure that can be applied is: p = 172 kN/m .
According to this criterion, the vibrating wire cells 
should have performed satisfactorily, yet they show an 
under-read of 13 to 20 % when compared with the 
hydraulic cells.
The average pressures measured by the 140 mm dia. 
small pressure cells in the metal wall are compared
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below to the average load measured by the four
2
horizontal load cells divided by the area (4 m ) of the 
central panel.
The horizontal thrust measured by the four
horizontal load cells (7117 and 7118, 10-ton cells at
bottom and 6216 and 6219, 5-ton cells at top) are
tabulated below f o r t h e  chosen reference dates.
Table 3.8
Horizontal thrust of horizontal load cells
cell at end of after after after 1^^ after 2^^
No construction 15 days 27 days swelling swelling
(day 13) (day 28) (day 40) (d a y .125) (day 172)
7117 14.7 15.2 15.5 39.4 36.5
7118 10.2 9.75 9.5 28.0 27.5
2616 36.0 29.0 28.0 85.2 92.5
2619 33.0 28.0 28.0 87.7 91.0
average pressure (kN/m^) for the 4 m^ panel:
23.5 20.5 20.3 60 62
average decrease (negative = increase) from day 13:
0 % 12.7 % 13.6 % -155 % -163 %
ratio :
average pressure on 4 m^ panel 
average pressure on hydraulic cells
0.84 0.73 0.86 0.83 0.81
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Even though a lower average value for the lateral 
pressures is obtained when the horizontal load measured 
on the metal wall is used (perhaps due to some wall 
movements, or friction in the wall mechanism) this is 
still a very useful correlation to confirm the 
magnitude of the high pressures induced.
3.8.4 Lateral pressures developed during swelling
From tables 3.7a and 3.7b and 3.9 it can be seen that
for the relatively short time that the swelling stage has
been going on (just over three months at the time of 
writing), the lateral pressures have more than doubled from 
their value after dissipation. By day 172, the lateral 
swelling pressures had exceeded the pressures (for
c ' = 0 ,  0 ’ = 19°; i.e., 0-120 kN/m^ approx. for a 3.00 m
high wall).
The pressure profiles for the swelling stage for the 
two walls are given in figures 3.24a and b for the concrete 
wall, and figures 3.24c and d for the movable metal wall.
Even considering these partial results (since it can be
expected that to develop the full swelling pressures a
longer period of time is still needed) it has to be 
emphasized that materials susceptible to swelling (such as 
relatively dry plastic clays) should be tested and cleared 
for use only after a complete investigation on the levels of
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the possible swelling pressures under the particular placing 
moisture content and air voids achieved by compaction, the 
confining conditions (rigid boundaries, level of vertical
Table 3.9
pressures after swelling (day 172)
type of cell
hydraulic pneumatic vibrating
wire
2
average total earth pressure (kN/m )
wall
metal 72.2 77.0
concrete 94.7 102.0 82.8
ratio
concrete/metal 1.31 1.32
ratio versus hydraulic cells
wall
metal 1 1.07
concrete 1 1.09 0.87
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stress (Cox (1970)), and the drainage conditions (pore
water pressures or suctions and exposure to free water),
have proved that the soil will not exceed some critic 
design pressure during swelling, since as suggested by
Pufahl et al (1982) very large pressures such as those
approaching the passive conditions may develop if a backfill 
is effectively compacted at high density and at a relative 
low moisture content against a restrained structural member.
The main conclusion arising from the study made by 
Pufahl et al is that "the magnitude of the lateral pressure 
generated due to changes in raatric suction (u^ - u^) under 
conditions where the wall Is restrained from yielding 
depends, upon the ratio (I(^ ) of horizontal to vertical stress
and the matric suction of the backfill at the time of
placing"; the lateral swelling pressures being larger for 
high values of and for high values of suction (-u^J.
This indicates that the yielding or the non-yielding 
characteristics of a structure may have a very important 
effect on the magnitude of the lateral pressures which can
develop upon swelling.
The authors also indicate that "obvious measures" such 
as to place compressible material between unyielding 
structures and potentially expansive clays to relieve some 
of the pressure generated during lateral swelling, and 
covering exposed embankment surfaces or open excavation
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faces to divert surface run-off water during rains to 
minimize the risk of water intake by clays with high 
suction, should be taken to avoid the danger of large 
swelling pressures.
By comparing the results in tables 3.10a and 3.10b, 
which show the lateral swelling pressures measured at each 
wall, it can be seen that the average swelling pressures 
measured at the concrete wall are 1.4 times larger than the 
average swelling pressures measured at the metal wall. As 
during the compaction stage, the metal wall also showed some 
movements (around 5.0 mm) during the swelling stage, which 
may account for some of the observed differences in the 
magnitude of the swelling pressures measured at each wall.
After the wall was moved away from the fill 
(approximately (1.0 mm) in order to decrease the load on the 
top load cells (see wall movement sensors data plots in 
appendix B7, day 172), an unexpected movement (almost back 
to zero) of the east panel towards the fill was observed 
while the west panel tended to keep moving out (approx. 
2.0 mm). The central panel, which is the one instrumented 
with the load and pressure cells, showed a small movement 
towards the fill (around 1.5 mm). These unexpected 
movements been due to some rearrangement of the total load 
which could have tended to twist the whole structure where 
the three panels were mounted. A month after this
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Table 3.10a
Lateral pressures after swelling (day 172)
CONCRETE WALL
pneumatic cells
cell No: pnCl pnC2 pnC3 pnC4 pnC5 pnC6 pnC7 pnC8
press kN/m^ 120 131 114 94 84 91 112 69
2average swelling pressure: 102 kN/m
(66 % increase since compaction)
hydraulic cells
cell No: hdCl hdC2 hdC3 hdC4 hdC5 hdC6 hdC7 hdC8
press kN/m^ 90 82 82 81 76 128 —  124
2average swelling pressure: 94.7 kN/m
(90 % increase since compaction)
vibrating wire cells
cell No: VWl VW2 VW3 VW4 VW5 VW6 VW7 VW8
press kN/m^ 93 70 57 89 40 90 83 140
2
average swelling pressure: 82.8 kN/m
(107 % increase since compaction)
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Table 3 . 10b
Lateral pressures after swelling (day 172)
METAL WALL
hydraulic cells
cell No: hdMl hdM2 hdM3 hdM4 hdM5 hdM6
press kN/m^ 67 90 54 69 70 83
2average swelling pressure: 72.2 kN/m
( 1 6 0 %  increase since compaction)
pneumatic cells centre profile
cell No: pncMl pncM2 pncM3 pncM4 pncM5 pncM6
press kN/m^ 71 103 13 106 42 65
2
average swelling pressure: 66.7 kN/m
(77.4 % increase since compaction)
pneumatic cells outer profile
cell No: pnoMl pnoM2 pnoM3 pnoM4 pnoM5 pnoM6
(
max )
press kN/m^ 59 86 54 56 47 164 215
2
average swelling pressure: 77.7 kN/m
(138 % increase since compaction)
pneumatic cells side panel
cell No: pnsS7 pnsS8 pnsS9
press kN/m^ 220 81 117
2
average swelling pressure: 139.3 kN/m
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unexpected behaviour (see data plots, day 210), the panels 
seem to have returned to approximately the same position 
where they were before the relaxation of the load on the 
metal wal l .
The intake of water of the fill which has induced the 
large swelling pressures on the concrete and metal wall (as 
well as the significant wall displacements observed at the 
metal wall) has also caused the fill to heave appreciably. 
Since the level of the surface of the fill was periodically 
monitored, it was possible to observe the rate of heave of 
the fill. These data are plotted in appendix B7 showing an 
average heave of the fill of approximately 40 mm in less 
than four months of swelling. In fact after the remedial 
work of redrilling the vertical drains used for flooding, 
the rate of swelling has increased even more.
When this information on the swelling of the fill is 
combined with the data obtained from the piezometers (which 
until now show no evidence of any significant reduction of 
the suction measured’j see appendix B8), it can be suggested 
that the swelling stage of this experiment is still in its 
very early phases and it may take years to fully develop.
Perhaps due to a seasonal change in temperature and 
humidity (from spring to summer 1986), a slight decrease of 
the total load measure on the metal wall and of the 
pressures measured by the small diameter cells at the top of
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the two walls has been observed since the last measurements 
reported in this thesis, as well as cracks on some exposed 
fill surfaces. It m ay therefore be that, despite the fact
that the fill surface is covered with plastic sheets,
evaporation may sometimes occur faster than the water can be 
replaced by the drains system.
3.8.5 Vertical stresses on the metal wall
From the vertical load measured by load cells 6220 and
6221 a value for the average shear stress acting on the
central panel of the metal wall was obtained by dividing the 
total vertical load from the two cells by the area of the 
panel (load 20 + load 21)/4 m . These values, calculated at 
different times during the experiment, are shown below:
at end of after after after 1^^ after 2^^
construction 15 days 27 days swelling swelling
(day 13) (day 28) (day 40) (day 125) (day 172)
average shear stress calculated 2 from 
the vertical load cells (kN/m )
6.03 8.95 8.75 -7.10 -11.00
- negative denotes tension on load cells
This vertical force measured by the vertical load cells 
after construction tends to support the theory that the 
compaction process has an important effect on the friction 
acting on the wall. As the redistribution of the lateral
pressures with time took effect (from day 13 to day 40) an
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increase of 45 % on the vertical load on the wall was 
observed.
With the start of the swelling stage the friction 
acting downwards on the wall started to decrease and, 
furthermore, after approximately 7 weeks of swelling (see 
load cells data plots in appendix B5, day 125) the friction 
was effectively lifting the wall. The magnitude of the 
upward thrust at this time has exceeded the downwards thrust 
after construction.
The following values have been calculated for the angle 
of friction mobilized at each stage of the experiment:
F = N tan 5
2(T- 2 vert load cells / 4 m
tan i  = ------------------ ---------------- --
4 vert load cells / 4 m
( Cr^ has also been substituted hy the average pressure
measured by the 140 ram dia. pressure cells on the metal
wall). NOTE: these calculations have been made in terms of
total stresses.
angle of friction mobilized at every stage ( S )
day 13 day 28 day 40 day 125 day 172
CT and <T!
from load 14.4° 23.6° 23.3° -6.7° -10.1°
cells
CT from load cells 
wiEh (JT^  140 mm 
pressure cells
11.3° 18.0° 17.0° -5.4° -8.3°
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3.8.6 Vertical stress levels on the fill
Fourteen pneumatic total pressure cells were embedded 
in the fill at three different levels to measure the total 
vertical stress at each level (approximately every metre in 
depth). Figure 3.25 shows the values for the vertical
stresses against depth. It can be seen that the vertical
stresses measured at the three different levels are between 
30 % to 50 % larger than the value of the overburden 
pressure if calculated directly from the weight of the soil 
above, i.e., CT^ = ZTZ.
This difference can probably be accounted for by the
average over-read of the pneumatic cells (30 % - 40 %, see
table 3.7b, ratio vs hydraulic cells). Part of this
difference could also be due to some locked-in stresses
induced by the heavy compaction (Moore (1985)).
In retrospect, it could now be said that in order to 
have a direct comparison between the values obtained from 
the cells at the three different depths, it would have been
better not to fix the four cells at the bottom to the
concrete base as boundary cells but to embed these cells 
within the soil layers as well as the rest of the vertical 
stress cells.
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CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An investigation has been made into the effects of 
modern construction techniques and compaction plant on the 
magnitude and distribution of the lateral pressures induced 
in clay backfills when compacted against unyielding rigid
structures,
> ■ .
4,1 Laboratory investigation
Preliminary laboratory work was carried out in order to
assess the basic relationships between the main variables
involved in the process of compaction of London Clay such as 
pressures induced (peak and residual), energy input and soil 
parameters. Subsequent investigations were carried out to
study the change of the pressures with time and when 
swelling occurred.
Small scale compaction and swelling apparatuses were 
developed for these laboratory investigations, for which a 
purpose-made miniature total earth pressure cell was 
developed. A large diameter steel tank was also
instrumented with standard vibrating wire pressure cells.
Grey London Clay was compacted using a vibrotamper (Dynapac 
LC 70 kg) of the type commonly used for compaction in
trenches near retaining structures.
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The main variables studied during the laboratory 
investigation were:
i) lateral stresses induced (peak and residual) 
ii) energy input
- energy per blow
- total energy per volume
iii) soil parameters (brown and grey London Clay)
- undrained shear strength
- moisture content 
- a i r  voids percentage
The experimental data .gathered in the laboratory 
suggests that the maximum value for the lateral pressure 
induced depends on the undrained shear strength of the soil 
lumps and on the total energy input, provided the energy- 
pack per impact or the contact pressure is as large as 
required to effectively remould the soil lumps and achieve a 
high degree of compaction (i.e. low air voids percentage; 
V ^ >  5 %).
Lateral pressures recorded in these tests using clays
2with an undrained shear strength between 25 kN/m and
2 2 
100 kN/m varied from as little as 0-25 kN/m up to as much
2
as 100 kN/m . The variation of the magnitude of the lateral 
stress measured are suggested to be due not only to the 
variation of the undrained shear strength of the clay but to 
be also closely related to the energy package (energy per
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blow) used for compaction, and to the final air void content
achieved (figure 2.18). For stiffer clays (C^ between
2 2 
200 kN/m and 250 kN/m ) lateral pressures of around
2
150 kN/m were measured (see figure 2.16b). Typically, the 
lateral pressure exerted by a clay immediately after 
compaction to 10 % air voids or less was found to be of the 
order of 0.5 to 1.0 times its undrained shear strength.
The peak lateral stresses measured after compaction may 
substantially decrease with time although it was not 
possible to establish a unique rate nor a unique maximum 
time for dissipation. For small specimens (i.e., 
100 mm dia.), approximately 60 % to 90 % of the dissipation 
took place during the 24 hours following compaction, and the 
residual value of the lateral stress after dissipation was 
approximately 60.% to 7 5 %  of the peak values immediately 
after compaction.
When swelling was induced in small specimens, an
associated increase of the lateral stresses was noted to
vary for different vertical confining pressures, densities
and moisture contents. The maximum values, i.e. swelling
2 2
lateral pressures of 350 kN/m to 400 kN/m , were obtained 
for a heavily overconsolidated grey London Clay (m/c = 24 % ; 
C^: 200 kN/m^-250 kN/m^) and for a relatively dry brown
London Clay (m/c: 19.5 % vs 35 %), compacted to a
low air voids content (^^^ = 7.8 % ; ^a^ = 5.4 %) under high
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2
vertical confining pressures ( CT^ = 200 kN/m ).
At the end of the swelling tests, after approximately 
two weeks, a significant decrease of about 5 % to 10 % of 
the maximum lateral swelling stress was observed, which may 
be related to the softening of the clay due to the increase 
in moisture content.
The results from the large diameter tank tests 
confirmed the trends and relationships observed in the small 
laboratory tests, with the advantage that a large volume of 
clay was compacted using actual compaction plant and the 
pressures were measured using standard vibrating wire 
pressure cells.
4.2 Large scale retaining wall experiment
A full size compaction experiment was jointly 
undertaken by the Geotechnical Division of the Civil 
Engineering Department of the University of Surrey and the 
Ground Engineering Section of the Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory using a large retaining wall facility, 
fully instrumented to monitor the pressures induced during 
construction of the fill and also to observe long term 
performance of the clay fill (with time and when swelling 
occurs) .
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The plasticity of the clay for the pilot scale
retaining wall test was similar to that of the clays tested
in the laboratory investigation. For an undrained shear
strength of 125 kN/m for the excavated clay to be used as
backfill material, and assuming an average air void content
for the compacted fill between 5 % and 10 %, compaction
2
pressures of 50 - 125 kN/m were expected, based upon
previous laboratory investigations. Prediction of levels 
for the lateral pressures due to swelling of the compacted 
backfill from the small scale laboratory tests was more 
difficult, not only because of the reduced data base but 
also because of the different confining conditions and 
geometries and volumes involved, but lateral swelling
pressures of between 100 kN/m^ and 125 IcN/m^ could have been 
expected. From these two approximate estimated values for
the lateral pressures it can be seen that even though the 
lateral pressures induced by compaction could have been 
expected to be around twice the predicted "at rest" values, 
the critical pressures for a structural design would have 
been the even larger values expected after swelling
pressures.
4.2.1 Lateral pressures induced
Tvo walls, one concrete wall 1.0 m thick and 3.0 m high
and one metal wall which consisted of three articulated
steel panels (2.0 m x 2.0 m) were instrumented with 45 total
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stress cells of three different types. The magnitude of the 
lateral pressures measured at the end of construction was
more than twice that of the pressures predicted by 
classical earth pressure theory. The average compaction 
induced pressures acting on the concrete wall were of the 
order of 50 kN/m , more than double the earth pressure
obtained from an "at rest" classical analysis. On the metal
wall an average pressure of 35 kN/m was measured which 
corresponds to approximately twice the earth pressure value 
obtained from an "active pressure" analysis. The
distribution with depth of the lateral stresses induced
after construction did not appear to agree with the
simplified triangular shapes assummed by current earth 
pressure methods.
A redistribution of the lateral pressures with depth 
was observed during the first month after construction with 
a corresponding decrease of around 20 % the total pressures 
acting on the concrete wall. Only a 6.5 % decrease was 
observed on the metal wall between the end of construction 
and the dissipation period of four weeks, which is thought
to be due to the lower magnitude of the pressures induced on 
this wall during compaction and also some to other effects 
inherent to the metal wall (vibrations, movements, different 
geometry at the lower metre).
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The average pressures induced by compaction on the 
walls were approximately: 
metal wall
hydraulic cells pneumatic cells
30 kN/m 35 kN/m
total thrust 
(load cells) 
divided by 
area of panel
25 kN/m^
concrete wall
hydraulic cells
50 kN/m^
pneumatic cells 
70 kN/m^
vibrating wire 
cells
35 kN/m^
Existing compaction theory, developed for granular 
soils, cannot be used to predict the magnitude of these 
pressures.
When water was supplied to the fill a rapid increase of 
the lateral pressures took place. After a period of 
swelling of approximately four months, the lateral pressures 
had reached magnitudes of around four times the predicted 
"at rest" values. The distribution of the lateral pressures 
due to swelling with depth bore no resemblance whatsoever to 
an equivalent fluid distribution.
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The average lateral pressures measured after seven 
weeks of swelling were:
metal wall
hydraulic cells
72 kN/m^
concrete wall
hydraulic cells
95 kN/m^
pneumatic cells
77 kN/m'
pneumatic cells
102 kN/m'
total thrust 
(load cells) 
divided by 
area of panel
60 kN/m^
vibrating wire 
cells
82 kN/m^
Only the initial phase of the swelling stage of this 
pilot scale experiment (just under four months) has been 
reported in this thesis, and even though the surface of the 
fill has already heaved, approximately 40 mm, no significant 
change of the suction measured by the piezometers has been 
observed.
The values of the vertical stresses measured differed 
from those expected from simple overburden pressure, but 
this difference may be accounted for by the over-read of the 
pneumatic pressure cells.
It is recommended that very stiff clays of high 
plasticity should be carefully studied before used as 
backfill material since it has been seen that very high
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lateral pressures can be induced during construction to 
achieve a relatively low percentage of air voids for the 
fill. But even more important than providing for high 
compaction induced lateral pressures is to prevent a 
potentially expansive backfill from developing the high 
swelling pressures (as high as the passive pressures which 
could develop upon wetting). The distribution of the 
lateral pressures induced by compaction and the distribution 
of the swelling pressures with depth is still not very clear 
but it does not appear to conform to the currently assumed 
triangular shape.
4.2.2 Comments on the use of the Troxler 3411B nuclear gauge 
to determine the dry density of the compacted fill 
in-situ.
It was important to control the density of the
compacted fill and a rapid and reliable method of
determining the dry density in-situ was required. A nuclear 
moisture/density gauge (TROXLER 3411B) was used and the 
density calibration was obtained, and these results were 
compared with the values from standard tests.
An experimental correlation for the air voids content 
was obtained between the results of the nuclear gauge tests 
and the sand replacement method. It was found that for the
range of densities and moisture contents tested, the air
voids content calculated using the values read directly from
the nuclear gauge were usually lower than the percentage of
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air voids as calculated using the dry density data obtained 
from the standard sand replacement method BS 1377 (1975),
test 15(A). The moisture content as determined from the 
nuclear gauge gave a similar average value but the results 
from this alternative tests showed an unacceptable spread of 
over 6 % versus a maximum range of variation of +1.5 % for 
the standard oven-dry moisture content determination (BS1377 
test 1(A)).
The use of the nuclear gauge to determine the dry 
density of the fill on site proved to have important 
advantages. Approximate values for the dry density and 
moisture content of the fill as compacted were immediately 
obtained on site, without waiting for samples to dry or 
without further calculations needed. It is much less time 
consuming than the other standard methods tried. More tests 
per area can be done, and irregularities in the compaction 
(such as low density spots) are more.likely to be clearly 
detected.
It is not a destructive test and it does not require 
the digging of large holes in the fill. It is also 
possible to perform the tests with minimum disturbance to 
the construction sequence since a large number of tests can 
be performed within a short period of time covering a very 
large area, with the added advantage that compaction does 
not have to stop altogether since the tests are not affected
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by vibrations. Nuclear tests do not require large 
quantities of sand or water to be calibrated and carried out 
around the site, nor special preparation (they only need a 
slight levelling of the surface).
4.3 Conclusion
Considering the magnitude of the lateral pressures 
observed and noting that the mechanisms involved in the 
compaction and swelling behaviour of clayey backfills have 
not yet been clearly established and that there is still no 
theory able to predict with the accuracy and detail required 
the magnitude and distribution of the earth pressures, it is 
suggested that very stiff clay's of high plasticity should be 
avoided as backfill material. High lateral pressures can be 
induced during heavy compaction, but even larger swelling 
pressures will develop upon wetting. The distribution of 
these pressures with depth has not yet been clearly 
determined but it does not appear to conform to the 
currently assumed triangular shape.
If, however, under exceptional circumstances, the use 
of a very stiff clayey soil is the only feasible alternative 
left to the design engineer, it is important to estimate the 
magnitude of the lateral pressures to be expected due to 
heavy compaction or during confined swelling, at least by 
means of small scale laboratory tests such as those 
presented in chapter 2 of this thesis.
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APPENDIX A: LABORATORY TESTS DATA
-Lateral pressure induced vs number of blows
-Lateral pressure induced vs total energy input 
per volume
-Percentage of air voids vs number of blows
300
COMPACTION TESTS
Tests MOLDl to T3
test number 
remmarks
energy pack 
height 
mass of drop 
(kg) (mm)
energy 
per blow 
(N-m/1)
total 
number 
of blows
total energy 
input-volume 
(N-m/1)
MOLDl
(plastic
coating)
3.50 200 6.86 100 813.33
M0LD2 ^
(plastic 
coating + 
cling film)
3.50 200 6.867 45 267.38
M0LD3 
(triaxial 
membrane)
3.50 200 6.867 85 758,04
M0LD4
(cling
film)
3.50 200 6.867 60 498.21
M0LD5 4.0 250 9.81 100 1089.74
MOLD 6
(cling
film)
3.5 200 6.867 150 1085.40
PTl 1.5 170 2.501 40 61.130
ST3 1.71 230 3.858 40 168.47
PSS13 EB 1.5 250 3.678 12 61.130
PSS22 EB 1.0 280 2.746 45 147.10
CT4 2.0 250 4.905 35 221.23
1E30 2.0 175 3.43 60 195.56
2E195 1.5 130 1.912 61 121.61
T1M22 1.2 185 2.177 45 125.11
T2M26 1.706 155 2.594 44 146.70
T1 4.5 200 8.829 68 638.01
T2 ' 2.5 200 4.905 125 619.9
T3 3.0 220 6.474
301
85 590.4
COMPACTION TESTS
Tests MOLDl to T3 (Cont)
test number 
remmarks
peak lateral 
pressure at blow 
[(kN/m )/No]
residual lateral 
pressure at end 
of test 
(kN/m )
final
9
(kN^m^
MOLDl
(plastic 
coating)
2 4 . 5 / 3 5 1.3 -
M0LD2
(plastic 
coating + 
cling fil
17.2 /45 15.30 -
MOLDS
( triaxial 
membrane)
19.66/20 14.49 -
M0LD4
(cling
film)
13.11/25 7.71 -
M0LD5 47.49/30 9.3 -
M0LD6
(cling
film)
8.63/100 2.99 -
PTl 16.33/31 14.72 -
ST3 11.15/33 10.23 -
PSS13 EB 10.92/8 10.35 -
PSS22 EB 15.0 /43 12.88
CT4 17 /25 8.2 -
1E30 27.6 /55 17.5 35
2E195 12.5 /67 11.5 27
T1M22 11 /23 10.5 62
T2M26 19 /44 19 71
T1 26 /55 25 55
T2 30 /105 28.5 63
T3 27.5 /61 27.5 72
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COMPACTION TESTS
Tests MOLDl to T3 (Cont)
test number 
remmarks
MOLDl
(plastic 
coating)
M0LD2
(plastic 
coating + 
cling film)
M0LD3
(triaxial
membrane)
M0LD4
(cling
film)
MOLDS
MOLD 6
(cling
film)
PTl
ST3
PSS13 EB
PSS22 EB
CT4
1E30
2E195
T1M22
T2M26
T1
T2
T3
moisture
content
(%)
26.5
28.3
28
27.6
30.2
27.4 
40
31.2
31.2
31.2
31.2
31.2
31.2
28.7
28.7 
31.1
30.6
29.6
final 
percentage 
air voids 
(%)
13
19.9
7.5 
12.2
7
11.5
8.0
21
8.8
15
18
2.5 
1.9 
0
0
14.8
final
(Mg/m^)
1.55
1.113
1.33
1.24
1.39
1.365
1.1
1.30
1.19 
1.089 
1.13 
1.26
1.20
1.48 
1.50
1.45
1.39
1.49
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COMPACTION TESTS
Tests T4 to EC2652
est number 
remmarks
energy pack 
height 
mass of drop 
(kg) (mm)
energy 
per blow 
(N-m/1)
total 
number 
of blows
total energ 
input-volun 
(N-m/1)
T4 2.01 225 4.436 155 698.05
T5 2.51 210 5.170 155 841.7
TR5 EB 2.51 200 4.924 140 710.68
T6 ET 2.22 230 5.008 225 1177.42
T7 1.505 225 3.321 238 840.75
T8 EB 1.5 220 3.237 275 961.0
T9 ET 1.38 210 2.842 225 674.52
TNI ET 0.63 200 1.236 850 852.7
TN2 ET 0.345 200 0.676 900 550.09
TR2 ET 3.5 230 7.897 105 885.88
TN3 0.446 200 0.875 600 414.69
PPIE 0.344 195 0.658 30 19.48
PP3E 0.633 195 1.210 21 25.10
PP4E 1.006 190 1.875 28 51.8
PP5E 1.006 250 2.467 21 51.14
PP6E 1.501 215 3.165 20 63.3
PP6ER 1.5 194 2.854 22 61.98
EC2569 EB 3.45 200 6.76 145 933.5
EC2589 2.45 200 4.80 95 463.41
EC251240 4.95 250 12.139 50 671.40
EC25124R 4.95 250 12.139 53 691.79
EC2566 3.86 170 6.437 60 417.53
EC2652 2.36 220 5.093
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200 1101.18
COMPACTION TESTS
Tests T4 to EC2652 (Cont)
test number 
remmarks
T4
T5
TR5 EB
T6 ET
T7
T8 EB
T9 ET
TNI ET
TN2 ET
TR2 ET
TN3 
PPIE 
PP3E 
PP4E 
PP5E 
PP6E 
PP6ER
EC2569 EB
EC2589
EC251240
EC25124R
EC2566
EC2652
peak lateral 
pressure at blow 
[(kN/m )/N o ]
19 /80
22 /no
37.14/90
17.48/212
32.77/227
38.39/265
24.73/215
15.99/850
5.06/600
34.5 /169 
5.41/405
17.25/21
2.0 /8 
1.38/23 
3.25/18 
7.88/20 
5.88/15 
62.10/128 
36.46/78 
79.70/78
21.5 /43 
21.28/45 
47.96/150
residual lateral 
pressure at end 
of test 
(kN/m )
11
17.5
37.14
17.48
28.29
36.69
24.61
15.99
0.23
21.74
4.95
16.45
1.38
-0.75
1.75
7.88
4.88 
41.52 
24.27
55.55
3
13.11
42.78
final
9
(kN7m )
65
60
55
51
33
42
30
33
74
81
305
87
79
COMPACTION TESTS
Tests T4 to EG2652 (Cont)
test number 
remmarks
moisture
content
(%)
final 
percentage 
air voids 
(%)
final
^d3\(Mg/m ^
T4 29.1 4.1 1.45
T5 30.0 1.5 1.45
TR5 EB 30.0 4.7 1.43
T6 ET 30.4 3.1 1.44
T7 30.4 3.2 1.46
T8 EB 30.4 2.5 1.45
T9 ET 30.4 5 1.46
TNI ET 30.3 2.5 1.12
TN2 ET 30.3 2.0 1.25
TR2 ET 30.3 0.9 1.48
TN3 26.6 34 1.1
PPIE 33 6.64 1.33
PP3E 33 6.64 1.33
PP4E 33 6.64 1.33
PP5E 33 6.64 1.33
PP6E 33 6.64 1.33
PP6ER 33 6.64 1.33
EC2569 EB 26.3 12.5 1.35
EC2589 26.3 3.6 1.53
EC251240 28.9 5.0 1.45
EC25124R 28.9 2.2 1.93
EC2566 25 3.8 1.56
EC2652 26 0.1 1.54
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COMPACTION TESTS
'ests HAVl to ES265
energy pack 
est number height energy total total energy
remmarks
mass of drop 
(kg) (mm)
per blow 
(N-m/1)
number 
of blows
input-volume 
(N-m/1)
HAVl light hand pressure 0 0 0
HAV2 1.0 250 2.45 70 0
HAV3 2.575 250 6.315 120 0
HAV4 EB 2.0 150 2.943 80 -
HAV5 2.0 100 1.962 70 -
EGl 5.08 200 11.376 150 1913.00
EG 2 4.96 250 12.167 115 1548.27
EH 145 2.36 190 4.39 135 526.8
EH290 4.48 200 8.789 40 383.79
ES180 4.48 230 10.10 85 812.76
ES265 6.5 200 12.753 90 1210.77
307
COMPACTION TESTS
Tests HAVl to ES265 (Cont)
residual lateral 
test number peak lateral pressure at end final
pressure at blow of test C _
remmarks [(kN/m )/No] (kN/m ) (kN^m )
HAVl - 1.2
HAV2 - 0
HAV3 - 28.7 -
HAV4 EB - 13.8
HAV5 - 34.61 -
EGl 121.9 /150 118.45 215
EG2 119.3 /93 105.57 205
EH145 18.75/35 16.67 25
EH290 8.05/11 7.36 32
ES180 27.37/53 10.81 150
ES265 204.7 /70 167.78 240
308
COMPACTION TESTS
Tests IIAVl to ES265 (Cent)
final
test number moisture percentage final
content air voids
remmarks (%r (%r miuh
HAVl 30.4 49 0,75
HAV2 30.4 24.63 1.119
HAV3 30.4 2.92 1.44
HAV4 EB 30.4 15 1.26
HAV5 30.4 12 1.41
EGl 25.7 -0.43 1.605
EG2 26.0 -1.18 1.608
EHI45 36.6 13.90 1.171
EH290 34.9 1.5 1.455
ES180 25.4 4,1 1.539
ES265 22.8 3.2 1.458
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APPENDIX B: LARGE RETAINING WALL DATA
B1 Boundary pneumatic pressure cells
B2 Boundary hydraulic pressure cells
B3 Boundary vibrating wire pressure cells
BA Pneumatic cells embedded in fill
B5 Load cells on central pannel
B6 Wall sensors of horizontal movement
B7 Level of surface of swelling fill
B8 Piezometers
B9 Density calibration data
BIO Density data during construction of fill
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APPENDIX Bl: BOUNDARY PNEUMATIC PRESSURE CELLS
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APPENDIX B7: LEVEL OF SURFACE OF SWELLING FILL
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APPENDIX B9: DEN SITY CALIBRATION DATA
562
Table B9.1
Calibration of the nuclear gauge vs sand replacement tests.
(First Compaction trial)
Depth of tests; 150 mm
Bulk density/moisture density 
(Mg/ra^)
sand
Nuclear gauge replacement 
read-out tests
passes LC 70 Location Tb MD % m
N5 1.528 0.314 1.378 0.292
drier than N6 1.506 0.282 1.325 0.287
excavated N7 1.510 0.301 1.379 0.299
(approx m/c: 25%) N8 1.536 0,307 1.393 0.303
S5 1.757 0.433 1.652 0.427
wet section S6 1.732 0.425 1.657 0,424
water added S7 1.706 0.422 1.653 0,403
(approx m/c: 30%) S8 1.695 0.425 1.675 0.391
passes LC 70
N1 1.679 0.384 1.641 0.359
dry N2 1.638 0.373 1.617 0.355
section N3 1.711 0.377 1.703 0.370
N4 1.710 0.362 1.612 0.351
SI 1.831 0.458 1.792 0.477
wet 32 1.833 0.473 1.852 0.506
section S3 1.813 0.458 1.795 0.465
S4 1.797 0.460 1.769 0.454
563
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T a b l e  B9.2
Calibration of the nuclear
(Second compaction trial) 
Depth of tests; 125 mm
;auge vs sand replacement tests
2 passes LC 70
dry
section
Location
N6 
N8
wet
section
8 passes LC 70
dry
section
wet
section
85
86 
88
N2
N4
82
84
Bulk density/moisture density 
(Mg/m )
sand
Nuclear gauge 
read-out
^  MD
1.519 0,305
1.549 0.329
1.860 0.434
1.847 0.464
1.821 0.457
1.712 0.396
1.619 0.374
1.847 0.455
1.811 0.439
replacement
tests
MD
1.380 0.301 
1.468 0.316
1.793 0.480 
1.767 0.460
2.076 0.464 
1.505 0.334
2.104 0.533 
1.817 0.465
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Table B9.3
Calibration of the nuclear gauge vs sand replacement tests
(Second compaction trial)
Depth of tests: 100 mm
2 passes LC 70
Bulk density/moisture density 
(Mg/m^)
sand
Nuclear gauge replacement 
read-out tests
Location % MD Mb
N5 1.553 0.315 1.353 0.294
dry N6 1.546 0.322 — —
section N7 1.554 0.311 — —
N8 1.565 0.317 1.610 0.348
S5 1.845 0.456
wet 86 1.856 0.453 — —
section 37 1.803 0.470 1.839 0.485
88 1.840 0.468 - -
70
dry N1 1.745 0.383 1,775 0.390
section N3 1.745 0.372 1.693 0.310
wet 81 1.853 0.455 1.766 0.466
section 83 1.866 0.444 1.814 0.455
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Table B9.4
Calibration of the nuclear gauge vs sand repement and
core cutter tests.
(First compaction trial)
Depth of tests; 150 mm
Air Voids (%)
nuclear
gauge
read-out
sand
replacement
tests
core
cutter
tests
Location 
2 passes LC 70
N5
dry N6
section N7 
N8
wet
section
55
56
57
58
24.1
25.3
25.4
24.8
10.8 
10.6
9.4
8.0
31.4
33.1
30.2
30.2
12.3
13.1
13.3
12.2
27.4
26.4 
21.6
24.6
9.5
6.3
12.6 
12.6
8 passes LC 70
dry
section
wet
section
N1
N2
N3
N4
51
52
53
54
14.6 
15.0
13.7
14.8
4.4
3.3
5.5
5.4
17.5
18.6 
14.6 
19.0
4.5
4.7 
5.1
6.8
13.1 
12.8
14.1 
16.3
4.2
4.2
3.9
2.9
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Table B9.5
Calibration of the nuclear gauge vs sand replacement and
core cutter tests.
(First compaction trial)
Depth of tests; 125 mm
Air Voids (%)
8 passes LC 70
nuclear sand core
gauge replacement cutter
read-out tests tests
Location 
2 passes LC 70
dry N6 25.4 30.7
section N8 22.8 26.5
wet S6 3.3 4.3
section S8 4.7 6.4
dry N2 12.5 21.0
section N4 17,4 24,1
wet 82 3.9 -
section 34 6.2 4.4
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Table B9.6
Calibration of the nuclear gauge vs sand replacement and 
core cutter tests.
(First compaction trial)
Depth of tests: 100 mm
Air Voids (%)
nuclear
gauge
read-out
sand
replacement
tests
core
cutter
tests
Location 
2 passes LC 70
N5 23.6 32.5 (16.3)
dry N6 23.3 - —  ■
section N7 23.7 18.8 (20.8)
N8 22.9 - -
S5 5.2
wet S6 3.7 - —
section 87 4.5 2.3 -
88 3.3 - -
passes LC 70
N1 12.2 10.5 (15.8)
dry N2 11.1 - —
section N3 14.0 12.0 (24.5)
N4 17.1 -
81 3.7 7.5
wet 82 2.5 -
section 83 3.3 5.1 -
84 6.1 - —
( ) short.
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Table B9.7
Calibration of the nuclear gauge vs sand replacement tests.
(First compaction trial)
Moisture content (%)
nuclear sand
gauge replacement
Location read-out tests
N5 28 28.2
dry N6 24 27.8
section N7 22 27,3
N8 26 28.2
S5 32 34.8
wet 86 35 33.2
section 87 31 30,9
88 33 32.1
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APPENDIX BIO: DENSITY DATA DURING CONSTRUCTION OF FILL
577
Measurement of Density Tables
NOTE: All figures are in kg/m unless otherwise 
specified
Layer number : 2 Depth of layer : 125 mm Number of passes:
Nuclear tests DS = 3475 MS = 473
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DG
A 8,6 1783 1367 417 30.5 205 4705
B 8.2 1815 1409 406 28.8 200 4506
G 7.2 1909 1490 419 28.1 206 3960
D 8.0 1822 1403 419 29.8 206 4459
Layer number : 2 Depth of layer : 100 mm Number of passes:
Nuclear tests DS = 3475 MS = 473
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % DG
A 7.2 1813 1390 423 30.4 208 4941
B 8.4 1829 1434 395 27.5 195 4848
G 6.2 1919 1507 412 27.4 203 4314
D 7.2 1846 1428 419 29.3 206 4735
Layer number z 3 Depth of layer : 100 mm Number of passes:
Nuclear tests DS =: 3476 MS =: 475
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DG
A 5.9 1852 1436 417 29.1 206 4705
B 7.2 1835 1427 408 28.6 202 4848
C 6.6 1859 1455 404 27.8 200 4666
D 8.1 1839 1445 393 27.2 195 4792
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Layer number: 4 Depth of layer: 100 mm Number of passes :
Nuclear tests DS = 3509 MS = 469
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 6.1 1868 1461 407 27.9 199 4653
F 5.9 1866 1454 412 28.3 201 4667
G 3.8 1900 1475 425 28.8 207 4462
H 4.7 1861 1427 433 30.4 214 4689
J 5.5 1820 1375 444 32.3 216 4942
K 6.0 1873 1465 407 27.8 199 4627
L 5.5 1860 1440 420 29.2 205 4697
M 5.6 1860 1439 420 29.2 205 1699
N 4.3 1900 1482 418 28.2 204 4662
P 3.6 1885 1449 436 30.1 212 4547
Sand replacement tests
W 8.0 1817 1409 408 28.9
X 9.5 1788 1389 399 28.7
' Y 9.8 1786 1389 397 28.5
Z 10.2 1780 1387 393 28.3
Layer number: 5 Depth of layer: 100 ram Number of passes :
Nuclear tests DS = 3470 MS = 483
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 8.3 1835 1442 393 27.2 198 4809
B 4.9 1911 1507 403 26.7 203 4358
C 5.4 1898 1497 401 26.8 202 4429
D 7.9 1816 1406 410 29.1 206 4920
Layer number: 6 Depth of layer: 100 mm Number of passes :
Nuclear tests DS = 3533 MS = 479
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 7.5 1815 1408 407 28.9 203 5019
B 5.5 1877 1475 403 27.3 201 4632
C 6.3 1856 1453 403 27.7 201 4763
D 5.9 1856 1446 409 28.3 204 4761
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Layer number : 7 Depth of layer: 120 mm Numb• er of passes:
Nuclear tests DS = 3533 MS = 479
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 9.1 1845 1457 388 26.6 194 4834
F 1.3 1982 1564 417 26.7 208 4050
G 2.5 1938 1514 424 28.0 211 4281
H 0.0 1995 1574 422 26.8 210 3981
J 11.8 1783 1416 367 25.9 184 5246
K 6.4 1837 1418 420 29.6 209 4871
L 0.0 1990 1558 432 27.7 215 4005
M 4.2 1925 1520 405 26.6 202 4357
N 2.4 1952 1534 417 27.2 208 4208
P 11.2 1763 1375 388 28.2 194 5373
Sand replacement tests
W 12.5 1738 1357 381 28.06
X 4.9 1889 1477 413 27.98
Y 9.4 1811 1424 387 27.20
Z 3.7 1918 1489 428 28.21
Layer number : 8 Depth of layer: 100 ram Number of passes :
Nuclear tests DS = 3533 MS = 479
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
K 9.6 1773 1366 407 29.8 203 5298
M 8.1 1849 1463 386 26.4 193 4809
P 9.4 1812 1424 388 27.2 194 5042
F 3.2 1925 1505 420 27.9 209 4354
H 1.3 1971 1547 424 27.4 211 4104
Sand replacement tests
M 7.1 1844 1438 406 28.2
F 3.2 1924 1503 420 28.0
H 6.2 1858 1445 412 28.5
Core cutter tests
l'J 10.3 1782 1388 394 28.2
X 6.3 1860 1451 409 28.2
Y 5.3 1883 1466 417 28.2
Z 10.3 1777 1388 389 28.2
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Layer number; 
Intermediate
9 Depth of laye r : 145 ram Number of passes
Nuclear tests DS = 3474 MS = 479
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 4.4 1903 1487 415 27.9 207 3995
B 5.4 1884 1472 411 27.9 205 4101
C 5.5 1904 1492 407 27.0 203 3989
D 6.2 1867 1460 407 27.9 203 4195
Layer number: 
Intermediate
10 Depth of layer: 100 mm Number of pass
Nuclear tests DS = 3474 MS = 479
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 4.5 1885 1461 424 29.0 2 1 1 4504'
B 3.2 1926 1504 422 28.0 2 1 0 4275
C 2.7 1907 1468 439 29.9 218 4377
D 7.7 1846 1450 396 27.3 198 4742
Layer number: 11 Depth of layer: 125 ram Number of passes: 8
Nuclear tests DS = 3474 MS = 479
Point
E
F
G
II
J
K
L
M
N
P
A %V
WD DD MD me % m DC
4.0 1911 1495 415 27.8 207 3951
7.3 1820 1404 415 29.6 207 4474
4.2 1883 1452 430 29.6 214 4101
2.2 1934 1504 430 28.6 214 3825
5.4 1878 1465 413 28.2 206 4130
5.8 1853 1432 422 29.4 201 4271
6.1 1889 1495 394 26.4 197 4054
4.1 1879 1447 432 29.9 215 4118
4.6 1929 1521 401 26.3 200 3898
5.3 1857 1431 426 29.8 212 4249
Sand re placement tests
6.7 1840 1420 420 29.1
7.9 1710 1400 410 29.3
10.5 1760 1360 400 29.6
6.6 1840 1420 420 29.5
Core cutter tests
4.9 1877 1454 425 29.07
5.0 1871 1448 423 29.23
6.4 1847 1431 416 29.06
7.6 1816 1401 415 29.62
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Layer number ; 12 Depth of layer : 125 ram Number of pas
Nuclear tests DS = 3512 MS = 476
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 4.3 1912 1500 412 27.4 204 3990
B 3.1 1925 1502 422 28.1 209 3918
C 3.6 1905 1478 427 28.8 211 4022
D 1.9 1905 1453 452 31.1 223 4015
Layer number : 13 Depth of layer: 120 ram Number of pass
Nuclear tests DS = 3512 MS = 476
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 5.8 1859 1441 418 29.0 207 4285
F 4.3 1864 1453 412 28.3 204 4255
G 3.2 1899 1481 418 28.2 207 4057
H 5.6 1923 1473 450 30.6 222 3917
J 1.8 1914 1487 427 28.7 211 3976
K 5.6 1853 1428 425 29.7 210 4321
L 1.8 1961 1516 446 29.4 220 3721
M 1.8 1915 1451 454 31.3 224 4014
N 4.2 1957 1507 450 29.9 222 2744
P 4.2 1895 1472 422 28.7 209 4081
Sand replacement tests
7.6
4.9
1827
1886
1419
1470
408
416
28.75
28.31
Layer number; 14 Depth of layer: 130 mm Number of passes: 8
Nuclear tests
Point
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
A %
V
4.0
6.6
1.9 
2.5
4.4
3.9
5.8
2.5
2.9
1.6
WD
1884
1817
1933
1917
1867
1883
1858
1929
1928
1910
DS = 3512
DD
1451
1388
1496
1482
1431
1450
1440
1498
1506
1455
MD
433
429
437
435
435
433
418
431
422
454
MS = 476
me %
29.8
30.9
29.2
29.4
30.4
29.9
29.0 
28.7
28.1
31.2
m
214 
212 
216
215 
215 
214 
207 
213 
209 
224
DC
4135
4539
3870
3953
4236
4143
4293
2891
3900
3990
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Layer number: 14 Depth of layer: 130 mm Number of passes: 8
Sand replacement tests
w 10.8 1760 1370 390 28.8
X 11.1 1760 1360 400 28.8
z 6.6 1850 1440 410 28.3
Core cutter tests
w 7.3 1820 1400 420 29.7
X 8.5 1810 1410 400 28.5
Y 4.8 1880 1470 410 28.5
Z 3.6 1900 1470 430 29.1
Layer number: 15 pth of layer : 130 mm Number of passes: 8
Nuclear tests DS = 3507 MS = 477
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
W 3.4 1896 1462 434 29.7 215 4065
X 4.8 1877 1454 424 29.1 210 4172
Y 2.4 1944 1523 421 27.7 209 3811
Z 6.5 1843 1428 415 29.1 206 4374
Layer number: 16 Depth of layer: 125 mm Number of passes:
Nuclear tests DS = 3507 MS = 477
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 3.4 1919 1498 421 28.1 209 3940
F 3.5 1920 1503 417 27.8 207 3938
G 3.8 1888 1454 434 29.8 215 4106
H 4.2 1928 1525 402 26.4 200 3901
J 4.2 1890 1467 424 28.9 210 4099
K 4.5 1850 1408 443 31.4 219 4323
L 4.7 1888 1471 417 28.4 207 4112
M 3.0 1920 1494 426 28.5 211 3936
N 1.6 1954 1524 430 28.2 213 3756
P 5.9 1841 1415 426 30.1 211 4384
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Layer number : 17 Depth of layer: 125 ram Number of pass
Nuclear tests DS — 3507 MS = 477
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 4.9 1875 1454 421 29.0 209 4183
F 2.2 1949 1528 421 27.6 209 3785
G 3.8 1894 1466 428 29.2 212 4075
H 2.4 1951 1534 417 27.2 207 3774
J 7.5 1825 1414 411 29.0 204 4484
K 4.8 1871 1443 428 29.6 212 4208
L 3.5 1901 1471 430 29.2 213 4037
M 7.6 1842 1444 398 27.6 198 4384
N 2.6 1948 1531 417 27.2 207 3790
P 6.1 1872 1465 407 27.7 202 4209
Core cutter tests
W 7.3 1830 1420 410 28.7
Y 7.8 1820 1420 400 28.7
X 7.1 1840 1430 410 28.7
Z 7.1 1840 1430 410 28.7
Layer number : 18 Depth of layer: 105i mm Number of passi
Nuclear tests DS = 3493 MS = 473
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 2.2 1930 1496 434 29.0 213 4275
B 4.5 1901 1486 414 27.9 204 4439
C 2.0 1940 1508 432 28.6 212 4222
D 6.4 1861 1452 408 28.1 201 4677
Layer number : 19 Depth of layer: 123 mm Number of passe
Nuclear tests DS = 3493 MS = 473
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 4.6 1854 1414 440 31.1 216 4285
F 4.8 1889 1472 417 28.3 205 4091
G 10.5 1779 1390 389 28.0 192 4769
H 4.4 1880 1453 427 29.4 210 4139
J 3.3 1902 1468 434 29.5 213 4015
K 4.7 1868 1438 430 29.9 211 4209
L 6.9 1835 1420 414 29.2 204 4406
M 6.7 1849 1438 410 28.5 202 4325
N 6.9 1825 1406 419 29.8 206 4467
P 5.3 1881 1468 412 28.1 203 4137
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Layer number: 19 Depth of layer: 123 mm Number of passes: 8
Sand replacement tests C:centre V/:wall
C 9.7 1780 1380 400 29.1
W 12.6 1730 1340 390 28.7
Core cutter tests Crcentre W:wall
C 7.5 1820 1410 410 29.1
W 8.7 1800 1400 400 28.7
lyer number: 20 Depth of layer: 131 mm Number of passe
Nuclear tests DS = 3493 MS = 473
• int A %V WD DD MD me % m DC
A 7.4 1844 1443 402 27.8 198 4353
B 4.2 1909 1495 414 27.7 204 3980
C 4.6 1904 1493 410 27.5 202 4012
D 2.6 1917 1481 436 29.4 214 3936
Layer number: 21 Depth of layer: 109 mm Number of passes: 8
Nuclear tests DS = 3493 MS = 473
lint A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 4.9 1868 1443 425 29.5 209 4628
F 2.6 1927 1497 430 28.7 211 4292
G 9.7 1813 1431 382 26.7 189 4979
H 2.9 1933 1512 421 27.8 207 4261
J 3.4 1898 1464 434 29.6 213 4453
K 3.7 1895 1466 430 29.3 211 4466
L 1.6 1948 1516 432 28.5 212 4179
M 5.4 1874 1460 414 28.4 204 4593
N 3.0 1935 1516 419 27.6 206 4249
P 6.4 1862 1456 406 27.9 200 4671
Sand replacement tests
W 12.5 1730 1340 390 28.9
X 5.0 1890 1480 410 27.7
Y 15.0 1690 1310 380 28.3
Z 6.6 1840 1430 410 29.0
Core cutter tests
W 9.9 1780 1380 400 28.95
X 8.7 1820 1420 400 27.71
Y 6.7 1840 1430 410 29.00
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Layer number: 22 Depth of layer: 132 mm Number of passes: 8
Nuclear tests DS = 3517 MS = 472
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 7.8 1824 1417 407 28.7 200 4506
B 4.4 1913 1504 409 27.2 201 3990
C 2.6 1923 1490 433 29.0 212 3929
D 8.8 1788 1377 411 29.8 202 4733
Layer number: 23 Depth of laye r: 121 mm Number of passe;
Nuclear tests DS = 3517 MS = 472
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 5.4 1850 1419 430 30.3 211 4343
F 3.2 1928 1508 420 27.8 206 3906
G 2.3 1917 1478 439 29.7 215 3958
H 6.3 1833 1409 424 30.1 208 4446
J 2.5 1914 1477 437 29.6 214 3975
K 3.5 1879 1438 441 30.7 216 4167
L 3.9 1922 1511 411 27.2 202 2942
M 7.5 1845 1447 398 27.5 196 4379
N 1.3 1929 1482 448 30.2 219 3891
P 8.1 1807 1396 411 29.4 202 4611
Sand replacement tests
W 4.2 1814 1422 392 27.5
X 8.6 1888 1463 425 28.8
Y 6.1 1853 1444 409 28.3
Z 7.7 1812 1406 406 28.8
Layer number; 24 Depth of layer: 135 mm Number of passe;
test at 150 mm
Nuclear tests DS = 3517 MS = 472
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 5.3 1844 1417 426 30.1 209 3829
B 5.1 1878 1447 430 29.7 211 3635
C 6.1 1845 1423 422 29.6 207 3822
D 6.2 1846 1426 420 29.4 206 3816
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Layer number: 24 Depth of layer : 135> mm Number of passes : 10
test at 125 mm
Nuclear tests DS = 3517 MS = 472
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
A 5.2 1849 1416 433 30.6 212 4349
B 4.4 1895 1486 409 27.5 201 4087
C 6.0 1851 1429 422 29.5 207 4339
D 3.2 1888 1447 441 30.5 216 4118
Layer number: 25 Depth of layer: 100 mm Numb er of passes : 10
Nuclear tests DS = 3517 MS = 472
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % ra DC
E 4.5 1888 1466 422 28.8 207 4542
F 1.4 1996 1470 445 30.3 218 4377
G 2.1 1961 1543 418 27.1 205 4142
H 5.1 1900 1493 407 27.2 200 4471
J 2.5 1916 1477 439 29.7 215 4376
K 4.4 1883 1454 428 29.4 210 4571
L 0 1957 1511 445 29.5 218 4155
M 2.7 1929 1500 428 28.5 210 4311
N 1.7 1961 1537 424 27.6 208 4137
P 3.8 1912 1492 420 28.1 246 4407
Sand replacement tests Tests at. 125 ram
W 11.1 1737 1340 397 29.6
Y 2.6 1914 1486 428 28.8
Z 6.0 1866 1465 409 27.4
Layer number: 26 Depth of layer: 167 mm Numb er of passes : 10
Tests at 150 mm
Nuclear tests DS = 3501 MS =: 476
Point A %
V
WD DD MD me % m DC
E 5.5 1852 1426 427 29.9 211 3760
F 1.7 1959 1534 425 27.7 210 3204
G 5.0 1896 1487 410 27.5 203 3524
H 5.5 1885 1477 407 27.6 202 3587
J 6.1 1834 1405 429 30.5 212 3865
K 4.4 1889 1475 414 28.0 205 3560
L 2.5 1925 1503 422 28.1 209 3371
M 1.9 1868 1437 431 30.0 213 3670
N 2.1 1924 1493 431 28.9 213 3377
P 4.1 1900 1459 442 30.3 218 3494
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Layer number: 26 Depth of layer: 167 mm Number of passes:10 
Sand replacement tests
w 7.2 1816 1406 410 29.17
X 5.9 1844 1429 415 29.01
Y 2.0 1931 1505 426 28.30
Z 9.3 1782 1385 397 28.70
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Table BIO.2
Density values during construction
DATA FORMAT
Data N M W H C
where :
N: bulk density nuclear gauge
M: moisture density nuclear gauge
W: m/Cjj moisture content nuclear gauge
H: dry density sand replacement
C m/coD moisture content oven-dry
RESULTS FORMAT 
Results D SI 
B2 S2
H
from nuclear gauge tests:
Dry density 
Dry density
Bulk density
Dry density
D
51
B2
52
= 'S'd = f( m/cQp)
= !Td„j, = f( - MD
slope for
) calibration 
b and MD
- ^ b  - f ( iTbj^  )
construction slope
construction slope
from sand replacement tests: 
Dry density H = ^d = f( y
standard method
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\Ü M
S 18 . 4 0 7
u) f! 
279 1.441
1> 1 . 449 SI 1 . 568 W 1.441 
■ e > ^ \  . 696 S21 . 032
1 . 866 .412 .283 1 .389
1 . 456 
1 . 6 8 5 1 . 007
1.900 425 . 21
1.479 1.606
1.873 1.158
1 . 389 
1 . 389
1 .861 .433 .304 1 .
1.451 1.520 1.3
1.657 .920
1 .873 .407 .278 1 .409
1.453 1.577 1.409
1.724 1.060
1.860 .420 .292 1.389
1.447 1.535 1
1.652 951
1.860 .420 .292 1.389
1.447 1.535 1.389 
1 652 .951
1.885 .418 .282 1.387
1.469 1.586 1.387
1.790 1.095
1.845 .388 .266 1.357
1.441 
1 . 569
1 . 548 
. 959
1 982 .4 17 .267 1.477
1.550 1.774 1.477
2.326 1.634
8ü
938 .424 .2
. 524 
. 083
1 . 680 
1 . 371
995 .422 .2
. 556 
. 398
1 . 793 
1 . 691
837 .420 .2
. 435 
.525
1 . 491
. 824
990 ,.432 .7
.556 
, 370
1 . 770 
1 . 635
925 .405 .2
. 513 
.011
1 . 680 
1 . 353
952 ,.417 .2
. 523 
• 160
1.717
1 . 468
849 ,.386 .2
.442 
. 591
1 .559
. 987
925 ,.420 .2
. 504 
.011
1 . 661 
1.310
971 ,.424 .2
. 534 
. 265
1 . 744 
1 . 553
9 1 1 415 .2
. 4 80 
. 934
1 . 640 
1 . 247
66 1.424
64 1 .4: 
1 4 7.!
2 8 0
291
590
i .820 .415 .296 1.4 00
1.408 1.465 1.400
1.431 744
1.883 .430 .286 1.360 .296
1.453 1.567 1.360
1.779 1.050
1.934 .430 .286 1.420
1.493 1.665 1.420
2.061 1.331
1.853 .422 .294 1.420 .291
1.435 1.519 1.420
1.613 .907
1.889 .394 .264 1.400 .293
1.461
1.812
1.625 1.400
1 . 185
1.879 .432 .299 1.360 .296
1.450 1.556 1.360
1.757 1.022
1.929 .401 .263 1.420
1.490 1.693 1.420
2.033 1.386
1.419
1.419
i .899 ,41
1 . 476 1
1 . 867 1
1.923 . 45
i . 494 1
2 . 000 1
i . 853 . 42
1.440 1.515 1.419
1.613 .898
1.895 .422 .287 1.470
1.477 1.600 1.470
1.845 1.139
1.854 .440 .311 1.3
1 . 436 
1.619
].498 1.3
. 861
 80 
80
1.779 .289 .280 1.340
1.382 1.551 1.340
1.204 .877
1.849 .410 .285 1.380
1.432 1.527 1.380 
1.591 919
1.881 .412 .281 1.340
1.462 1.586 1.340 
1.768 1.090
1.868 .425 .295 1.340
1 449 1.544 1.340
1.696 .981
1.927 .430 .287 1.480
1.509 1.651 1.480
2.022 1 293
1.813 .382 .267 1.310
1.413 1.495 1.310
1.392 .800
.933 .421 .278 1.430
1.498 1.675 1.430
2.055 1.352
1.895 .430 .293 1 340
1.470 J .590 1.340
i .845 1.116
9  Q 1
. 291
:90
591
1.948 4 32 1 . 480
1 . 525 1 . 689 1 . 480
. 133 1 . 403
1 .874 .41 4 . 284 1 . 340 .283
1 . 461 1 . 570 1 . 340
1 .729 1 .046
1 .935 .41 9 . 276 1 . 430 . 290
1 . 500 1 .681 1 . 430
2 . 066 1 . 368
1.967 1.212
1.833 .424 .301 1.406
1.423 1.478 1.406
1.503 .791
1.879 .441 .307 1.42;
1.474 1.544 1.422
1.757 .996
1.922 .411 .272 1.46:
1.492 1.667 1.463
1.994 1.319
1.438 1.535 1.444
1.569 931
1.929 .448 .302 1.406
1.498 1.632 1.406
2.033 1.253
1.888 .422 .2:
1.457 1.587
1.807 1 100
18 1 . 340 
1 . 340
1.996 .445 .3
1.850 .430 .303 1 . 433
1 . 550 1 . 765
1.451 1.503 1 .433 2 , 403 1 . 631
1.597 .867
1 . 900 .407 .2
1.928 .420 .278 1 . 463
1 . 491 1 . 629
1.497 1.666 1 . 463 i . 873 1 . 209
2.028 1.327
1.883 ,.428 .2
1.917 .439 .297 1 . 444
1 . 453 1 .569
1.494 1.620 1 .444 1 . 779 1 . 055
1.959 .425 .277 1.429
1.519 1.720 1.429
2.199 1.484
1.896 ,410 .275 1.505
c: tr
74
296
1.929 .428 .285 1.486
1.498 1.658 1.486
2.033 1.310
1.961 .424 .276 1.465 .274
1.539 1.725 1.465
2.210 1.498
1.852 .427 .299 1.406 .291
1.435 1.511 1.406
1.608 .887
290
1.4 78 1.618
1.851 1.178
. 50 5
592
1.885 .407 .276 1
1.465 1.601 1
1.790 1.126
1.889 .414 .280 1.406 .291
1.463 1.599 1,406
1.812 1.128
1.925 .422 .281 1.429
1.492 1.658 1.429
2.011 1.304
1.868 .431 .289 1.505
1.456 1.536 1.505
1.696 .964
1.924 .431 .289 1.385.
1.495 1.644 1.385
2.006 1.273
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Table BIO.3
Air voids calculated during construction
RESULTS FORMAT
MDCONl MDC0N2 WDNOD
MDCALl MDCAL2
Air voids calculated from the data obtained during 
construction combining the following methods and regression 
slopes:
MDCONl
MDC0N2
WDNOD
MDCALl
MDCAL2
Moisture Density method/ construction slopes 
moisture content from nuclear gauge
Moisture Density method/ construction slopes 
moisture content oven-dry
Bulk density from nuclear gauge 
moisture content oven-dry
Moisture Density method/ calibration slopes 
moisture content from nuclear gauge
Moisture Density method/ calibration slopes 
moisture content from oven-dry
S Q 3
/[ a mic M Ü C  
% s m/c 0T>
COM4 ("ON 2.
CAM - - CALZ
-1.4 -2
34.4 34
GW. ôR.+OJ>
24.0
-4
24
1
4 0
31.5 30
- 1
1
39
- 1 2
11
1
1 4 . 2
-6 . 5 
14 . 2
— 9.9
6 . Ï
— 14
1 1
16
-Q
46
13
1 1 
4
— i:  . 0  
1 9 4
50  . 6
15
1 3 
— 1
1 7
3 . 4
- 1 2
7 0
4 . 1 
1 . 0
-4 . 0 
30.3
1 2 . 9
4 '■ ! H
31
-6
12
-4
-9
IS
40
-4
25
-4 . 2
30
.\ki
14
- 1  
4 1
61
40
0 q
-4.6
30 . 3
10.4
1 1 7
1 21
12
-5
21
- 2.6
31
14,7
1 26.4
7 1 ^
5 43
61
0
1 . 0
7.4 3.4
1 2
2 . 4
4 . 0
4 1
4 . 1
9 . 5
J 0
594
49 . S
-16
31
9
41
-7
14
-7
19
1
47
15
1
40
1 b
18 
— Q
3 0
- b 5
b
47
7
9
10 2
1 1 1
— 4
27 ï
-9 0
9 5
-2
31
2
9
1 1 7
7-‘ 5
3 4
44 2
13 0
-5 5
21 1
3 0
48 1
35
7
9
— 9
13 5
1
39 4
0
17 8
-5 . 4
27 . 0
15 8
-7 0
-4 b
. 4
-4
29 . 9
-8
14
. c! 
1
8 . 0 
1 . 4 
3 . 4
4 . 9
2 . 1
b . 4
1 . S
1.7
4.3
-6 1 
19 . 6
40
•10 
4
-4 
24
-5 . 0
20 . 5
. 4 
41.6
-4
14
16
4 . 1
4 . b
2 . 1
595
